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Abstract 
 

Smart textile is a term referring to the textiles that could interact with their environment, 
receiving input and giving output based on their applications. Among smart textiles, 
electrically driven smart textiles (E-textiles) are being produced by various methods and 
materials integrated with textile substances. Graphene is one of these compounds that could 
be integrated into the polymer or integrated into the textile materials such as fibres. 
Therefore, other elements could be doped or immobilised on the graphene nanosheets for a 
wider range of applications, such as catalytic and electrocatalytic systems.  

However, finding the most applicable and efficient method to integrate graphene into the 
textile fibres and further establishing a method for catalyst immobilisation are challenging 
and require focused research.  

Therefore, this doctoral thesis focused on the innovative concept of integration of graphene 
and immobilisation of iron nanoparticles on it. Evidence from the systematic experiments was 
gathered for the case of dip-coating of polyester textiles with graphene oxide dispersion and 
enhancing the electrostatic bonding between fibres and graphene oxide nanosheets. In the 
second step, systematic experiments were gathered for the case of immobilisation of an 
inorganic catalyst (zerovalent iron) on textile supports. The goal of this thesis is to establish 
the feasibility of a mild and applicable method for textile material supports, which requires 
low temperature and mild pH, and further fabrication of heterogeneous catalytic and 
electrocatalytic systems for wastewater treatment. Polyester was chosen as the textile 
support material for graphene oxide coating and catalyst immobilisation due to its availability 
and cost-effectiveness. 

The thesis has four distinct parts related to (a) Pre-surface-charge modification of the 
polyester for strong electrostatic bonding between polyester and graphene, (b) Design a 
continuous yarn coating system for mass production of graphene-coated conductive yarns, 
(c) Immobilisation of Fe0 on graphene-coated polyester textiles and optimising their feasibility 
in catalytic systems and (d) Design and prove the feasibility of knitting a fully textile-based 
reactor having two anodic and cathodic sections by using rGO-Fe0 yarns and stainless-steel 
multifilament yarns, respectively as a concept of electro-Fenton wastewater treatment. 

Diverse analytical and instrumental techniques were used to monitor the surface modification 
of the polyester textiles and conductivity of the resulting textiles; moreover, the 
electromechanical and electrothermal properties of the graphene-modified textiles were 
examined. Further, the efficiency of catalyst immobilisation, physio-chemical properties of 
the immobilised catalyst, and their catalytical activities in dye removal from the water was 
studied. Results showed that surface charge modification of polyester fabric with both 
chitosan and hexadecylpyridinium chloride (HDPC) gives the most homogeneous graphene 
coating, resulting in high conductivity and very good fastness. Furthermore, results from 
scanning electron microscope (SEM), Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and UV/Visible 
spectrophotometry prove the success of immobilisation of zerovalent iron on the graphene-
modified textiles.  

II 
 

The novelty of the research presented in this doctoral thesis is primarily attributed to the 
novelty of a hybrid graphene-catalyst immobilisation-grafting on polyester textile supports 
for wastewater treatment applications. The final concept of the thesis is to introduce the 
potential for assembling a fully textile-based reactor for Electro-Fenton wastewater 
treatments.  
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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction  

 

Chapter outline  

1. Background on E-textiles and use of graphene  
Textile is exceptional as a class of fabricated materials, interacting in almost any human social 
activity. Over the last two decades, studies pertaining to textile electronics started from initial 
research explorations and going up to the industrial area. It began with investigating the 
integration of conductive wires and circuits into textiles [1, 2]. 

The term “smart textiles” refers to a wide field of studies that extend the functionality of 
common fabrics. Smart textiles are defined as textile products that could interact with the 
environment or the user. Not all smart textiles are electrically driven. When electronics and 
textiles converge, it can be named e-textile [3]. 

The combination of textiles and other technology, such as electronics, could have a 
tremendous impact on society [4, 5]. However, the development of e-textiles runs the risk of 
stagnation if the prevalent paradigm of assembling the enabling technology with textiles 
results in bulky, heavy, non-compliant products with low comfort. An alternative to the classic 
integration of electronics into textiles is producing intrinsically conductive yarns. 

Electroconductive textile fibres are currently attracting much attention for a range of 
applications from electrostatic discharge [6], supercapacitors [7], health monitoring and 
diagnostic systems [8], energy harvesting [9], environmental remediation system [10], 
photonic, luminescence [11], UV blocking [12], antibacterial [13, 14], insect repellent [15], 
colour change [16], electro-thermal heating elements such as seat heaters in vehicles [17] and 
electrically heated garments, [18-20]. Most of the research is based on electrically conductive 
polymers or metallic conductive mechanisms. The resulting threads are not good for knitting 
or weaving when it comes to wearable smart textiles.  

Recently, e-textiles have been prepared using different methods, such as:  

- The spinning of Nano-metallic filaments, such as stainless steel microfilaments with 
conventional staple fibres [21],  

- Melt-spinning of conductive nanoparticles and carbon products with polymers [22],  
- Non-woven fabrics made of staple stainless steels, carbon fibres and polymers [23],  
- Carbon allomorphs such as graphene incorporation. [24].  

Carbon allomorphs could be integrated with textiles for their electrical conductivity [25]. 
Among them, graphene, a two-dimensional nanosheet, is the object of intensive study [26-
29]. It is because the two-dimensional shape of the graphene, which has a thickness of one or 
a few atoms of sp2-bonded carbon atoms, could have the minimum impact on the strength, 
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softness and comfortability of the resulting textiles. Graphene has the potential to create 
highly valuable electrically conductive textile systems with maintained pliability and 
psychological comfort of the textile. However, there is still a lack of continuous integration 
methods for further developing knitted and woven smart textiles and garments.  

Using graphene is the most cost-effective and high-performance alternative for different 
applications, from the thermal heater to electro-Fenton wastewater treatment. For that, in 
this study, graphene has been chosen as the main conductive element to convert 
conventional textiles into E-textiles.  

1.2 Background on graphene oxide 
Graphene is an interesting carbon allomorph for its electrical conductivity and mechanical 
and thermal properties. It has rich chemistry that can contribute to reactions as either a 
reducing agent as an electron donor or an oxidizer as an electron acceptor owning to its 
electronic structure, which results in both an electron affinity and an ionisation potential of 
4.6 eV [30]. Another focus of studies on graphite is substitutional doping by replacing carbon 
with other elements. For instance, replacing carbon with boron and nitrogen results in p- and 
n-type graphite, respectively [31]. 

Extraordinary electronic properties in graphene are due to the high quality of its 2D crystal 
lattice [32, 33]. Specifically, small quantities are required to achieve electrical or 
electrothermal properties, and only a thin layer is required with potentially minimum impact 
on the thickness of the medium.  

Graphene itself is known for its specific surface area (2620 m2g-1), excellent mechanical 
properties (Young’s modulus of 1 TPa), and high electrical conductivity (electron mobility of 
2.5 × 105 cm2V-1s-1 at room temperature) and high thermal conductivity of (3000 W m K-1). 
Graphene could be prepared by either mechanical exfoliation of graphite or epitaxial chemical 
vapour deposition [34, 35].   

Graphene oxide (GO) caught the attention of the scientific community after the discovery of 
graphene in 2004, because of its potential for use in various technological applications such 
as photocatalysis [28], field-effect transistors [34], transparent electrodes [36], batteries [27, 
37] bio sensors [38], and smart textiles [39]. 

In 2006, Ruoff’s group was the first to establish a solution-based development for making 
single-layer graphene [40, 41]. The method is based on the chemical modification of graphite 
to produce a water-dispersible intermediary, graphite oxide (GO) [38]. 

The advantages of the GO method are its low-cost and large-scale production. The starting 
material is simple graphite, and by a simple Harsh oxidation Hummer’s method [42-44], it can 
easily be scaled up to produce chemically derived graphene dispersed in a liquid. Ruoff’s 
group has demonstrated free-standing films with extremely high tensile strength of up to ∼42 
GPa [45, 46]. 

With this method, GO is produced by exfoliating graphite, resulting in highly oxygenated 
graphene with hydroxyl and epoxide functional groups on the surface and carboxyl and 
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carbonyl groups at the edge of the sheets [47]. The Hummer’s method is the oxidation of 
graphene in which KMnO4 acts as an oxidation agent to introduce molecules of oxygen to the 
graphene surface.  

  

Unlike graphene, GO is not conductive and is hydrophobic. However, the graphitic network 
could be substantially restored by either thermal annealing or through a chemical reduction 
process.   

When it comes to textile, strong bonding between graphene oxide flakes and textile yarns is 
required, as there is evidence that textile materials need to have a standard washing and 
friction fastness. 

There is a paucity of studies on enhancing the interaction and bonding between fibres and 
graphene oxide flakes. Among the different methods of preparing graphene or graphene 
oxide, preparing a dispersion of GO and thereafter dip-coating the textile with it could be the 
most reasonable and applicable method for the textile industry. For instant thermal annealing 
of GO on textile, media is not possible, as textile materials are sensitive to temperature and 
can be decomposed.  

Still, dip-coating of textile with graphene oxide does not give us a high conductivity and high 
quality/fastness of the product. Thus, in the first step of this thesis, the focus is on surface 
charge modification of the textile to bring electrostatic attraction and bonding between 
textile fibres and GO. As a result, the conductivity of the textile materials will increase, and 
the electro-thermal textile heater could be prepared for different applications, such as 
military customs for cold environments and aeroplane heating systems.    

Further, graphene could be doped with other elements to bring a particular property to the 
textile for a specific application. However, the doping method and condition need more 
investigation. For instance, if graphene-coated textile is doped with iron properly, it could be 
used in catalysis applications for wastewater treatment and dye removal of textile 
wastewater.  

Figure 1. Schematic representation of Hummer’s method for oxidising (a) graphene to (b) graphene oxide.  
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 If the conductivity of the GO/Fe is high enough, it could be used in electrocatalysis 
applications in combination with stainless steel fibres as well.  

Nonetheless, the conductivity and fastness of the product are the main challenges and 
weaknesses of these textiles. Finding the most relevant process of incorporation of graphene 
and iron into textile is lacking. Thus, in this research, the focus is on designing an applicable 
process to produce high-quality GO-coated textile materials doped with iron for its catalytic 
and electrocatalytic applications.  

 Research gap 

To the best of our knowledge, in previous studies conducted by other researchers, the 
electrostatic repulsion between fibres and graphene oxide (GO) has been neglected. Hence, 
it is essential to study the surface charge of the fibres and GO nanosheets and find an 
applicable method to improve the isoelectric point of the fibre and enhance the electrostatic 
attraction between fibres and GO. Moreover, it is essential to study the role of various cationic 
agents and their influence on the electrical conductivity of the fibre, the morphology of the 
coating and fastness of the resulting fibre.   

Also, to the best of our knowledge, there is no research on producing a continuous graphene 
yarn coating system that provides conductive yarns which could be fed into knitting or 
weaving machines for further smart garment and device designing; this will result in having 
the same porosity and stretchability as a pristine fabric. Consequently, in this study, a 
continuous yarn coating system is designed to prepare graphene yarn bobbins for further 
knitting smart devices according to the needs, for instance, knitting a tactile sensor or a 
wastewater treatment reactor.   

Graphene could be doped with other elements, such as iron to improve its performance or to 
add more functionality to the graphene. To the best of our knowledge, there is no applied 
research based on GO-Fe0 integration on textiles. In this study, an applicable method for 
doped graphene oxide on coated fibres and fabrics with iron is investigated and introduced 
to the system. This led us to prepare a catalyst for wastewater treatment in both Fenton and 
electro-Fenton processes. 

And at the end of the study, a fully textile-based reactor is designed based on a combination 
of GO-Fe0 and stainless-steel yarns for further electrocatalyst wastewater treatment. In this 
research area, we focused on designing a reactor that could be produced on a large scale and 
be feasible in industrial wastewater treatment.  

Research purposes 

The first step of the study is to design an applicable method for dip-coating textiles with 
graphene oxide dispersion and previous improvements in the surface grafting of graphene 
through textiles, both in yarn and fabric medium. The plan was to apply various cationic 
agents to polyester yarns and fabrics and thereafter dip-coat these textiles with GO 
dispersion. Thus, it is essential to have the most effective coating conditions, including 
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temperature, time and pH. Further, the effect of each cationic agent on the surface 
morphology, fastness and electrical properties of the graphene layer is studied.  

The second step of the study is to find an applicable method for doping graphene on textile 
mediums. There are various methods to dope graphene with other elements such as iron; 
however, when it comes to textiles, most available technologies are not applicable. This is 
mostly because they require high temperature or other harsh acidic or basic conditions that 
could deform or even decompose the textile materials. Hence, it is important to find and 
design an applicable procedure for doping the GO-modified textiles with iron zerovalent 
nanoparticles. The resulting Fe0 -PET fabrics could be used in a wide range of applications. 
However, this study focuses on providing a catalyst and an electrocatalyst for wastewater 
treatment.  

 

Research questions 

rq1 

- How would the methods of pre-surface modification of the polyester textiles affect 
the surface morphology, electrical, electrothermal, electromechanical and washing 
fastness of the resulting e-textile? What is the relevant reducing agent to reduce 
graphene oxide or immobilise iron zerovalent on GO-coated textile materials for 
electrical performances?   

rq2 

- How can you design a continuous process for homogeneous yarn coating with 
graphene for knitting machines for e-textile application, and what are the process 
parameters to ensure the mass production of graphene-modified yarn?    

- How can the knitted fabric based on coated yarn be used for electrocatalysis 
applications in wastewater treatments?   

rq3 

- Which method is the most appropriate and applicable method of grafting graphene 
with iron-on textile, considering the condition of application, such as low temperature 
and pH, to avoid the decomposition of the textile material?  
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1.2.1 Methods for reduction of graphene oxide to graphene 

Graphene oxide (GO) could be reduced to graphene through different methods, such as 
thermal annealing, chemical reduction, and chemical vapour deposition [48, 49]. 

Alcohol reducing agent reduction  

A mild reduction of GO could occur with alcohol. Furthermore, this method does not damage 
the edge morphology of the GO, resulting in highly conductive rGO Nano-sheets; ethanol 
vapour reduction could be used to reduce graphene [50]. However, this method requires a 
high temperature (more than 900 ֯C), and it is not an applicable method for textile materials 
as the main substrate.   

Thermal reduction  

Thermal reduction of graphene could be prepared via the rapid heating of dry GO under inert 
gas and at high temperature [51, 52]. Like alcohol vapour reduction, thermal reduction 
requires a high temperature to reduce graphene into GO. Hence, this method is not usable in 
textile production.  

Chemical vapour deposition 

The growth of graphene on different metallic surfaces, such as copper, has been studied 
before [48, 53]. This method gives a large area of high-quality graphene Nanosheets; 
however, this method needs a high temperature (up to 1000 ֯C), which is not applicable for 
textile materials.    

Chemical reduction by a reducing agent  

Numerous chemical reducing agents, such as SO2, NaBH4, NaOH, N2H4, C6H8O4, KOH, Vitamin 
C and Na2S2O4, have been used to chemically reduce GO [54]. Table 1 shows a different form 
of reduction that has been studied by others.  

Table 1. Comparison of the reduction methods for GO production. 

Ref. no Reduction method Form C/O ratio σ (S/cm) 
[41] Hydrazine hydrate Powder 10.3 2 
[55] 150 mM NaBH4 solution, 2h  TGF  8.6 0.045 
[56] Thermal annealing at 900 ֯C TGF NA ~ 103 
[57] Vitamin C Film 12.5 77 

KOH Film NA 1.910-3 

TGF: Transforming growth factor 

 

When it comes to textiles, the most applicable method is chemical reduction. Among the 
named agents, Sodium dithionite Na2S2O4 gives the highest electrical conductivity in textile 
applications [58]. Further, sodium borohydride NaBH4 provides the highest immobilisation of 
iron particles [59]. Hence, these two strategic reducing agents have been used in this thesis.  
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1.2.2 Element doping of graphene  

Element doping of graphene can result in various properties for different applications. 
Element doping is applied through annealing heat treatment, ion bombardment and plasma 
treatment, arc discharge, and other means to incorporate different elements such as iron into 
graphene, maintaining the intrinsic 2-dimensional structure of graphene. At the same time, 
the surface properties of the graphene change to give new properties and performances [49, 
60-65]. 

There are different methods to dope graphene with iron particles, such as pyrolysis [65], the 
oxygen evolution reaction (OER) [66], hydrothermal synthesis [67] and chemical 
immobilisation [68]. Among the named methods, chemical immobilisation could be applied 
to textiles. Consequently, in this thesis, we used an in-situ chemical immobilisation of iron 
particles on the surface of the textile materials, using FeCl3.6H2O as a precursor [69, 70].   

1.2.3 Graphene incorporation with textile 

Graphene can be applied to textile in different ways and classified as integrated into or 
integrated on the textile materials, such as: 

Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) growth of graphene along Cu wires or meshes [71, 72], 
dimension-confined hydrothermal method [73],  Electrospinning [74], Melt spinning [75, 76], 
wet spinning of graphene oxide [77-79] (integration in) and dip-coating [80] or 3D printing 
(integration on). A schematic representation of the methods and steps in which graphene 
could be applied to the textile is illustrated in Figure 2. 

In this thesis, I focused on dip-coating of both fibre and fabric to produce a large-scale 
industrial product that could be efficiently and cost-effectively produced. It has the potential 
to be used in knitting and weaving machines that could be programmed to design a specific 
e-textile based on the required properties and needs of the applications. Accordingly, the final 
application is a fully textile-based electrocatalytic reactor. 

Dip-coating: A single two-dimensional exfoliated GO sheet has a thickness of one or a few 
atoms of sp2-bonded carbon atoms and could be used as a colloidal dye in the textile dyeing 
industry [24], offering interesting optical, electrical, and thermal properties [81, 82].  

Graphene could be grafted into the positively charged polymers and make a covalent and 
electrostatic bond with the surface-modified fibre. The most reliable method for graphene 
textile yarn and fabric production is the dip-coating method. Hence, in this thesis, dip-coating 
is a priority for the whole research.  

3D printing: Graphene could be 3D printed on various surfaces, such as textiles for various 
applications from antennas to supercapacitors [83-85]. However, this method has its 
drawbacks of not being able to be produced on a large scale and used in the textile industry.  

Chemical vapour deposition: Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) is widely used to grow 
graphene on various surfaces; however, this method has its temperature limitation in textile 
cases. Some studies show that nanofibres could be grown on metallic surfaces, but this 
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method is not feasible for continuous textile yarn and fabric production [86]. This method is 
also limited to the chamber volume, which is unsuitable for the textile industry.   

1.2.4 Iron doping of graphene-coated textile 

Further, the combination of graphene with the functional nanoparticles gives added 
functionality in textiles, which can be termed multifunctional textiles, to each constituent and 
opens up new opportunities to enhance wider applications. The addition of metal 
nanoparticles such as zerovalent iron nanoparticles in graphene-coated polyester textiles will 
show not only significant improvements in electrochemical activity but also exhibit high 
catalytic and electro-catalytic activity due to their unique surface properties [67, 87].  

1.3 Strategy chosen for this thesis 
As mentioned before, there are several methods to prepare graphene fibres; however, most 
of these fibres could not be used in short-spinning machines to produce conductive staple or 
filament yarns. In other methods, if the yarn is produced, the strength and the flexibility of 
the yarn are not enough to overcome the tensions in the yarn during the knitting process.  

So, the focus of this study is to find the most relevant dip-coating method from surface charge 
modification of the yarns up to graphene coating and iron doping. This means to convert 
conventional textile yarns to multifunctional graphene/iron yarns.   

1.3.1 Dip-coating 

As presented before, graphene oxide is produced by oxidation of the graphene. The 
availability of oxygen functional groups on the surface of graphene oxide (GO) gives excellent 
hydrophobic behaviour. Thus, an aqueous dispersion of GO could be prepared with a 
solubility as high as 2.0 wt% and applied as a dye to the textile. Exfoliated GO has electrical 
insulation properties owing to the attached oxygen functional groups [88]. Therefore, 
reduction of exfoliated GO to graphene (rGO) is required to obtain electrical conductivity [24, 
58], resulting in the production of graphene-coated e-textiles [41, 89, 90]. 

The main weakness of this dyeing process in accomplishing an industrial product is that the 
GO Nano-sheets do not adhere properly to most textiles at any pH values, probably because 
of the electrostatic repulsion between GO and the textile substrate. This is because most 
textiles, such as polyester [91], have a negative surface potential (ζ) in an aqueous solution 
[92-94], and absorption of GO into the textile is strongly related to the charge modification of 
the fibers’s surface  

It has been reported that modification of polyester fabrics with cationic agents enhances the 
uptake of anionic dyes by changing the surface charge of the polyester fabric [95, 96]. Thus, 
GO sheets could easily and uniformly aggregate in a fibre with a positively charged 
polyelectrolyte. When alkalised polyester fibre or fabric is impregnated with a cationic agent, 
the surface charge of the fibre becomes positive. Further, GO Nano-sheets form hydrogen 
bonds and possibly undergo ionic interaction with positively charged groups on the surface 
of the fibres [92]. 
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Figure 2 A general scheme of the textile production processes from fibre to final product as smart textile in which graphene 
could be applied through the processes. 
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To better understand the role of cationic agents in adsorption and their associated electrical 
properties, it is essential to determine the degree of uptake of GO by polyester through 
various cationic agents and their electrical, electro-mechanical, and electro-thermal 
properties.  

1.3.2 The role of reducing agent in electrical properties of reduced graphene oxide 

 

 
Figure 3. Schematic representation of reduction of (a) graphene oxide (GO) to (b) reduced graphene oxide (rGO) by Na2S2O4 

as a reductant. 

 

Various reducing agents have been used by other researchers for better electrical 
performance of the reduced graphene oxide, either on film or textiles, such as cotton fabrics 
[58]. Their results are shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Comparison of the effect of reducing agents on surface resistance of cotton fabrics.  

Ref no Reducing agent Surface resistance(kΩcm-1) 
[58] NaBH4-GO-cotton 34,600 

NaOH-GO-cotton 23,300 
N2H4-go-cotton 62.7 
C6H8O4-GO-cotton 31.2 
Na2S2O4-GO-cotton 19.4 

 

Sodium dithionite NA2S2O4 (for electrical and electrothermal applications) and sodium 
borohydride NabH4 (for catalyst and electro-catalyst applications) are used in this thesis as 
reducing agents for both polyester yarn and fabrics.  
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1.3.3 Thesis framework and outline 

This thesis could be separated into four thread lines, and each publication focuses on one 
aspect of it.  

 

Table 3. Publications and the focus in each manuscript.  

Paper Focus Publisher  
1) The role and importance of surface 
modification of polyester fabrics by chitosan and 
hexadecylpyridinium chloride for the electrical 
and electro-thermal performance of graphene-
modified smart textiles 

Improvement of the electrostatic 
bonding among textile fabrics and 
graphene, increasing its electrical 
properties and producing a 
thermal heater e-textile.   

New Journal of 
Chemistry 43.17 
(2019): 6643-
6658. 

2) Electrostatic grafting of graphene onto 
polyamide 6, 6 yarns for use as conductive 
elements in smart textile applications 

Improvement of the previous 
method, designing and building up 
a continuous yarn coating system. 

New Journal of 
Chemistry 44.18 
(2020): 7591-
7601. 
 

3) Development of a multifunctional 
graphene/Fe-loaded polyester textile: robust 
electrical and catalytic properties 

Iron grafting of the resulting 
graphene-coated yarns for wider 
applications such as wastewater 
treatment.   

Dalton 
Transactions, 
49(47), (2020): 
17281-17300. 

4) Development of an industrial 
graphene/stainless steel-based, fully 
textile-based reactor for electrocatalysis: 
robust electrical and electrocatalytic 
properties. (under publication) 
 

Design a fully textile-based reactor 
made of GO/Fe0 yarns as anode 
section and stainless-steel yarns as 
cathode section for 
electrocatalysis of wastewater.  

Under editing 

  

Polyester-knitted fabrics are used in this thesis to determine the most appropriate cationic 
agent for surface charge modification of the fabric. This knitted fabric was treated with 
Chitosan (CS), Poly(diallyldimethylammonium) chloride (PDDAC), hexadecylpyridinium 
chloride (HDPC), branched polyethylenimine (PEI) solutions separately; thereafter, their 
electrical, electrothermal, electromechanical performances were recorded. 

Polyester non-woven fabrics were used for the catalytical application, and PAMAM was used 
as a cationic agent for non-woven fabrics [59].  

A yarn coating line was designed and assembled for continuous yarn coating and then to use 
those yarns in the knitting machine (as the anode) among stainless steel fibres (as the 
cathode) and polyamide fibre (as the main body of the fully textile-based reactor). A simplified 
schematic of the various branches of this thesis is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. General theme of the thesis. 
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1.4 Scope and limitation of the thesis 
 

The modification of conventional textiles with graphene and further immobilisation of 
catalysts fall under the scope of a multidisciplinary field, requiring scientific and technical 
competencies in textile technology, material science, surface chemistry, electrochemistry, 
among others. The context of this thesis is on the scope of material science, surface 
chemistry and electrochemistry, with applications in smart garments (tactile sensor and 
heating garments) as well as environmental remediation.  

The research perspective and conclusions are based on laboratory-based experimental 
data gathering and their respective analysis. The necessary interpretation of the scope 
and limitation of this thesis highlight the following matters: 1. Surface charge modification 
of conventional textiles for further graphene oxide coating and iron immobilisation falls 
under the scope of textile chemistry, material science and inorganic chemistry to some 
extent. 2. The study of electrocatalytic wastewater treatment falls under electrochemistry 
and surface chemistry to some extent. The related field of multifunctional or smart textiles 
in other applications is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

All the results presented here are collected in laboratory-scale trials. Large-scale 
(industrial) production of such multifunctional smart textiles is outside the scope of this 
thesis. They require further development and optimisation.    
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Chapter 2 
State-of-the-art 

Chapter outline 

2.1. Surface charge modification of fabrics and yarns and graphene 
grafting  

2.1.1 Preparation of textile surface for graphene grafting and iron immobilisation 

Polyester fibres are hydrophobic; thus, to bring some hydrophilic properties to the fibres, 
fibres could be treated with a basic solution that would break branches off the polyester chain 
and give extra oxygen functional groups to the fibre. This will result in a hydrophilic fibre. 

Alkalisation (Hydrolysis): Alkaline treatment is one of the simplest and most effective 
chemical treatments to remove impurities on the fibre surface and break the polymer chain. 
In the hydrolysis of polyester, esters are easily hydrolysed by reaction with dilute alkalis, such 
as sodium hydroxide. Polyesters are attacked by alkalis, and ester linkages are broken; 
furthermore, ethane-1,2-diol is formed together with the salt of the carboxylic acid. 

 

 
Figure 5. Hydrolysis of polyester via sodium hydroxide 12%. 

 

2.1.2 Surface charge modification 

As mentioned before, graphene oxide has a negative surface charge in dispersion; further, to 
have a strong electrostatic bonding between the fibre and GO nanosheets, it is important to 
change the surface charge of the polyester (naturally negative) to positive. There are different 
methods for surface charge modification.  
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Wet chemical surface charge modification: One method is textile treatment with cationic 
agents to produce positively charged functional groups on the surface of the textile as a part 
of this procedure to alter the surface charge of the polymer. Organic and inorganic agents 
could be used to modify the surface charge of the fibre.    

Plasma treatment: Another method is textile treatment with a gas that has been electrified 
charged with freely moving electrons in both negative and positive states. The gas is partially 
ionised, and it could be a mix of neutral and atomic ions and electrons. The charged particles 
present in plasma interact with the fabric surface; consequently, it will temporarily change 
the surface charge of the fabric.  

In this thesis, we worked on traditional wet chemical surface modification. Plasma treatment 
could be considered as a future work of this thesis in which both denier reduction and surface 
charge modification of the fibre would be done through nitrogen plasma treatment. The 
advantage of this method is the elimination of chemicals used and chemical waste.  

 

 
Figure 6. (a) Denier reduction (alkalisation), (b) cationisation, (c) surface charge modification, and (d) chemical reduction of 
the GO coated fibre to rGO coated fibres. (e) schematic representation of the repulsion between non-treated polyester yarn 
and GO nano-sheets. (f) zeta potential of polyester, chitosan, and graphene oxide in different pH values.  

 

However, even though the plasma treatment is a more eco-friendly and sustainable method 
for surface charge modification of the fibre, in this thesis fibres are modified through wet 
chemical modification. This is due to the research limitations. Otherwise, plasma treatment 
is a preferable method for surface charge modification.  

 

2.1.3 Methods of grafting functional polymers on polyester fibres for surface charge 
modification 

To better understand the role of cationic agents in adsorption and their accompanying 
electrical properties, it is important to determine the degree of uptake of GO by polyester 
through various cationic agents and their electrical, electro-mechanical, and electro-thermal 
properties.  
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Grafting of hyperbranched poly-(amidoamine) dendrimer (ethylenediamine core and 
tertiary amine branches dendrimer) on polyester non-woven  

 

 
Figure 7. Chemical structure of hyperbranched poly-(amidoamine) dendrimer consists of ethylenediamine core and tertiary 

amine branches (PAMAM). 

Poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrimer is an eco-friendly hyperbranched cationic polymer 
with explicit surface functional groups capable of forming complexes between textiles and 
GO/rGO via molecular encapsulation, covalent and non-covalent interactions [97]. Various 
studies reported the effectiveness of PAMAM in binding functional materials on a support 
matrix [98-103]. 

It has been reported [104] that strong interactions occur between GO/rGO and PAMAM in 
NH2rGO-PAMAM nanocomposite when using PAMAM as the agent. However, to the best of 
our knowledge, PAMAM as a binder for GO coating on textiles has not been considered so 
far.  

 

Grafting of Chitosan on polyester yarns 

Chitosan (CS) has been used as a dispersant in GO dispersion [105], in addition to layer-by-
layer self-assembly of GO and CS onto the textiles for UV-blocking applications [106]. Bio-
composite membrane with a lamellar structure of reduced graphene oxide-chitosan (rGO-CS) 
[107] and also chitosan-graphene bio-composite nanofibres, have already been studied [108, 
109]. However, chitosan could also be used as a cationic agent to modify the surface charge 
of the fabric. There are no reports where Chitosan has been used as the binder/cationic agent 
[96]. 
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Figure 8.  Chemical structure of protonated chitosan. 

 

Grafting of polyethyleneimine (PEI) on polyester yarns  

Branched polyethyleneimine (PEI) H(NHCH2CH2)nNH2 [93] has an extremely high cationic 
charge-to-density ratio, and each amino nitrogen can be protonated since the total cationic 
charge of PEI increases with the acidity of the solution [110]. These properties make it an 
excellent candidate for examination as a cationic agent. 

 

 
Figure 9. Molecular structure of cationised branched polyethyleneimine (PEI). 
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Grafting of poly-(diallyldimethylammonium) chloride (PDDAC) on polyester yarns 

 

 
Figure 10. Molecular structure of poly-(diallyldimethylammonium) chloride (PDDAC). 

 

Poly(diallyldimethylammonium) chloride (PDDAC), (C8H16ClN)n, is an important water-soluble, 
cationic, functional commercial polymer that is used as a cationic agent to modify the surface 
of polyester fabric in the textile dyeing industry [95, 96] and also in the production of 
antibacterial fibre [111, 112]. 

 

Grafting of hexadecylpyridinium chloride monohydrate (HDPC) on polyester yarns 

The effect of hexadecylpyridinium chloride (HDPC) (C21H38ClN) on the surface charge of 
polyester fabrics and the absorbency of GO has already been studied [92]; thus, we consider 
it as a binder to compare with other agents.  

 

 
Figure 11. Molecular structure of hexadecylpyridinium chloride monohydrate (HDPC). 
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2.2 State-of-the-art in graphene-modified textiles for the heating 
element and tactile sensors 
 

Flexible heating elements are used for a wide range of applications, including seat heaters in 
vehicles [17]; thermal de-icing in aircraft and ice-prevention of the structural membrane, such 
as in wings [113, 114]; heated floor panels in aircraft for cabin temperature controlling [115]; 
and electrically heated garments [18-20]. 

Graphene has been used as a heating element in ink before, as in the case of conventional 
heating systems made from alloy or copper [116]. It has been reported that the film-like 
heater made from strips of a Fe–Cr–Al-based alloy, which is available in the market, has many 
disadvantages, including a complicated fabrication process, heavyweight, rigidity and low 
heating efficiency [116-119]. Graphene ink also has been used to replace the conventional 
heating elements, and printing graphene on textile is already reported [83, 84]. However, this 
method has its challenges and limitations. Using graphene dispersion as a dye and coating the 
fabric or fibre with graphene seems to be the most cost-effective, scalable and reliable 
method to focus on due to its various properties, including thermal, conductivity, lightweight 
and flexibility, among others [80]. 

Graphene can be used as continuous temperature sensing systems in constructions and 
industrial applications [120, 121] because of its negative temperature coefficient (NTC) 
properties [122]. 

Further, a textile-rGO coated sample could be used as a tactile sensor for both pressure 
sensing [123] and strain sensing applications [124-127]; in this thesis, we benefit from both 
graphene properties and knitted fabric stretchability to create a tactile sensor that could be 
used in different applications.   
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2.3 State-of-the-art in Graphene-modified textile support for catalyst 
immobilisation  
  

2.3.1 Inorganic catalyst immobilisation  

The immobilisation of inorganic catalysts has been studied and well-established by other 
researchers. Accordingly, the catalyst could be separated more easily from the resulting 
products, and it could be reused several times; this will lead to a decrease in the process cost. 
A variety of inorganic catalysts by immobilisation of different metals, such as palladium, 
tungsten, nickel, platinum, cobalt and carbon, have been well studied [128]. The tendency of 
metal particles to agglomerate during the synthesis and their thermodynamic instability are 
serious drawbacks [129]. Further, the difficulty of catalyst separation and its high cost and the 
remaining waste forced researchers to overcome these problems by immobilisation of the 
catalyst on a support medium. Designing a support medium for the conventional catalysts 
systems could be more expensive than the catalyst itself. Hence, a low-cost, scalable system 
is highly required.  

Immobilisation of catalysts on textile supports is a common and cheap way compared to 
conventional systems [130]. Considering textile as the main support, large-scale and cheap 
catalytical systems could be produced and reused in wastewater treatment systems.      

2.3.2 Technique of catalyst immobilisation on textiles 

Immobilisation of inorganic catalysts on textiles could take place through physical or chemical 
adsorption and encapsulation [131, 132]. The methods could be classified as: 

1. Solvent-based or chemical-based dip-coating of textile. In this method, an aqueous 
solution of the inorganic catalysts is used to immobilise the inorganic catalyst on the 
surface of the textiles via an interaction (covalent, electrostatic bonding) between the 
catalysts and the fibres [133, 134].  

2. Physical coating through padding, printing or encapsulation. In these methods, 
inorganic catalysts are forced to confine inside the textile support materials such as 
non-woven fabrics.  

 

2.3.3 Main factors affecting the immobilisation of inorganic catalysts on textiles  

There are many key factors affecting the immobilisation process. Apart from environmental 
conditions, such as temperature, pH, and concentration of the catalysis, there are other major 
aspects, such as:  

1. Diffusion of the catalyst into the textile support  
2. Interaction and stability of the immobilised catalyst  
3. Method of immobilisation 
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To have an optimal diffusion, the functional groups present on the textile surface, namely its 
isoelectric point of the material, play an important key for better binding between the textile 
and the catalysis. Many approaches have adopted the surface modification of the textile for 
further ionic exchange and crosslinking or covalent bonding among the textile medium and 
the catalysts. 

 

2.3.4 Challenges of inorganic immobilisation on textiles 

Catalytic and electrocatalytic systems are gradually becoming important for sustainable and 
green systems. Recyclability and reusability of the catalyst are essential parts of the 
immobilisation process; it could ensure the decrease in catalyst consumption, the final cost, 
and improve the sustainability of the system.  

The catalytic immobilisation on textile has its own significant challenges. Here are some 
examples of the challenges in the field: 

1. Harsh condition of the immobilisation: normally, immobilisation requires harsh 
conditions, such as high temperature or special pH. When it comes to textiles, 
however, there are some limitations in terms of temperature and the pH of the 
system. Thus, optimisation of the process for such a medium is required.  

2. Leach of catalyst: even though the catalysis is bonded to the textile, reports show that 
a large number of the catalysts leach out of the textile during the usage; thus, 
improvement in the bonding is highly demanded.  

3. A problematic confrontation of the catalyst may occur, causing disorientation of the 
catalyst and, as a result, blocking of catalyst sites.  

4. Interaction between textile and catalyst change in inherent properties of the textile, 
such as the strength of the fibres.    
 

2.3.5 Catalytic system for wastewater treatment  

Numerous advanced and efficient technologies are being replaced with traditional ways of 
wastewater treatment, such as coagulation and flocculation. These methods include Fenton 
and Fenton like processes applying various sources of iron ions and hydrogen peroxide [135], 
ozonation of the wastewater by infusion of ozone into the water [136], wet air oxidation 
[137], catalytic reduction [138], enzyme [139] and sonochemical degradation [140] systems.   

Among the named technologies, Fenton and Fenton-like systems as well as enzymatic 
systems, are the most promising processes for large-scale production and sustainability of the 
system. 
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2.3.6 Inorganic catalyst zerovalent iron particles (Fe0) 

Iron is the 4th most common element on the earth (6.3%) and the most common and cost-
effective transition metal [141]. Zerovalent iron particles (Fe0) are sub-micrometre particles 
of Fe metal [142]. The most common way to produce Fe0 is a chemical reduction of an iron 
precursor using sodium borohydride (NaBH4) as a reductant, as shown in the relation below: 

Fe(H2O)3+ 6 + 3BH4- + 3H2O → Fe0  ↓+  3B(OH)3 + 10.5 H2 

Fe0 tends to donate electrons due to its negative, reductive potential [143] (𝐸𝐸𝑉𝑉
0 =  −0.44 𝑉𝑉), 

and it rapidly oxidised in the presence of water and oxygen.  

Fe0 + H2O → Fe2+ + H2 + 2OH- 

2 Fe0 + 2H2O + O2 → 2Fe2+ + 4OH- 

Fe0 could produce reactive radicals, such as sulfate and hydroxyl radicals, by competently 
catalysing common oxidants, such as H2O2, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆5

2−, 𝑆𝑆2𝑆𝑆8
2−and O2 [144]. These radicals could be 

used in wastewater treatment to recalcitrant organic pollutants [145]. 
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2.4 State-of-the-art in wastewater treatment  
In recent years, due to the fast industrialisation and growth of the textile dyeing industry, 
different contaminants such as pathogenic bacteria, heavy metal ions, and other organic 
toxicants are released into water streams, causing serious threats to nature as well as human 
health. These toxins could be highly toxic, chemically stable, bio-accumulators and resist 
decomposing [146]. Among all industrial wastewater, colourants produced in the textile 
industry share a big part of pollutants that need to be considered [147]. Colourants which are 
widely used in industries, such as textile industry, printing, packaging and clinical purposes, 
could be highly toxic [148]. When these dyes are released into nature, they can increase the 
biochemical and chemical oxygen demand (BOD & COD), inhibit plant growth and 
photosynthesis and finally, enter the food chain. 

These types of pollutants are typically named emerging contaminants (ECs). They are most 
likely resistant to conventional wastewater treatments, for example, physical, chemical and 
biological wastewater treatment such as flocculation, coagulation, adsorption aerobic and 
anaerobic biological systems and filtration, or a combination of both physical and chemical 
treatments [149, 150]. 

As an alternative, novel generation treatment methods based on catalytic mechanisms as well 
as advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) are introduced for pollutant removal in wastewater 
systems [151]. AOPs are defined by the generation of hydroxyl radicals (•OH) which are highly 
reactive (E0 = 2.8 V), and they are not the best option to remove pollutants from a medium 
such as water, soil and air [152].        

 

2.5 State-of-the-art in advanced catalytic systems for wastewater 
treatment 
To replace traditional wastewater treatments such as flocculation, coagulation and so on, an 
advanced system is required. Numerous new technologies based on both catalytic and non-
catalytic systems are introduced for a better sustainable green removal of complex Nano-
pollutants and hazardous compounds. For instance, supercritical water oxidation above the 
mixture’s thermodynamic critical point [153], photocatalytic degradation by photocatalysts 
[154, 155], ozonation by infusion of ozone into the water [156], wet air oxidation [157], 
microwave degradation of wastewater through electromagnetic irradiation catalytic 
reduction [158], enzyme reduction systems [159], catalytic reduction [160], and the Fenton 
and Fenton-like systems using various sources of iron ions and H2O2 [135, 161], and electro-
Fenton systems [162, 163].  

 

2.5.1 Electrocatalysts 

Catalytic reduction involves the usage of a solid catalyst and a reductant to degrade the 
wastewater pollutant through an electron-transfer reaction [164]. Numerous metallic 
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nanoparticles, such as gold, copper, nickel, cobalt and silver, are used for catalytic reduction 
of pollutants including phenols [165], pharmaceutical [166], pathogenic bacteria [167], and 
colourants [168] in wastewater.   

Immobilisation of these elements on a solid support is a conventional way for it to be used in 
catalytic systems. It ensures better stability of the catalyst and easy recovery and 
replacement; it could produce by-products that are non-toxic or substantially less toxic 
compared to those traditional technologies.  

Several factors affect the performance of a catalytic system (as they are described in section 
2).  

- Stability of the catalyst in the reduction system. 
- The concentration and ratio of the catalyst, reducing agent and pollutant.  
- The temperature of the solution, a gradual increase of the removal reaction to a 

certain temperature point, has already been studied [169, 170]. 
- the pH of the system: as already reported [171], for a reduction to occur, the medium 

should not be alkaline. However, the reduction increases significantly by reducing the 
pH and having a more acidic medium.   

 

2.5.2 Electrocatalytic system for wastewater treatment 

Among the AOPs, the electrochemical advanced oxidation processes (EAOPs) are a promising 
alternative to the traditional AOP processes, as they are environmentally clean and could 
continuously produce a large number of hydroxyl radicals (•OH) under the control of the 
applied potential [172, 173]. Hydroxyl radicals are produced in solution bulk through 
electrochemically assisted Fenton’s reaction, where hydrogen peroxide is produced in situ 
from a 2-electrode reduction of O2 on cathodes such as graphite-felt [174], following the 
reaction below:  

O2 + 2H+ + 2e- → H2O2 

Fe2+ + H2O2 → Fe3+ + OH- + •OH  

 

2.5.3 Advanced oxidation process through Fenton’s and electro-Fenton reaction 

One of the most reliable systems used in wastewater treatment is Fenton-like treatments. 
Fenton chemical reaction is one of the most efficient advanced oxidations processed (AOPs). 
Fenton reaction is a reaction between ferrous ions (Fe2+, Fe3+) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) 
that results in the formation of hydroxyl radicals, which is a strong oxidant (E0 = 2.8 V). This 
oxidant is capable of degrading organic pollutants in water [152, 175-177].   
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Fe2+ + H2O2  → Fe3+ + OH- + OH•  

Fe3+ + H2O2  → Fe2+ + H+ + OOH• 

H2O2 → + OOH• + OH•+ H2O  

 

The produced hydroxyl radicals should degrade organic substances in wastewater. However, 
in the Fenton chain reaction, the rate constant of the first reaction is between 53 and 76 M-

1s-1 [178, 179]. While that for the second reaction is 0.01 M-1s-1 [180]. This shows that ferrous 
ions are consumed more rapidly than what is produced in the Fenton system. In addition, 
ferrous ions can also be rapidly destroyed by H2O2 with the range of 3.2 – 4.3 × 108 M-1s-1 

[181]. 

 

Fe2+ + OH•   → Fe3+ + OH-  

 

Therefore, a more ferrous ion dosage is required to keep the moderate hydroxyl radical’s 
production. Moreover, there is an issue of iron sludge formation. Recently, electrochemical 
methods in the Fenton process called electro-Fenton have been used in many applications, 
as well as wastewater treatment.  

Figure 12. Electro-Fenton reaction set-up.
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Electro-Fenton systems could be categorised into four systems: 

Ferrous ions are externally applied, and both hydrogen peroxides are simultaneously 
generated at the cathode, focused on hydrogen peroxide production on carbon felt [182], 
graphite [183], and activated carbon fibre [184, 185], or carbon-PTFE [186] cathodes. 

Hydrogen peroxide is externally applied, and ferrous ions are electrogenerated via the 
reduction of ferric ion or ferric hydroxide sludge [187]. 

Both hydrogen peroxide and ferrous ions are electrogenerated at a specific anode and 
cathode via 2-electroreduction of sparged oxygen [188]. 

In the electro-Fenton system, an electrical generator is used to simplify the reduction of 
dissolved oxygen in the water at the surface of the cathode and form hydrogen peroxide to 
participate in the Fenton reaction. At the same time, water is oxidised at the surface of the 
anode (Figure 12) [189-191].  

The disadvantages with electro-Fenton are corrosion of the electrodes used in the system as 
well as power consumption (~ 5 70 A.m-1)[192]. The goal of this thesis is to design a textile-
based reactor that could be produced on a large-scale for wastewater treatment in the 
industry.  

 

2.6 Main Factors affecting the electro-Fenton process 

 

Presence of H2O2 

Hydrogen peroxide concentration affects the radical •OH generation; therefore, keeping the 
right concentration of hydrogen peroxide at its optimal performance level is a key factor 
affecting the degradation efficiency of organic pollutants. Increasing the concentration of 
hydrogen peroxide could increase the efficiency of the degradation. However, if it exceeds 
the optimal concentration, it would increase the scavenging effect of radical •OH, which 
occurs by hydrogen peroxide. 

The concentration of ferrous ions 

Fe2+ works as a catalyst and catalyses the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide to produce 
highly oxidative radical •OH that could degrade stubborn organic pollutants in the 
wastewater. Hence, the concentration of Fe2+ is an essential factor affecting degradation 
efficiency. 

Temperature 

The activation energy of Fenton’s reaction is low; hence, it could be performed at room 
temperature. An increase to 35–40 ֯C was found to slightly increase the mineralisation 
efficiency, and ions and electrons are more flexible, having lower resistance (R) to the 
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solution. However, the high temperature could decrease the decomposition of H2O2. The 
suitable temperature for the electro-Fenton process was found to be between 20 to 30 ֯C. 

The pH of the solution 

The pH is a critical control factor. The degradation of organic pollutants is very sensitive to 
the pH value of the wastewater. At low pH values (≤ 2), the scavenging effect of radical •OH 
gets stronger; moreover, it leads to the formation of peroxonium ion (H3O2+) from the 
protonation of hydrogen peroxide and reducing the formation of H2O2. As it enhances the H2 
evolution at the cathode, as indicated by the following reaction, 

2H+ + 2e- → H2 

The optimal pH range for a good performance is 2.5 ≤ pH ≤ 3.5. A very high pH value would 
provoke catalyst loss by hydrolysis of Fe3+, resulting in a decrease in decomposition efficiency. 

Power density 

Usually, increasing the current density results in the dissolution rate of the anode and H2O2 
generation on the cathode. The current (I) and the voltage between the electrodes (U) have 
a substantial impact on the release of H2O2 and Fe2+ concentration in the system during the 
electro Fenton process. Cathode enhances through Faraday’s law [193, 194]: 

𝐶𝐶 (gFe/m3)  =  𝐼𝐼.𝑡𝑡.𝑀𝑀
𝑧𝑧.𝐹𝐹.𝑉𝑉 𝑥𝑥103  

where F is Faraday's constant (96,485 coulomb/mol), t is operation time (s), M is the 
molecular weight of Fe (56 g/mol), z is the number of an electron transfer (ZFe = 2), V is the 
volume (L) and I is the electric current (A).   

The greater energy consumption leads to an increase in temperature and the cost of 
treatment. Apart from pH, the most important factor of the electro-Fenton process is the 
applied potential in 3-electrode cells or the applied current in 2-electrode cells. In a 3-
electrode cell, the potential of the cathode will be set to a constant value corresponding to a 
2-electron reduction wave of O2 to form H2O2 optimally. Furthermore, it depends also on the 
nature of the cathode.  

Mass transfer  

Mass transfer limitation is considered an important drawback of catalytical systems [195]. 
The catalytic reaction occurs after the diffusion step toward the catalyst particles (irons) and 
through the pore within the particles, which is called internal diffusion. Introducing a 
heterogeneous catalyst could reduce the mass transfer limitations [196, 197].  

Electrode distance 

Usually, the greater the distance between the electrodes, the greater the decrease in voltage 
or current during the electro Fenton process. 
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Electrode arrangements 

The electrode arrangements could affect removal efficiency and energy consumption. Finding 
the best arrangement could improve the efficiency of the system. 

 

2.6.1 Advantages and disadvantages of Electro-Fenton over convention Fenton reaction 

The advantages of Electro-Fenton over convention Fenton reaction are: 

 
✓ In situ generation of reaction: reagents remove the necessity to have storage and 

dosage facilities for those chemicals such as hydrogen peroxide. 
✓ Anodic dissolution of Fe electrode is possible in a manner at neutral pH; however, the 

issue of unnecessary ferric hydroxide sludge generation will still exist.  
✓ Ease of operation and automation.  
✓ Continuous cathodic regeneration of Fe3+ to Fe2+. 
✓ It has higher mineralisation rates of organic compounds compared to the 

conventional Fenton reaction process. This is due to additional OH• radical 
electrocatalytic generation at the anode. 
 

The disadvantages of Electro-Fenton over convention Fenton reaction are: 

 
 The system requires corrosion-resistant electrodes because of the corrosive acidic 

environment of the process. Acidic media is a superior condition for electro 
generation of H2O2 because, in basic media, the reduction of O2 occurs over the 
following reactions: 
 
O2 + H2O + 2e- → HO2+ OH- 
O2 + 2H2O + 4e- → 4OH-  

 
 Formation of iron (III) oxide-hydroxide sludge. (For that, in situ reductions of Fe(III) to 

Fe(II) would be the most preferable for avoiding excessive sludge production). 
Nevertheless, the reaction rates are only reasonable at pH below 2.5.  
Another approach to reducing sludge generation is using the solid iron catalyst in the 
form of sieves, particles, and iron oxides, which can later simply be removed from the 
treated solution. 
  

 Relatively low rates of electrochemical generation of H2O2, which can be enhanced 
by some types of electrodes.  
 

 The high acidity of the treated water should be neutralised and needs additional 
chemicals use. 
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2.7 Strategies for thesis design 
The design and strategy of this thesis were chosen based on the state-of-the-art technology, 
research gaps, and potential research perspective. The purpose of the study is to optimise the 
coating of textile with graphene oxide and further immobilise zerovalent iron particles as 
inorganic catalysts on the graphene-coated textile support materials.  

The reason behind choosing these two materials is the potential of graphene oxide for 
grafting and the intended applications of iron particles in wastewater treatment. Zerovalent 
iron particles were selected for this thesis based on their efficiency in catalysing 
heterogeneous Fenton and electro-Fenton reactions. 

The overall purpose of the study was extended into three main objectives: 

1. Surface modification (pre-modification of the textile’s surface charge) of the textile 
(polyester and polyamide yarns as well as polyester knitted fabrics) for further 
electrostatic bonding among the fibres and graphene oxide and to increase their 
electrical properties. The resulting graphene-coated textiles are conductive enough to 
prepare a textile heating system. 

2. Immobilisation of zerovalent iron particles on graphene oxide coated polyester non-
woven fabrics. 

3. Immobilisation of zerovalent iron particles on graphene oxide coated polyester yarns 
(as the cathode) for use in an electro-Fenton system in combination with stainless 
steel fibres (as the anode). 
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Chapter 3  
Material and methods 

Chapter outline 

3.1 Materials 

3.1.1 Chemicals  

Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution (Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA) was used for the alkalisation of 
the fabrics. Chitosan (CS) (Sigma-Aldrich) solution was prepared by dissolving it in acetic acid 
solvent (0.1 M) [198]. Poly-(diallyldimethylammonium) chloride (PDDAC), (Sigma-Aldrich), 
branched polyethylenimine (PEI) (Sigma-Aldrich) and hexadecylpyridinium chloride 
monohydrate (HDPC) (Sigma-Aldrich) aqueous solutions were prepared by dissolving them in 
ultrapure water [199]. A commercial aqueous dispersion of graphene oxide (4 g.L-1) 
(Graphenea S.A., Spain) was used in experiments. Later, sodium hydrosulfite (Na2S2O4) 
(Sigma-Aldrich), Hyperbranched poly-(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrimer, petroleum ether, 
ethanol (C2H6O), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), FeCl3, 6H2O and sodium tetrahydroborate 
(NaBH4), ethanol (Et-OH) and crystal violet dyes (CAS No. 548-62-9) were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich Ltd. All purchased chemicals used in this study were of analytical grade and 
used as received. 

3.1.2 Yarns 

An air-jet textured polyester multifilament yarn (167dtex144) was selected for the 
experiment. A multifilament stainless steel yarn (14/1 x 90/200z, Bekinox®) was used for 
knitting the fully textile-based reactor.    

3.1.3 Polyester non-woven fabric 

The polyester non-woven fabric used in the catalyst system was fabricated at the University 
of Borås based on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) fibres (average diameter 12 μm). The 
non-woven fabric was produced using a needle punching process. The physical characteristics 
of the fabricated non-wovens are shown in Table 4. Non-woven fabric was pre-modified with 
poly-(amidoamine) dendrimer (ethylenediamine core and tertiary amine branches 
dendrimer) (PAMAM). 

Table 4. Physical characteristics of polyester non-woven membranes 

Physical characteristics Values  
Mass per unit area (g/m2) 98.00 
Thicknesses (mm) 0.94 
Fibre density 0.80 
Porosity (%) 99.91 
Air permeability (mm/s) 854.20 
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3.1.4 Polyester knitted fabric  

A rib-knitted polyester fabric (gauge 20; air-jet textured filament; dtex 167/144/1; produced 
in house by an OVJA 0.8 E knitting machine, Mayer & Cie CO., Germany) was prepared for the 
experiment. The weight of the fabric was 176.5 g.m-2. Fabrics were cut into 3×9 cm2 
specimens.   

Polyester fabrics were pre-modified with CS, HDPC, PDAA, and PEI and further dip-coated with 
GO dispersion to identify the most relevant candidate for use in different applications.  

 

3.2 Methods of material preparation  

3.2.1 Preparation of polyester yarns  

Polyester fibres were treated with an aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide (12%wt) at 60℃ 
for 90 min; further, yarns were washed and dried in the oven at 80℃ for 10 min [200, 201]. 
Afterwards, yarns were treated in a solution of Chitosan (4 g.L-1) and HDPC (4 g.L-1) at 6℃ for 
60 min, separately [202]. A schematic picture of the procedure is shown in Figure 13. 

 

 

Figure 13. Illustration of the functionalisation process. (a) Alkalisation of the yarn, (b) surface charge modification, (c) coating 
with graphene oxide (GO), (d) thermal curing and (e) chemical reduction of GO-modified yarn to generate electrical 
conductivity. 

3.2.2 Preparation of knitted polyester fabrics  

To increase the wettability and dyeability of the fibres and fabrics, samples were alkalised 
with an aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide (12%wt) with a liquor ratio of (1:50) at 60℃ 
for 90 min. Further samples were selectively modified with an agent-based on the textile type 
and the application. The results display the adsorption of GO into Chitosan and HDPC-
modified yarns seem promising for use in industrial applications. The use of these agents as 
mordants not only advances the qualitative and quantitative adhesion of GO to textiles but 
also significantly increases the conductivity of the yarn. 

 

3.2.3 Preparation of polyester non-woven fabric for the Fenton process  

Polyester non-woven fabrics were prepared in two steps for further immobilisation of 
catalysis [161, 203-205]. 
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First, the smooth hydrophobic fibre surface of the polyester non-woven fabric was modified 
by the dissolution of amorphous regions and surface oxidation through the alkalisation 
process [80]. The non-woven fabric was continuously stirred in an alkaline bath containing 
12%wt sodium hydroxide and distilled water (1:50) at 60°C for 90 min. Here, PET fibre 
undergoes a nucleophilic substitution reaction where chain scission of PET occurs, resulting 
in the formation of hydroxyl and carboxylate end groups, which introduces the hydrophilic 
properties to the fibre surface. The resulting non-woven fabric was then rinsed with distilled 
water, filtered and dried at 90°C.  

The resulting hydrophilic polyester non-woven fabrics were modified by hyperbranched 
polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimer consisting of ethylenediamine core and tertiary amine 
branches for constructive surface chemical properties during the integration of zerovalent 
iron nanoparticles (Fe0) and graphene oxide through chemical grafting method as described 
elsewhere [69, 168, 206]. Further, the PET non-wovens were immersed in an ethanol/water 
(3:1 v/v) bath for 4h at 70°C in the atmospheric air chamber. The resultant material denoted 
as PET-PAM was then rinsed, filtered and dried at 60°C for 24 h. The preparation of the 
polyester fibres for further catalyst immobilisation is illustrated in  Figure 14.   

 
 Figure 14. Schematic illustration of the modification process; (a) alkaline hydrolysis of PET membranes; (b) chemical grafting 
of hyperbranched poly-(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrimer. 
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3.3 Method of graphene grafting 

3.3.1 Continuous yarn coating with graphene oxide  

Surface charge modified yarns were coated with GO in an in house made continuous system 
(Figure 15) and further reduced with an aqueous solution of Na2S2O4 [58] (50 mM) and a liquor 
ratio of 1:100 for 30 min at 95oC. Figure 15 shows a schematic and digital image of the coating 
line.  

 

 
Figure 15. Schematic representation of continuous yarn coating line. And a digital image of the in-house made set-up for 

yarn modification.   

 

A cationised yarn could easily adsorb negatively charged GO and further air dry in a curing 
system. 

Table 5. The composition of polyester yarn samples. 

Sample Yarn Surface modification agent Coating layer 
PET Alkalised polyester - - 
PET-GO Alkalised Polyester  - graphene oxide 
PET-CS-GO Alkalised polyester chitosan graphene oxide 
PET-HDPC-GO Alkalised polyester hexadecylpyridinium chloride graphene oxide 
PET-rGO Alkalised polyester - reduced graphene oxide 
PET-CS-rGO Alkalised polyester chitosan reduced graphene oxide 
PET-HDPC-rGO Alkalised polyester hexadecylpyridinium chloride reduced graphene oxide 

 

3.4 Method of catalysts immobilisation  

In situ immobilisation of zerovalent iron on polyester non-woven  

Non-woven polyester fabrics were selected for immobilisation of zerovalent iron. Samples are 
named as shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6. Modification steps for the polyester non-woven fabric 

Sample Name Modification 1 Modification 2 Modification 3 Modification 4 
Pristine PET  - - - - 
PET Alkali hydrolysis  - - - 
PET-GO Alkali hydrolysis  - GO incorporation - 
PET-rGO Alkali hydrolysis  - rGO incorporation - 
PET-rGO-Fe0 Alkali hydrolysis  - rGO incorporation Fe0 incorporation 
PET-PAM Alkali hydrolysis  PAMAM grafting - - 
PET-PAM-GO Alkali hydrolysis  PAMAM grafting GO incorporation - 
PET-PAM-rGO Alkali hydrolysis  PAMAM grafting rGO incorporation - 
PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 Alkali hydrolysis  PAMAM grafting rGO incorporation Fe0 incorporation 

 

Coating of graphene oxide and immobilisation of zerovalent iron nanoparticles on the 
polyester fabric were achieved through dip-coating and the in-situ reduction-immobilisation 
method (Figure 16). First, PET fabric was dipped in ultra-sonicated (for 30 min) aqueous 
dispersion of GO (0.4 wt.%; pH=3; L: R 1:100) at 45℃ for 30 min under mild stirring. The 
resultant PET-GO and PET-PAM-GO were oven-dried at 90℃ for 90 min. Later, iron particles 
were loaded and stabilised in GO-coated polyester yarns by using FeCl3.6H2O as a precursor 
[69, 70]. Hence, GO modified samples were dipped in a solution containing iron precursor (0.6 
wt.%), water (75%) and ethanol (25%), L/R 1:100 for 4 h under stirring at room temperature. 
The resultant PET-GO-Fe3+ and PET-PAM-GO-Fe3+ were immediately reduced into PET-rGO-
Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0, respectively, by using NaBH4 aqueous solution (5 mM, L/R 1: 50) 
at 95℃ for 45 min under stirring. The resultant fabrics were then rinsed with warm ultrapure 
water, dried at 70℃ for 90 min, and stored in an O2-free desiccator. 

    

 
Figure 16. Time-temperature scheme for the process of (a) alkalisation (denier reduction) of polyester yarns; (b) PAM-
grafting; (c) incorporation of GO; (d) incorporation of Fe3+ (e) in situ immobilisation of rGO and Fe0. 
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Digital images of PET non-woven, GO-coated PET, rGO-coated PET and finally, iron-
immobilised rGO-coated PET are shown in Figure 17. 

 
Figure 17. Digital Images of the samples (a) PET, (b) PET-PAM-GO, (c) PET-PAM-rGO, (d) PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0. 
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3.5 Reactor designed in the electro-Fenton process 
A fully textile-based reactor was knitted on the CMS 330 TC with a 12-gauge. The fabric 
structure was full rib, with tubular sections over the conductive yarn. The tubular sections 
had tuck stitches to ensure that the fabric did not ‘bubble’ too much. Density wise, it would 
be measured from the fabric you have, counting the number of stitches and rows over 1cm. 
It would vary over the full rib fabric and the tubular. The reactor is made out of three different 
sections:  

1. Non-conductive polyamide base fibres 
2. Stainless steel fibres for the cathode section 
3. Graphene/Fe0 fibres for the anode section  

 The structure pattern and the sample image are shown in Figure 18. 

 
Figure 18. (a) the fully textile-based reactor for electro-Fenton water treatment, (b) the knitting pattern designed by the CMS 
330 software, and (c) the needle arrangement of the reactor.  

 

After the preparation of the reactor, the graphene oxide yarn section was iron immobilised 
according to the procedure explained in section 3.4.  
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3.6 Methods for analysis and material characterisation 

Sessile-drop goniometry 

Surface tension characterisation of the modified textiles was measured through the contact 
angle measurement by an optical tensiometer (Attension theta, Biolin Scientific Co., Sweden). 
Typically, the sample was placed on the sample stage of the instrument. The height of the 
stage was adjusted with the camera, and the mounting syringe contained distilled water. 5μ 
of the size of the water droplet dropped on the surface of the sample, and it was recorded 
for 10 sec. Data collection panel of the Theta Optical Tensiometer records the analysis of the 
drop by using One Attension software and the Young-Laplace equation [207]. All the 
experiments were triplicated, and the mean contact angle has been considered.  

Colour measurements  

The reflectance spectra of samples in the visible spectral range (λ=400-700 nm) were 
recorded with a Datacolor Check Pro spectrum (Datacolor Co., USA), and the colour strength 
of the wavelength with maximum absorbency (400 and 410 nm for GO-modified and rGO-
modified samples) was calculated according to Kubelka-Munk Theory [208, 209]:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

𝐾𝐾
𝑆𝑆 − 𝐾𝐾0

𝑆𝑆0
= (1−𝑅𝑅)2

2𝑅𝑅 − (1−𝑅𝑅0)2

2𝑅𝑅0
     

where K0 and S0 are the absorption coefficient and scattering coefficient of the control 
samples. K and S are the absorption and scattering coefficients of the modified samples. R 
and R0 are reflectance of the modified sample and control sample, respectively.  

The colour strength is proportional to the concentration of colloidal dye uptake by the fabric. 
It could be written as below, where C is dye concentration and k is a constant:  

𝛥𝛥 𝐾𝐾
𝑆𝑆 = 𝑘𝑘∆𝐶𝐶      

The samples' colour properties were expressed in terms of CIELab values, and the total colour 
change (ΔE) of each sample was investigated exclusively. ΔE in the CIE system is obtained by 
the following equation [210, 211]:  

∆𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
∗ =  √(𝐿𝐿2

∗ − 𝐿𝐿1
∗ )2 + (𝑎𝑎2

∗−𝑎𝑎1
∗)2 + (𝑏𝑏2

∗−𝑏𝑏1
∗)2   

where a* is the coordinate responses in the green to the red colour range, b* is the coordinate 
responses in the blue to the yellow colour range, and L* is responding to the brightness and 
darkness of the colour.  

Chemical Compositions  

An FTIR spectrometer (Nicolet iS10, Thermo Fisher Scientific Co., USA) was used to record 
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra to investigate the chemical compositions of the 
materials. The spectra were taken between web-number 400 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1. The samples 
were drilled before IR analysis, and background spectra were recorded on air.  
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A spectrophotometer (PHI 5500 ESCA, Physical Electronics Inc., USA) equipped with 
monochromatic aluminium (Al) source (photon energy = 1486.6 eV) was used to study the X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of the samples. The binding energy (BE) positions were 
related to an adventitious carbon peak (C1s = 285.0 eV) before data analysis due to the 
insufficient conductivity; an electron neutraliser was used to compensate for the charge. A 
narrow scan for the chemical state analysis with a selected range for individual elements and 
step size of 0.1 eV/step and a survey scan for the compositional evaluation (Energy range of 
0 to 1100 eV; step size of 0.4 eV/step), was performed [212-215]. 

Microscopic measurement 

The surface morphology of the samples was recorded by scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
using ZEISS EVO15, MEB HR ZEISS Sigma 300 electron microscope, and digital optical 
microscope (OM) from Dino-Lite. Before SEM imaging, all samples were metalised by 
conductive materials (gold) using the Biorad E5200 device. Average fibre diameter and 
particle size of materials were investigated from HR-SEM images using image analysis 
software ImageJ1.40G [69] and obtained standard deviation and corresponding size 
distribution histograms. For OM, samples were placed firmly in the sample stand as it is. 
Images were captured by using DinoCapture 2.0 software.   

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) demonstrates the thermal degradation of the studied 
sample by measuring the change in the mass of the sample. Thermogravimetric curves are 
plotted in integral (relative mass in % of initial mass; TG) and differential (a derivative of TG 
curve over time; DTG curves) forms. The peak at the DTG curve represents the Tmax of the 
composition, and the temperature corresponding to 5 wt.% degradations in the TG curve is 
noted as Tonset. Approximately 10 mg of the sample was placed in a platinum crucible, and TG 
and DTG curves were recorded (TGA Q500, TA Instruments Co., UK) under nitrogen flow (40 
cm3 min-1) from 25°C to 600°C at a linear heating rate of 20°C min-1.  

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 

 DSC is a key technique to associate temperatures with specific physical properties of the 
substances and direct determination of the enthalpy related to the process of interest [216]. 
DSC measurement (DSC Q2000, TA Instruments Co., UK) was performed in a nitrogen 
atmosphere on approximately 5 mg of each sample. Samples were heated from 25 to 200°C 
in aluminum pans at a heating rate of 10°C min-1, held in isothermal condition for 2 min to 
destroy its anisotropy and cooled down at a cooling rate of 10°C min-1 to 25°C. Then, it was 
heated up to 200°C with the same heating rate. All the thermal parameters were calculated 
on the second heating scan. 

Electrokinetic measurement 

Zeta-potential (ζ) values of fabrics as a function of the pH values of the electrolyte solution 
(0.001 M KCl) was measured for all samples. The measurement was carried out using the 
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streaming potential method, in which a liquid is forced to flow through two parallel plates 
containing samples, and streaming potential is generated (Surpass, Anton Paar AB., Sweden). 
To adjust the pH values of the electrolyte solution, 0.01 M HCl and 0.01 M NaOH were used. 
The zeta potential values were calculated using the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation [217]. 

Electrical performance measurement  

The electric conductivity of the knitted and non-woven polyester fabric was measured by a  
4-probe method using tungsten probes and 34401A Digital Multimeter, 6½ Digit (Keysight 
Technologies Inc.). Typically, the samples were placed firmly under the probes, a DC is applied 
between the outer two probes, and a voltage drop is measured between the inner two probes 
(Figure 19). Sheet resistance (Rsh) of samples was calculated from direct current (DC) electrical 
resistance measurement, based on the equation below. However, it should be noted that the 
most accurate measurements are taken from the centre of the sample. 

𝑹𝑹𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 =
𝜋𝜋

Ln(2)
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝐼𝐼      

Here, Rsh is the sheet resistance, ΔV is the change in voltage measured between the inner 
probes, and I is the current applied between the outer probes. The sheet resistance is 
expressed with the units of Ω/sq to differentiate it from bulk resistance. Using the thickness 
of the measured material, the sheet resistance has been used to calculate its resistivity 
according to the equation below: 

        𝜌𝜌 = 𝑹𝑹𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔. t                            

Where ρ is resistivity, and t is the sheet thickness.  

 

 
Figure 19. A 4-probe measurement of the electrical sheet resistance (Rsh) of the fabric.   
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Electro-mechanical performance of knitted graphene-modified fabrics 

The relative changes in electrical resistance of knitted polyester fabrics in both wale and 
course directions at various strain levels (0–35%) were recorded by using a self-made fabric 
dynamic resistance machine, programmed with ACT controller software (SMC Co., USA) 
(Figure 20).  

 
Figure 20. Build-up strain gauge powered by software for electromechanical measurements. 

Electro-thermal performance of knitted graphene-modified fabrics 

To investigate the electro-thermal performance of the samples, a range of voltages (5–30 V) 
was applied to the rGO-modified fabrics through a DC power supply. An infrared thermal 
camera (FLIR-E63900, FLIR System Co., Sweden) and a 3-channel thermal data logger (SD200 
Extech, FLIR System Co., Sweden) were used to characterise the surface temperature 
distribution.  

To better understand the thermal behaviour of the modified fabrics, thermal characterisation 
of samples was carried out with a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC Q2000, TA 
Instruments Co., UK) under a nitrogen atmosphere.  

3.6.1 Methods for assessing catalytic pollutant removal  

Uv-visible (UV-VIS) spectroscopy 

A UV/Visible spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific™ Evolution 201 UV-Vis 
spectrophotometer) was used to monitor the dye removal from the wastewater. The instant 
to initial absorbance ratio of dye concentration in the solution (Ct/C) was measured at various 
time intervals. The colour removal (conversion percentage) was calculated according to the 
concentration at pre-determined time intervals by using the equation below [218], referring 
to the absorbance calibration curve of the known standard solution.  

                     Colour removal %=      𝑪𝑪𝟎𝟎−𝑪𝑪

𝑪𝑪𝟎𝟎
× 100    

Here, C0 = Initial concentration of colourants solution, C = Concentration of the colourants at 
different time intervals. 
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Chemical oxygen demand (COD) analysis 

Chemical oxygen demand (COD) analysis was applied to measure the toxicity reduction of 
water after the removal of dyes (ASTM D1252-06 (B)) using COD vials provided by CHEMetrics, 
Inc. (USA) [59, 219]. The result is stated as parts per million (mg.L-1) and calculated according 
to the following equation: 

COD (mg.L-1) = (23010×Δ620) × 3   

Here, Δ620 represents the absorption difference (at λ620nm) of the vials after digestion of the 
water sample at 150°C for 2h. 

Reusability  

In both catalytical and electrocatalytic studies, after completion of removal of crystal violet 
dye, textiles were removed from the solution and washed with distilled water before reuse 
for another removal cycle. Samples were tested to evaluate their potential recyclability and 
reusability in a catalysis system under the same experimental conditions.  

Particle size measurement  

An image processing software was used to analyse SEM and TEM images of the samples to 
measure the average size of the particles. 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) 

Electrochemistry is a powerful tool to investigate reactions involving electron transfers. 
Electrochemistry relates the flow of electrons to chemical changes, which could be measured 
through cyclic voltammetry. In inorganic chemistry, the resulting chemical change is often the 
oxidation or reduction of a metal complex (such as iron). An electrode is an electrical 
conductor, typically platinum, gold or carbon. Using an external power source (such as a 
potentiostat), a constant voltage can be applied to the electrode to modulate the energy of 
the electrons in the electrode. Once the electrons in the electrode are at higher energy than 
the LUMO of iron, an electron from the electrode is transferred to the iron. 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is widely used to study electrochemical reactions. In a 3-electrode 
system, a constant potential or current could be applied through a working electrode (WE) 
(here GO/Fe0), while having a counter electrode (here stainless-steel fabric) and a standard 
reference electrode (Ag/AgCl) to keep the potential or current constant. A schematic 
representation of the 3-electrodes cell is shown in Figure. 21. 
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Figure. 21 3-electrode set-up for electro-Fenton process. 

 

Changing the driving force of a chemical reduction requires altering the identity of the 
molecule used as the reductant [220]. 

The measurement was performed in X solution at pH X and room temperature; the scan range 
was between (x-y V). A reactor was designed with stainless steel as a counter electrode, and 
graphene-Fe0 loaded fibres were used as a working electrode. And both electrodes were 
knitted in a single designed reactor.  
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Chapter 4  
Results and Discussion  

 

4.1 The effect of cationic agents on performance of graphene-modified 
knitted polyester fabrics  
To study the effect of the cationic agent on the textile, a knitted polyester (PET) fabric was 
used for the study. Before surface modification, each sample was alkalised as described 
before. Once an alkalised polyester (PET) is treated with a solution of cationic agent, hydroxyl 
and carboxyl groups of alkalised fabric could make hydrogen or electrostatic bonding with the 
functional groups of the agent. For an instant, protonated amine present in CS or PE might 
form electrostatic bonds with PET.  

After the surface modification of the yarns, fabrics were immersed in a GO dispersion, 
resulting in a quick attraction between GO nano-sheets and the fabric, in which oxygen 
functional groups of GO could form hydrogen or electrostatic bond with hydroxyl and amino 
groups of modified fabrics.  

The influence of each modification on fabric properties was compared with a pristine fabric 
as a control sample. The composition of the samples is summarised in Table 7. 

Table 7. The composition of samples.  

Sample Composition 
PET-GO Polyester, graphene oxide  

PET-ALK-GO Alkalised polyester, graphene oxide  
PET-CS-GO Alkalised polyester, chitosan, graphene oxide 

PET-HDPC-GO Alkalised polyester, hexadecylpyridinium chloride, graphene oxide  
PET-PE-GO Alkalised polyester, branched polyethylenimine, graphene oxide 

PET-PDDAC-GO Alkalised polyester, poly(diallyl-dimethylammonium) chloride, graphene oxide 
PET-rGO Polyester, reduced graphene oxide  

PET-ALK-rGO Alkalised polyester, reduced graphene oxide  
PET-CS-rGO Alkalised polyester, chitosan, reduced graphene oxide 

PET-HDPC-rGO Alkalised polyester, hexadecylpyridinium chloride, reduced graphene oxide  
PET-PE-rGO Alkalised polyester, branched polyethylenimine, reduced graphene oxide 

PET-PDDAC-rGO Alkalised polyester, poly(diallyl-dimethylammonium) chloride, reduced graphene oxide 
 

Surface modification of the fabrics through CS and HDPC not only increases the up-taking of 
GO Nano-sheets by textile, but also due to the strong ionic bonds between graphene and 
fibre, the coating layer does not get damaged or wasted during the chemical reduction step. 
It is believed that this is an industry-relevant graphene impregnation method. Figure 22 shows 
Na2S2O4 solution after the chemical reduction step.  
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Figure 22. the colloidal dyes segregated from the fabric into the solution during chemical reduction of a control sample (a), 
PDDAC-treated (b), HDPC-treated (c), PE-treated (d), and CS-treated sample (e). 

The control sample was processed in a beaker (a), PDDAC-treated in a beaker (b), HDPC-
treated in a beaker (c) PE-treated in a beaker (d) and CS-treated in a beaker (e). The 
differences between segregated rGO flakes of control and pre-treated fabrics are significant 
enough to be detected by human eyes, and it can be seen that a control sample loses a 
considerable amount of rGO through the reducing step as well as rinsing step and it is not 
promising for large-scale production. As CS and HDPC  modified fabrics have better fastness 
and lose lower amount of dye during the reduction procedure, those are good agents for use 
in industrial production. Figure 23 shows a graphene oxide coated polyester knitted fabric (a) 
and a reduced graphene oxide knitted fabric (b). 

 
Figure 23. (a) graphene oxide coated and (b) reduced graphene oxide coated knitted polyester fabric. 

 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)  

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to record the atomic composition of an 
untreated PET, PET-CS, PET-PE, PET-HDPC, and PET-PDDAC as well as PET-GO and PET-rGO 
samples. The wide scan spectra of the samples are shown in Figure 24. 

As demonstrated in Table 8, a control sample contains 75% carbon and 25% oxygen. Since 
both CS and PE are rich in amino groups, by a modification of the fabric with CS and PE, 
nitrogen was detected in the surface composition, having 67% carbon, 28% oxygen, and 5% 
nitrogen for PET-CS; and 74% carbon, 19% oxygen and 7% nitrogen for PET-PE.  
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Table 8.  Atomic ratio of the surface chemical composition of samples. 

Sample C (%) O (%) N% 
PET 75 25 0 
PET-CS 67 28 5 
PET-HDPC 77 23 0 
PET-PDDAC 76 24 0 
PET-PE 74 19 7 
PET-GO 74 25 1 
PET-rGO 80 20 0 

 

To investigate the functional groups introduced to the polyester surface, high-resolution 
spectra of the C1s, O1s and N1s peaks were investigated in detail. In the N1s XPS spectrum of 
PET-CS (0.8 wt%), peaks at 398.5 eV (–C≡N) and at 399.0-400.5 eV (–NH2) with a 
corresponding proportion of 38 and 62% were observed; moreover, in the N1s XPS spectrum 
of PET-PE (0.4 wt%), peaks at 397.6 eV (–C≡N), 399.0 eV (–NH2), and 401.2 eV (–CONR2) with 
a corresponding proportion of 27, 68 and 5% were observed. However, nitrogen was not 
detected in the composition of PET-PDDAC and PET-HADPC. 

The C1s spectrum of a pristine PET can be fitted with four peaks at 283.8 eV, 285.0 eV, 286.5 
eV and 289.0 eV attributed to C=C, C-
C, C-O, and COO- bonds, respectively. 
The concentration of all chemical 
groups on the PET surface before and 
after modification can be calculated 
from the high-resolution C1s peaks. 
The unmodified PET contains 19% C=C, 
57% C-C, 15% C-O, and 9% COO- 
groups. PET-CS contains 9% C=C, 49% 
C-C, 34% C-O, and 8% COO- groups; 
PET-PDDAC contains 18% C=C, 51% C-
C, 22% C-O, and 9% COO- groups; PET-
PE contains 32% C=C, 52% C-C, 11% C-
O, and 5% COO- groups. For PET-HDPC, 
the concentration of C=C increased to 
39% and the concentration of C-C and 
COO- decreased to 51 and 6%; 
moreover, a newly introduced C-OH 
group (287.0 eV) with a concentration 
of 7% was detected. The presence of -
OH could increase the hydrophilicity of 
polyester by forming hydrogen bonds 
with water. XPS analysis for PET-GO 
and PET-rGO provides evidence of 
reduction of graphene oxide as 

 

Figure 24. Wide scan XPS spectra of (a) pristine polyester (PET), 
PET-PEI, PET-CS, PET-HDPC, and PET-PDDAC. (b) PET-GO and 
PET-rGO.   
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content of oxygen decreased to 20% for PET-rGO from 25% for PET-GO and content of carbon 
increased from 74% for PET-GO to 80% for PET-rGO. A wide scan range XPS spectrum of PET-
GO and PET-rGO is shown in Figure 24. 

The results from the high-resolution C1s spectrum prove that the intensity of oxygen 
functional groups was decreased after the chemical reduction of GO. C1s spectrum of PET-
GO can be fitted with two peaks at 285.0 eV, and 287.0 eV, corresponding to C-C and C=O 
bonds having a concentration of 60 and 40%. While for PET-rGO, the concentration of C-C 
bonds increased to 72%, the concentration of C=O bonds decreased to 21%, and a new peak 
at 289.0 eV attributed to COO- with a concentration of 7% was observed. 

ATR-FTIR spectroscopy  

ATR-FTIR analysis was performed on alkalised, surface-modified, GO-modified, and 
rGO-modified knitted polyester fabrics to record and analyse the chemical composition 
of the fabrics and their possible bonds.  

All spectra were normalised by equalising the height of the adsorption peak at 1713 
cm-1, which represents C=O stretch (ester). The peak at 725 cm-1 represents the 
aromatic sp2 C-H bend (Figure 25). The peak at 1017 cm-1 specifies a plane vibration of 
the benzene ring, the peaks at 1094 and 1240 cm-1 indicate C-O stretch (ester), and 
absorption at 2920 cm-1 is due to the asymmetric C-H stretching. All these peaks are 
identical to polyester.  

Subsequently, modification of the knitted fabric with a solution of chitosan (8 g.L-1) 
(PET-CS) provides a small peak at 3425 cm-1, representing N-H stretch. Still, once the 
fabric was modified by a solution (4 g.L-1) of chitosan, a very low intense peak around 
3400 cm-1 was observed. The strong C=O peak at 1713 cm-1 may cover up the bending 
peaks between 1550 and 1700, such as the N-H bond at 1560 and 1650 cm-1. Figure 25 
shows the FTIR spectra of a fabric pre-modified with a solution (8 g.L-1) of chitosan.  

PET-PE fabric has additional peaks at 1576 and 3427 cm-1; these peaks also represent 
N-H bonds. After absorption of GO on modified polyesters, the peak at 2920 cm-1 
disappeared; it is comprehensible through the chemical composition of GO nano-
sheets. For rGO-coated samples, due to the reduction of oxygen functional groups, 
peaks at 1094, 1172, and 1240 cm-1 almost disappeared.  

Streaming potential measurements 

The isoelectric point (iep = pH|ζ = 0) observed by electrokinetics was measured as the 
streaming potential to determine the zeta-potential values. Polyester fabric has an isoelectric 
point of pH = 3.9, which indicates that the surface charge of polyester is negative for pH higher 
than 3.9. The negative surface charge of polyester is as a result of the dissociation of 
functional groups (–OH and –COOH) of the polymer. 
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Figure 25. ATR-FTIR spectra of a pristine fabric (PET), chitosan (8 g.L-1) treated fabric (PET-CS), graphene-coated fabric (PET-
CS-GO), and reduced graphene-coated fabric (PET-CS-rGO). 

 

Graphene oxide carries a negative surface charge at any pH, due to the ionisation of oxygen-
containing functional groups; moreover, it displays strong pH dependence, starting from -19 
mV at pH 1.0 and increasing to -49 mV at pH 8.0 [221, 222]. A negative surface charge of GO 
may lead to hindrance in the attachment of the GO on the surface of pristine polyester yarn. 

Treatment of the fabrics by cationic agents reduces the number of carboxylic groups and 
increases the positively charged functional groups present on the surface of the textile. This 
results in increasing the value of isoelectric points. PET-PE carries a positive surface charge 
for any range of pH. PET-PDDAC and PET-CS have an isoelectric point of 6.2 and 6.0, 
respectively. For PET-HDPC, the isoelectric point has not changed by having the same value 
as a pristine PET (pH|ζ = 0  = 3.9); this could be due to the increase in (–OH) groups of PET-HDPC 
samples. The zeta-potential values of surface-modified fabrics are shown in Figure 26 (a). 

Thereafter, the surface charge of GO-modified and rGO-modified polyester knitted fabrics 
were recorded (Figure 26(b)). Due to the presence of functional groups on the surface of GO-
modified fabrics, it carries a negative surface charge for any range of pH. However, the 
reduction of oxygen functional groups increases the zeta potential value, and it has a pH|ζ = 0  
of 5. 
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Figure 26. Zeta potential (ζ) values determined for (a) PET-CS, PET-PDDAC, PET-PE, and PET-HDPC fabrics and (b) pristine PET 
fabric, PET fabric modified by graphene oxide (PET-GO), and a PET fabric modified by reduced graphene oxide (PET-rGO) in 
dependence on pH of an aqueous 10-3 mol/L KCL solution. 

 

Sessile-drop goniometry 

Sessile-drop goniometry was performed to indicate the contact angle of the knitted fabrics. A 
deionised water droplet was placed on the front side of the fabrics, and a camera with a 
display performance of 60 frames per second (fps) was used to determine the initial contact 
angle and the absorption time. Sessile-drop goniometry measures the static contact angle. 
However, for a rough surface, such as that of textiles, the liquid moves around before it 
settles, and the wetting phenomenon is more complex than a static state.   

The effect of surface modification with cationic agents and further functionalisation of fabric 
with GO and rGO on the surface wettability was evaluated by image processing. Pristine 
knitted polyester fabric has a contact angle of 91° and an adsorption time of 0.8 s. The 
wettability of the fabric increased by introducing HDPC as the absorption time decreased to 
0.2 s, and the contact angle decreased to 61°. Figure 27 shows the image sequences of water 
droplets placed on pristine knitted PET and knitted PET-HDPC fabrics.  
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The absorption time was increased to 13 s for PET-CS. Yet, the contact angle is lower (79°) 
compared to a pristine knitted fabric. The adsorption time for PET-PDDAC and PET-PE samples 
also increased to 3 and 6 s, having a contact angle of 77 and 62°, respectively. 

 
Figure 27. Image sequences of placing a deionised water droplet on (a) an unmodified polyester (PET), and (b) HDPC-
modified polyester fabric (PET-HDPC) over time. 

 

After GO-modification of the knitted fabric, it turned out to be more hydrophobic, having an 
average contact angle of 137°. However, after the reduction of functional groups on the 
surface of GO nano-sheets, fabrics show different contact angles depending on the pre-
treatment of the fabrics. For an instant, as shown in Figure 28 PET-rGO, PET-PDDAC-rGO and 
PET-HDPC-rGO have a contact angle of 138, 132, and 131°, which demonstrates that the 
hydrophobicity of the fabric decreases after treatment by PDDAC and HDPC. However, for 
PET-CS-rGO and PET-PE-rGO, the contact angle increased to 144 and 145°. The hydrophobicity 
of PET-rGO fabrics is beneficial for many outdoor applications by maintaining the electrical 
conductivity, antistatic, and heat generation properties. 

 
Figure 28. Water contact angle of (a) pristine PET, (b) graphene oxide-modified polyester (PET-GO), (c) reduced graphene 
oxide-modified polyester fabric (PET-rGO), (d) reduced graphene oxide-HDPC modified polyester fabric (PET-HDPC-rGO), (e) 
reduced graphene oxide-PDDAC modified polyester fabric (PET-PDDAC-rGO), (f) reduced graphene oxide-PE modified 
polyester fabric (PET-PE-rGO), and (g) reduced graphene oxide-CS modified polyester fabric (PET-CS-rGO).  

 

Surface Morphology 

Morphology of the coating layers was investigated by the means of a scanning electron 
microscope (SEM). SEM images of the control (GO-PET) and pre-modified GO-coated 
knitted fabrics are shown in Figure 29. For the control sample (Figure 29(a)), GO 
nanosheets are not absorbed properly to the surface of the fibres, and there is barely 
sufficient attachment between GO nanosheets and fibres. It can be seen from Figure 
29(b) that for a control sample, coating layers are wrinkled, which might result in 
increasing the electrical resistivity. Figure 29(c) shows the surface of a chitosan-treated 
fabric (PET-CS-GO), and the red circle site in the image shows multi-layers of GO 
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attached to the surface of polyester yarns. There are some particles attached to 
aggregated GO nanosheets (blue arrows), which are possibly impurities from the 
environment. It can be seen from Figure 29(d) that a multilayer of GO nanosheets is 
appropriately attached to the surface of PET-CS-GO yarns, which is possibly due to the 
strong bonding of carboxyl and carbonyl groups of the GO nanosheets and hydroxyl 
and protonated amino groups of chitosan. 

 

Figure 29. SEM images of (a) PET-GO sample (4.5kx Mag.), (b) PET-GO sample (20kx Mag.), (c) PET-CS-GO sample (4.5kx 
Mag.), (d) PET-CS-GO sample (20kx Mag.), (e) PET-HDPC-GO sample (20kx Mag.), (f) PET-HDPC-GO sample (150x.), (g) PET-
PDDAC-GO sample (20kx Mag.), (h) PET-PDDAC-GO sample (800x Mag.). 

Figure 29(e, f) shows the surface of the HDPC-modified sample (PET-HDPC-GO). Multi-
layers of GO nanosheets are formed on the fibre (red rectangle) as well as the single 
layers (yellow ellipse). In both cases, 
the coating layer is attached properly 
to the fibre. Smoother and even 
coating was formed on the surface of 
the PDDAC-modified sample (PET-
PDDAC-GO) with minimum shrinkage 
of GO nanosheets (Figure 29(g)). In this 
case, GO sheets with a large surface 
area are formed among the mono-
filaments of the fibre as well ((h)). 

SEM images of rGO-modified samples 
(Figure 30) were recorded to observe 
the influence of chemical reduction 
on the morphology of the samples. It 
was observed that shrinkages through 
the coating layers for the control 
sample (PET-rGO), shown in Figure 
30(a), were successfully prevented by 

Figure 30. SEM images of (a) PET-rGO sample (20kx Mag.), (b) 
PET-CS-rGO sample (20kx Mag.), (c) PET-HDPC-rGO sample (20kx 
Mag.), and (d) PET-PDDAC-rGO sample (20kx Mag). 
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pre-treating the fabric with chitosan (PET-CS-rGO) (Figure 30(b)) and HDPC (PET- HDPC-
rGO) (Figure 30(c). Aggregation of sodium was observed (red arrows) on some sites of 
PET-HDPC-rGO. This might be the impurities from the reduction process due to the 
interaction of sodium hydrosulfite (Na2S2O4) with HDPC or GO. However, PDDAC-
modified fabric (PET-PDDAC-rGO) does not show a uniform and smooth coating layer 
(Figure 30(d)). 

The colour strength and estimation of dye concentration 

Among all the modified knitted fabrics, PET-CS up-takes the highest concentration of 
colloidal dye, having a relative percentage difference (RPD) of colour strength of 
40.52%. Yet, the up-taken dye was increased for all pre-modified samples, having an 
RPD of 31.78, 27.34 and 20.24% for PET-HDPC-GO, PET-PDDAC-GO and PET-PE-GO, 
respectively. As was expected, due to the higher repulsion between GO nanosheets 
and alkalised polyester yarns, the colour strength of alkalised fabric (PET-ALK-GO) was 
reduced (-6.46%). After chemical reduction of GO nanosheets, all pre-modified fabrics 
showed higher colour strength compared to a control sample. For example, PET-CS-
rGO, PET-PE-rGO, PET-PDDAC-rGO, and PET-HDPC-rGO have an RPD of 33.61% and 
33.43%. 36.97%, and 31.66%, respectively. Reflectance (R), colour strength (K/S), and 
relative percentage difference (RPD) of colour strength for GO-modified and rGO-modified 
knitted fabrics are shown in Table 9. 

 

Table 9. Reflectance (R), colour strength (K/S), and relative percentage difference (RPD) of colour strength for GO-modified 
and rGO-modified fabrics. 

Sample R K/S RPD 
GO-modified samples 

PET-GO 10.29 3.90 - 
PET-ALK-GO 10.86 3.65 -6.46 
PET-CS-GO 7.75 5.49 40.52 
PET-PE-GO 8.84 4.70 20.24 

PET-HDPC-GO 8.18 5.15 31.78 
PET-PDDAC-GO 8.42 4.98 27.34 

rGO-modified samples 
PET-rGO 7.67 5.65 - 

PET-ALK-rGO 7.66 5.72 1.24 
PET-CS-rGO 5.91 7.55 33.61 
PET-PE-rGO 5.99 7.54 33.43 

PET-HDPC-rGO 6.03 7.45 31.66 
PET-PDDAC-rGO 5.78 7.75 36.97 

 

Manufacturing-based quality of modified fabrics 

To investigate the evenness of coating layers, the colour difference (ΔE) of each sample 
was measured according to CIE and CMC systems [223, 224]. CIELab coordinates and 
total colour differences (ΔE) according to CIElab and CMC (2:1) systems for GO-
modified and rGO-modified fabrics are presented in Table 10. These fabrics have a 
lower value for the L* coordinate, which stands for darkness-brightness of the colour. 
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A control sample has a high average ΔE of 1.66±1.22, and the sample does not have an 
adequate colour evenness. On the contrary, all surface-modified samples have an 
average ΔE of less than 1. According to the standards, a ΔE of 1.0 is the smallest colour 
difference that the human eye might detect. Hence, any ΔE less than 1.0 is 
imperceptible and acceptable for the textile industry [210].  

PET-CS-rGO (ΔE=0.21±0.07) and PET-HDPC-rGO (ΔE=0.3±0.16) have the most even dye 
quality, which could be another reason for better performance in electrical activity. 
PET-PDDAC-rGO and PET-PE-rGO fabrics have an average ΔE of 0.55±0.19 and 
0.63±0.25. 

Table 10. CIELab coordinates of GO-modified and rGO-modified fabrics. Colour differences (∆E) of a control and pre-treated 
samples in both CIE and CMC systems. L* is the coordinate response to brightness and darkness of the surface, a* coordinate 
response to green-red shade of colour, and b* coordinate response to yellow-blue shade of colour. 

Sample L* a* b* ∆E  

(CIE) 

∆E  

(CMC) 

Sample L* a* b* ∆E  

(CIE) 

∆E  

(CMC) 
PET-GO 46.92 1.64 10.24     PET-rGO 36.86 0.96 4.49  -  - 

PET-ALK-GO 47.53 1.66 9.75 0.78 0.51 PET-ALK-rGO 36.91 0.89 4.47 0.09 0.11 
PET-CS-GO 40.58 2.16 8.97 6.49 3.34 PET-CS-rGO 31.43 0.71 2.84 5.69 3.49 
PET-PE-GO 43.45 2.01 9.58 3.55 1.85 PET-PE-rGO 31.95 0.63 3.25 5.08 3.03 
PET-HDPC-

GO 
43.57 2.83 11.61 3.81 2.42 PET-HDPC-

rGO 
32.40 0.82 3.72 4.54 2.58 

PET-PDDAC-

GO 
42.73 2.10 9.75 4.24 2.16 PET-PDDAC-

rGO 
30.48 0.44 2.06 6.85 4.42 

Electrical Conductivity 

Functional groups present on the edges and surface of the GO sheets are the reason for 
electrically insulating properties. To bring electro-conductive properties to the fabrics, GO-
modified samples were chemically reduced to rGO, and sheet resistance (Rsh) of reduced 
samples was recorded via a 4-probe method [2]. The current-voltage profile of the samples 
was recorded in a voltage range of 5–30 V. The sheet resistance and maximum current at a 
voltage of 30 V are summarised in Table 11. A control fabric, without any surface modification, 
shows a sheet resistance of 27.3±2.8 kΩ/□. As was expected, an alkalised fabric shows higher 
electrical resistance, having a sheet resistance of 122±9.8 kΩ/□. The sheet resistance of PET-
HDPC-rGO, PET-CS-rGO, and PET-PE-rGO decreased to 0.59±0.02, 2.7±0.09, and 3.9±0.19 
kΩ/□ compared to a control sample, having a value of 27.3±2.8 kΩ/□. While for PET-PDDAC-
rGO, the value increased to 38.5 ± 0.54 kΩ/□, which is possibly because of the morphology of 
the surface of the fabrics. 
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Table 11. Sheet resistance (Rsh) and maximum current (I) at a voltage of 30 V for control and rGO-modified samples. 

Sample Rsh (kΩ/□) I (mA) 
PET-rGO 27.3 ± 2.8 - 

PET-ALK-rGO  122 ± 9.8 - 
PET-CS-rGO 2.7 ± 0.09 15 
PET-PE-rGO 3.9 ± 0.2 5.56 

PET-HDPC-rGO 0.59 ± 0.02 61.50 
PET-PDDAC-rGO 38.5 ± 0.5 - 

The electrothermal activity of the graphene-modified polyester knitted fabrics 

To characterise the electro-thermal properties of rGO-coated knitted fabrics, direct current 
(DC) power was applied (5–30 V) to the samples with a valid heating area of 2×1.5 cm2, and 
electro-thermal properties were investigated under ambient conditions via a thermal camera 
and a thermal data-logger sensor. 

Since the resistance of a non-modified and PDDAC-treated knitted fabrics is high and no 
current passes through, there was not any heat exchange to the fabrics. In this case, the PE-
treated sample also did not show any significant increase in temperature (38℃ at 30 V). For 
CS-treated and HDPC-treated samples, after supplying electrical power to the fabric, the 
surface temperature increased monotonically over time until a steady-state temperature was 
reached (Figure 31). 

 
Figure 31. The steady-state temperature vs applied voltages profile of the samples. 

It was observed that the steady-state temperature increased by increasing applied voltage 
with a quadratic correlation of input voltage and temperature. The results are consistent with 
Joule’s law [118, 225]: 

𝑃𝑃 = 𝑈𝑈2

𝑅𝑅         

where P is power, U has applied voltage, and R is the resistance. 
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The HDPC-treated sample has a higher steady-state temperature at the same voltage as 
compared to the CS-treated sample. This might be attributed to the lower transduction of 
electrical energy into Joule heating. The heating rate curve of the HDPC-treated sample at 30 
V is illustrated in Figure 32 (a). As can be seen, the HDPC-treated sample shows a steady-state 
temperature of 120℃ with a maximum heating rate of 0.5℃ s-1 at a driving voltage of 30 V. 
Lower steady-state temperature of 60℃ with a maximum heating rate of 0.2℃ s-1 at the same 
driving voltage of 25 V was observed for CS-treated sample (Figure 32 (b)), which has higher 
sheet resistance compared to the HDPC-treated fabric. 

It has been reported that a thin film of graphene has a steady-state temperature of 139℃ at 
a given voltage of 30 V [225]. Considering the sheet resistance of a thin film of graphene as 
0.159 kΩ/□. Even though a coated fabric has a higher surface area than a film, still achieving 
0.59 kΩ/□ sheet resistance and 120℃ steady-state temperature is a fruitful outcome. To meet 
the comfort requirements of the human body for the heating garment regarding cold proof 
applications, such as outdoor service clothes, the cold storage working cloths, and submarine 
work clothes, the heating temperature is generally about 40℃. In medical applications, such 
as hot compress therapy, the temperature of the garment is usually around 55℃ [226]. Both 
CS and HDPC pre-treated fabrics fulfil the temperature requirement for such applications.  

By decreasing the applied voltage from 30 to 25 V, the steady-state temperature of the HDPC-
treated and CS-treated samples decreased to 93 and 54℃  respectively. Additionally, the time 
required to reach 90% of the steady-state temperature called the response time is an 
important factor for heat performance evaluation and applications [225, 227]. Both samples 
show a response time of less than 120 s. 

After reaching the steady-state temperature, the power supply was switched off, and the 
temperature started decreasing immediately with a logarithmic trend line of T= -6.277 ln(s) + 
63.752 for PET-HDPC-rGO and T= -17.14 ln(s) + 133.62 for PET-CS-rGO samples. The time 
required to lose heat and decrease the temperature from 110℃ to 30℃ was 600 s for PET-
HDPC-rGO, and 300 s for PET-CS-rGO sample to lose the temperature from 55℃ to 30℃, 
which shows that both samples have a similar heat exchange behaviour via the environment.  
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Figure 32. Temperature and current versus time profile of the (a) PET-HDPC-rGO by having a steady-state temperature of 
115℃ at a constant voltage of 30V, (b) PET-CS-rGO with a steady-state temperature of 55℃ at a constant voltage of 25V, 
response times for both fabrics are less than 120 s. The current vs temperature profile of (c) PET-HDPC-rGO and (d) PET-CS-
rGO during the electro-thermal activity with a function of I(T)= 6.7401 ln(T) + 37.899 and I(T)= 2.4788 ln(T) + 6.5443, 
respectively.  

 

Carbon has a negative temperature coefficient (NTC) and by increasing the temperature, the 
resistance of graphene will decrease [122]. Based on Ohm’s law, decreasing the resistance at 
the same voltage will increase the current. 

It can be seen from Figure 32 (c) that as the temperature increases from room temperature 
to 110℃, the current increases from 58 to 69 mA with a logarithmic relationship; as a 
simplified linear relationship, a gradient of 0.09 is obtained. Resistance of fabric decreased to 
0.46 Ω from 0.54 Ω (Figure 33 (a)) by increasing the temperature from 30 to 120℃. Further, 
in the CS-treated sample, the current increased from 14.8 to 16.5 mA (Figure 32 (d)), as the 
temperature increases to 55℃ with a gradient of 0.06. As result, the resistance decreased to 
1.94 from 2.3 Ω (Figure 33 (b)). Having NTC properties will make the graphene-coated fabric 
a good candidate for continuous temperature sensing applications.  
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Figure 33. The measured resistance changes vs temperature profiles of (a) PET-HDPC-rGO with a function of R= -
0.0004T+0.5083, and (b) PET-CS-rGO with a function of R= -0.0078T+2.3658. 

 

Figure 34 shows the infrared thermal images of PET-HDPC-rGO and PET-CS-rGO samples at 
their steady-state temperature under an applied voltage of 30 V. This is because the 
temperature distribution through the surface of the samples at the applied voltage is rather 
homogeneous. Graphene has an excellent thermal and electrical conductivity and graphene 
films show an even heat distribution [118]. The evenness of heat distribution along a 
graphene-coated fabric might be due to the evenness of the coating and the inherent 
properties of the graphene.  

 

 
Figure 34. Infrared images at a steady-state temperature of (a) PET-CS-rGO, and (b) PET-HDPC-rGO at an applied voltage of 
30 V., reaching 63.9 and 110℃ for PET-CS-rGO and PET-HDPC-rGO correspondingly while having almost a homogeneous 
thermal expansion through the fabric surface. 

 

The glass transition temperature (Tg) of PET-HDPC-rGO gained by DSC measurement (Figure 
35) is 76.5℃; it is believed that the peaks in the PET-HDPC-rGO sample after around 80℃ 
(Figure 32 (c)) are due to the change in the crystallinity of the fabric and its influence on the 
coating layer. Hence, there are large peaks at 90, 100, 110, and 115℃ in respect of resistivity 
(Figure 33 (a)). 
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Figure 35 (a). DSC photographs of PET-HDPC-rGO, with a glass transition (Tg) of 76.49℃. (b) DSC photographs of a control 
polyester fabric (PET), a pre-alkalised polyester fabric coated by reduced graphene oxide (PET-ALK-rGO), and an HDPC 
surface-modified polyester fabric coated by reduced graphene oxide. Heat capacity profile of PET-HDPC-rGO. Melting 
temperature (Tm) of the polyester fabric with a value of 200℃ increases to 213℃ for a PET-HDPC-rGO fabric. Heat capacity 
at constant pressure (Cp) of the same sample at 120℃ is 1.261 J.(g.℃)-1. 

 

Furthermore, to better understand the thermal behaviour of a graphene-coated fabric 
compared to a control fabric, DSC measurement was studied for a control polyester fabric 
(PET), a pre-alkalised polyester fabric coated by reduced graphene oxide (PET-ALK-rGO), as 
well as a PET-HDPC-rGO fabric. Melting temperatures (Tm) for samples were 200℃, 210℃, 
and 213℃ for PET, PET-ALK-rGO, and PET-HDPC-rGO fabrics, respectively. The increase in Tm 
for both PET-ALK-rGO and PET-HDPC-rGO is noticeable. 
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4.2 Characterisation of the coated yarn for tactile sensor applications 
 

To provide a yarn with electro-conductive properties, GO-coated Polyester yarns were 
chemically reduced, using an aqueous solution of Na2S2O4 [58] with a concentration of 50 mM 
and a liquor ratio of 1:100 for 30 min at 95oC. Then, the yarns were rinsed several times in 
warm ultrapure water and dried at 70oC for 10 min.  

A pristine yarn with no surface modification was prepared in the same manner as a control 
sample. It was observed that, for such a yarn, the coating was easily separated from the yarn 
during the rinsing process. The composition of the samples of polyester yarns is summarised 
in Table 12. 

Table 12. The composition of polyester yarn samples. 

Sample  yarn Surface modification agent Coating layer 
PET Alkalised polyester - - 
PET-GO Alkalised Polyester  - graphene oxide 
PET-CS-GO Alkalised polyester chitosan graphene oxide 
PET-HDPC-GO Alkalised polyester hexadecylpyridinium chloride graphene oxide 
PET-rGO Alkalised polyester - reduced graphene oxide 
PET-CS-rGO Alkalised polyester chitosan reduced graphene oxide 
PET-HDPC-rGO Alkalised polyester hexadecylpyridinium chloride reduced graphene oxide 

 

Surface Morphology  

The morphology of the polyester yarns was investigated by employing a scanning electron 
microscope (SEM). As shown in Figure 36, for a non-treated polyester yarn (Figure 36(a)), GO 
Nanosheets have not been attached appropriately. Surface modification of the fibres will 
significantly improve the uniformity and adsorption of the coating, which will result in an even 
coating with very few wrinkled sites for both CS (Figure 36(b)) and HDPC (Figure 36(c)) 
modified polyester yarns. The chemical reduction of GO on the surface of a pristine yarn will 
noticeably reduce the smoothness and evenness of the coating layer (Figure 36(d)), while for 
both CS and HDPC modified yarns (Figure 36 (e,f)), an even coating is achieved.  

Tensile properties of the yarns 

In the tensile test, five clamped replicas of each sample were subjected to a constant rate of 
tensile loading forces to stretch and break the filament, while tensile strength (N), elongation 
at break (%), modulus (N.tex-1), and tenacity (N.tex-1) were recorded.  

As shown in Table 13, a pristine polyester yarn has a force and elongating at break of 5.46 N 
and 28.91%, respectively, with a modulus of 1.655 N.tex-1. When the yarn was modified with 
a diluted acetic solution of CS (PET-CS) or an aqueous solution of HDPC (PET-HDPC), the tensile 
strength of the composite did not seem to be impaired. 
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Figure 36. SEM images of (a) PET-GO, (b) PET-CS-GO (c) PET-HDPC-GO, (d) PET-rGO, (e) PET-CS-rGO, (f) PET-HDPC-rGO with 
20kx magnification. 

PET-CS and PET-HDPC yarns have a tensile strength of 5.11 and 5.25 N, and elongation at 
breaks of 26.63 and 26.64%, correspondingly. However, a minor increase in the modulus of 
the yarns was observed for both PET-CS (1.81 N.tex-1) and PET-HDPC (1.76 N.tex-1), with a 
slightly lower elastic deformation, which might be due to the change in the composition of 
the batch.  

The impregnation process (PET-CS-GO and PET-HDPC-GO) causes a negligible downgrade in 
tensile strength and elongation at break with a tensile strength of 5.3 and 5.33 N, and 
elongation at breaks of 26.02 and 24.8%, correspondingly.  

Additionally, it was detected that the chemical reduction process does not weaken the tensile 
properties of the CS-treated (PET-CS-RGO) yarn, as it has a marginally higher tensile strength 
(5.41 N) compared to a GO-coated yarn (PET-CS-GO). The modulus of the yarn decreases to 
1.419 N.tex-1 compared to 1.792 N.tex-1 for PET-CS-GO yarn. This might be due to a slight 
change in the molecular chain of the yarn during the chemical reduction process.  

Table 13. Tensile properties of the pristine, surface modified and functionalised polyester yarns. 

Sample Tensile strength (N) Elongation 
at break (%) 

Tenacity (N/tex) Modulus (N/tex) 

PET 5.5±0.17 28.91±2.64 0.329±0.01 1.655±0.14 
PET-CS 5.36±0.09 26.63±2.04 0.320±0.005 1.816±0.11 
PET-CS-GO 5.3±0.26 26.02±2.84 0.317±0.015 1.792±0.07 
PET-CS-rGO 5.41±0.10 30.32±4.11 0.323±0.006 1.419±0.24 
PET-HDPC 5.28±0.21 26.64±1.74 0.315±0.013 1.769±0.16 
PET-HDPC-GO 5.33±0.09 24.8±1.55 0.319±0.005 1.893±0.10 
PET-HDPC-rGO 5.19±0.34 23.75±2.58 0.31±0.02 1.823±0.13 
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The chemical reduction process slightly weakened the HDPC-treated yarn (PET-HDPC-RGO) 
by decreasing the tensile strength to 5.19 N. The changes in elongation at break (23.75%) and 
modulus (1.82 N.tex-1) were negligible. The stress-strain curves of an alkalised polyester (PET), 
CS-modified (PET-CS), GO-modified (PET-CS-GO), and rGO-modified (PAETCS-rGO) yarns are 
shown in Figure 37. 

 

 
Figure 37. Stress-strain curves of a pristine polyester (PET), chitosan modified (PET-CS), graphene oxide modified (PET-CS-
GO), and reduced graphene oxide modified (PET-CS-rGO) yarn. 

 

Electrical performance of the yarn 

Electrical resistance (R) of rGO-modified polyester yarns was measured via a two-probe 
method using direct current (DC) electrical resistance measurement (Figure 38 (b)). It was 
measured as the unit of kΩ for a length of 10 cm yarn. GO is electrically insulating because of 
the presence of functional groups on the edges and surface of GO nanosheets, and chemical 
reduction of GO is required to exhibit conductive properties. Still, rGO modified yarns without 
surface modification do not exhibit electrical conductivity, probably due to the weak 
interactions between GO nanosheets and fibres. Surface modification with CS on polyester 
(PET-CS-rGO) delivers electrical properties to the yarn, having an average resistance of 
24.2±3.1.  
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Figure 38 (a). Electrical resistance (kΩ.10cm-1) of the CS and HDPC modified polyester yarns. (b) 2-probe set up for electrical 
measurement. 

 

Modification of the yarn with HDPC also provides electrical properties, and the average 
resistance of HDPC-modified polyester (PET-HDPC-rGO)) is 32.7±6 kΩ. The electrical 
conductivity of the yarn was high enough to light a LED using a 9V battery.  
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4.3 Non-woven polyester fabric and its catalytic properties   

Sessile droplet goniometry analysis 

Sessile-drop goniometry was applied to measure the wettability of all non-woven samples, 
which henceforth reflects the surface chemical properties of the fabric and diffusion 
resistance before and after individual surface modifications. The water contact angle of the 
pristine polyester that was used in this study was as high as 138°, indicating the characteristic 
hydrophobic nature of the polyester fabric. The contact angle of all non-woven samples is 
mentioned in Table 14. 

 

Table 14. Contact angle data from sessile droplet analysis 

Sample Contact angle (°) 
Pristine PET 138 

PET 0 
PET-PAM 126 
PET-GO 36 

PET-rGO-Fe0 0 
PET-PAM-GO 48 
PET-PAM-rGO 126 

PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 0 
PET-rGO 122 

 

Alkaline hydrolysis of the non-woven fabric results in a reduction of the water contact angle 
to 𝛉𝛉𝐇𝐇𝟐𝟐𝐎𝐎= 0°, indicating the formation of hydroxyl (-OH) and carboxylic (-COOH) end groups on 
the surface of the fabric, which introduces the hydrophilic properties of the surface due to 
the nucleophilic replacement reaction where chain scission of polyester polymers occurred. 
Nevertheless, hyperbranched polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimer consists of 
ethylenediamine core, and tertiary amine branches tend to give a hydrophobic surface 
𝛉𝛉𝐇𝐇𝟐𝟐𝐎𝐎 = 126°, while providing favourable surface functional groups that are necessary for 
stable GO and Fe0 incorporation. The results show that graphene oxide (GO) provides a 
surface with a sufficient hydrophilic characteristic surface ( 𝛉𝛉𝐇𝐇𝟐𝟐𝐎𝐎 of PET-GO is 36°; 𝛉𝛉𝐇𝐇𝟐𝟐𝐎𝐎 of 
PET-PAM-GO is 48°). Further chemical reduction of GO makes it intensely hydrophobic (𝛉𝛉𝐇𝐇𝟐𝟐𝐎𝐎 
of PET-rGO is 122°; 𝛉𝛉𝐇𝐇𝟐𝟐𝐎𝐎 of PET-PAM-rGO is 126°). However, hydrophilic characteristics were 
observed on Fe0 grafted on both reduced graphene (rGO) and PAMAM coated samples, which 
can be caused by the presence of iron particles within the metal or oxide form. Iron particles 
show well established hydropathic properties, as explained in other studies in the literature 
[168, 228].  
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Particle size distribution  

 

Figure 39. Particle size distribution of zerovalent iron nanoparticles; (a) PET-rGO- Fe0 and (b) PET-PAM-rGO- Fe0 

 

In polyamidoamine dendrimer, grafted polyester with highly dispersed GO showed smoother 
external surface and more attenuated roughness and uniform particle distribution (Figure 39) 
at sizes Ø = 78 ±38 nm compared to PET-GO-Fe0 (average particle size of Fe0, Ø = 133 ± 56 
nm).  

Electrokinetic measurements (Zeta potential analysis)  

The isoelectric point (iep = pH|ζ = 0) to determine the zeta potential values of the control 
sample and all modified polyester non-woven fabrics was observed by electrokinetics and 
measured as streaming potential. The zeta potential analysis of the samples is shown in Figure 
40. It can be seen that the isoelectric point of pristine polyester fibres is pH = 3.9, which means 
that a positive surface charge will be observed for the polyester fibres with a pH lower than 
3.9. Due to the introduction of –OH and –COOH groups, the surface charge and isoelectric 
point were also negative, starting from -6.89 mV at pH=3.45 to -49.23 mV at pH=9.91. 

Upon grafting of PAMAM on PET, the surface charge increased to +52.31 mV at pH=3.70. The 
isoelectric point of PET-PAM was recorded at pH= 8.15. This might be since, after dendrimer 
grafting, the degree of –COOH and –OH groups decrease while increasing in –NH2 surface 
functional groups. A positive surface charge of PAMAM grafted PET could facilitate the 
grafting of negatively charged graphene oxide compared to a pristine polyester non-woven. 
For the PET-PAM-GO sample, the mutual presence of PAMAM and graphene oxide on the 
surface showed a negative surface charge property with an isoelectric point at pH= 4.85. The 
zeta potential value was recorded starting +10.35 at pH=3.25, which reduces to -46.88 mV at 
pH= 9.96. 
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Figure 40. Zeta-potential (ζ) values of non-wovens as a function of the pH values of the electrolyte solution (0.001M KCl). 
(PET refers to alkalised polyester) 

 

The negative surface containing PAMAM dendrimer and graphene oxide could pose an ideal 
environment for robust electrostatic incorporation of cationic iron particles (Fe3+) to improve 
the electro-catalytic properties of polyester non-woven membranes. After incorporation of 
Fe3+ and GO followed by reduction into Fe0 and rGO respectively, the isoelectric point of PET-
PAM-rGO and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 shifted to pH=7.15 and pH=7.05, respectively. 

 

The colour strength and the coating evenness analysis 

The colour strength test was applied on PET-GO, PET-PAM-GO, PET-PAM-rGO, PET-PAM-rGO-
Fe0, PET-rGO, PET-rGO-Fe0 samples in 10 different zones of the samples, and the mean values 
are provided in Table 15. It can be seen that the K/S value slightly increased from 3.94 to 4.42, 
compared to PET-GO and PET-PAM-GO samples. This is due to the higher absorbance of GO 
by the PET-PAM sample. As the reduction of GO to rGO changes the light brown colour of the 
fabric to carbon colour, the L*, a*, and b* coordinates change from 45.44, 1.36, and 7.77 to 
40.80, 1.55, and 5.75, respectively. When the fabric is incorporated with iron, the L*, a*, and 
b* coordinates change to 41.91, 2.64, and10.59, respectively.  
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Table 15. CIELAB colour strength and the coating evenness measurement. 

Sample 
Name 

%R at Wl. of 
Max Abs. 
(420nm) 

K/S at Wl. 
of Max 
Abs. 

L* a* b* ∆E (CIE) ∆E (CMC) 

PET-GO 10.22 3.94 45.44 1.36 7.77 1.38±0.85 0.79±0.48 
PET-rGO 7.73 5.51 33.6 0.36 1.05 0.59±0.4 0.36±0.23 
PET-rGO-
Fe0 

4.32 10.63 26.12 0.21 1.69 0.64±0.26 0.5±0.16 

PET-PAM-
GO 

9.3 4.42 40.80 1.55 5.75 0.86±0.49 0.64±0.37 

PET-PAM-
rGO 

8.34 5.05 36.42 0.47 1.42 0.84±0.63 0.49±0.33 

PET-PAM-
rGO-Fe0 

8.33 5.08 41.91 2.64 10.59 1.81±0.62 1.51±0.51 

Here, (%R) = reflectance, K/S= colour strength, CIELab coordinates (L* is the coordinate response to brightness and 
darkness of the surface, a* coordinate response to the green-red shade of colour, and b* coordinates response to the 
yellow-blue shade of colour), ∆E(CIE) = Colour differences in CIE systems and ∆E (CMC)= Color differences in CMC 
systems. 

 

The colour differences (ΔE) in both CIE and CMC systems (Figure 41) were measured by the 
mean of ten random colour measurements on each specimen. The values higher than 1 (ΔE 
>1) are visible to human eyes. Therefore, values higher than 1 (ΔE >1) are not acceptable in 
the textile dyeing industry for commercial production. Here, we can estimate the evenness of 
each incorporation step by recording ΔE of the specimen. PET-PAM-GO has a value of 
0.86±0.49 and 0.64±0.37 in CIE and CMC systems, while PET-GO has a value of 1.38±0.85 and 
0.79±0.48 in CIE and CMC systems, respectively. All samples except PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 
(1.81±0.62 (CIE), 1.51±0.51(CMC)) have a ΔE less than 1.  

 

ATR-FTIR spectroscopy analysis 

ATR-FTIR analysis was performed on non-woven samples to investigate the chemical 
composition and their possible bonds. All spectra were normalised by levelling the height of 
the adsorption peak at 1711 cm-1, which indicates C=O stretch (ester) of polyester. Other 
identical peaks to polyester include the aromatic sp2 C-H bend (723 cm-1), a plane vibration of 
the benzene ring (1015 cm-1), C-O stretch (ester) (1095 and 1240 cm-1), and asymmetric C-H 
stretching (2965 cm-1) were also observed in the FT-IR spectrum. After absorption of GO on 
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the polyester non-wovens (PET-GO), a 
peak at 3433 cm-1 attributed to the O-H 
stretch appeared (Figure 42 (a)). Once 
the fabric was modified with iron (PET-
rGO-Fe0), the intensity of the peak at 
3433 cm-1 increased and new peaks at 
1054, 970, 684, 662, and 621 cm-1 
associated with C-O, O-H, and C-H 
stretch were detected. By modification 
of the fabric with PAMAM (PET-PAM) 
(Figure 42 (b)), a peak with low 
intensity was detected at 3285 cm-1; 
this peak shows the presence of an N-H 
bond. Once the fabric is modified with 
rGO (PET-PAM-rGO), the intensity of 
some peaks, such as C=O and C-O 
stretches, decreases and the peak at 
3285 cm-1 disappears. Further, after the 
modification of the sample with iron 
(PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0), new peaks at 3361 
cm-1 (O-H stretch), 961 cm-1 (C-H bend), 
677 cm-1 (C-H stretch), 547 cm-1, and 
492 cm-1 (C-Br stretch) were detected. The intensity of peaks at 1905 cm-1 and 1240 cm-1  
(C-O stretch) were altered.  

 

 
Figure 42. ATR-FTIR spectra of PET, PET-GO, PET-rGO-Fe0, PET-PAM, PET-PAM-rGO and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0.  

Figure 41. The colour differences (ΔE) of CIE and CMC systems 
(Values less than 1 are the smallest colour differences than the 
human eye can detect)
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Thermal analysis and decomposition of materials 

In a combustion process, materials undergo thermal degradation over burning, and TGA 
measurements are used as an indicator of polymer flammability [229]. The temperature at 
the maximum weight loss rate of the DTG curve is noted as Tmax; the temperatures 
corresponding to 5 wt% degradations at TGA cure are noted as Tonset. Tmax, Tonset, residue (%) 
at Tonset, and residue (%) at 600°C of all samples from TG and DTG curves were calculated. It 
can be seen in Figure 43 that a pristine fabric (PET) has a Tmax of 447°C. Once the functional 
materials are loaded, it increases to 463°C as the fabric is coated with GO (PET-GO). When the 
fabric is doped with iron (PET-rGO-Fe0), Tmax decreases to 447°C, leaving 47.6% char residue 
at 600°C. Pristine PET and PET-GO samples show almost the same residue at 600°C of 17.44, 
and 17.52%, respectively. PET-PAM-rGO and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 have a Tmax of 455, and 446, 
respectively. 

The melting temperature (Tm) was measured from the maximum endothermic melting peak 
of the second heating cycle of DSC analysis. The crystallisation temperature (TC) was recorded 
from the maximum exothermic crystallisation peak of the cooling cycle. Further, the heat of 
cold-crystallisation (∆Hc) and the heat of fusion (∆Hf) were calculated from the cooling and 
heating scan, respectively.  

 

Figure 43. TGA and DTG curves of (a) PET-GO, (b) PET-rGO-Fe0, (c) PET-PAM-rGO, and (d) PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0. 

 

Both iron-grafted samples have a small peak (PET-rGO-Fe0 at 276°C, 2.82% decomposition; 
and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 at 161°C, 1.85% decomposition). There is a peak at 75°C for PET-PAM-
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rGO-Fe0 (1.63% reduction) which might be due to the moisture evaporation, as iron-
containing functional groups tend to absorb moisture. 

The melting temperature (Tm), the crystallisation temperature (TC), and the heat of cold-
crystallisation (∆Hc) of the samples were obtained from DSC analyses (Table 16). It is evident 
from the DSC analyses that the melting temperature decreased from 255°C for PET to 240°C 
for PET-rGO-Fe0 and 243°C for PET-PAM-rGO- Fe0.  (“Melting peak width” is correlated to the 
distribution of crystallinity of the polymer). Tonset is defined as the intersection of the tangents 
of the peak with the generalised baseline for polymeric materials. Tonset decreased from 243°C 
for PET to 218 and 226°C for PET-rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-GO-Fe0, respectively. ∆Hf and ∆Hc of 
the sample decreased dramatically from 33.14 and 39.73 J g-1 for PET to 12.17 and 12.64 J g-1 
for PET-rGO-Fe0, and it decreased to 7.32 and 7.69 J g-1 for PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0. This might be 
due to the introduction of iron to the polymer that affects the melting and crystallisation 
process of the polymer.  

 

Table 16. DSC data from the second heating scan and cooling scan of the samples. 

Sample 
Name 

Melting (from the heating scan) Crystallisation (from the cooling scan) 
Tonset 

(°C) 

Tm peak (°C) ∆Hf 

(J.g-1) 
Tonset 

(°C) 

TC peak 

(°C) 

∆Hc 

(J.g-1) 

Pristine PET 243 255 33.14 216 204 39.73 
PET 241 254 33.67 214 201 38.44 
PET-GO 232 245 28.39 207 198 34.65 
PET-rGO-Fe0 218 240 12.17 207 188 12.64 
PET-PAM 242 255 39.33 216 201 41.92 
PET-PAM-
GO 

234 245 27.82 209 200 32.91 

PET-PAM-
rGO 

237 249 38.19 220 208 42.38 

PET-PAM-
rGO- Fe0 

226 243 7.321 211 194 7.69 

PET-rGO 237 259 34.81 223 210 37.69 
 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis 

PAMAM dendrimer modified samples (PET-PAM, PET-PAM-GO, and PET-PAM-GO-Fe0) were 
analysed by XPS to identify the changes in element composition and the nature of the 
chemical bonding due to the subsequent surface modifications (Figure 44). As it can be seen 
from Table 17, a polyester itself contains 76.7 a.t% carbon and 21 a.t% oxygen. After 
modification of the fabric with PAMAM (PET-PAM), nitrogen was detected in the surface 
composition, having 74.5 a.t% carbon, 18 a.t% oxygen, and 7.45 a.t% nitrogen. PET-PAM-GO 
sample contains 70 a.t% oxygen, 1.3 a.t% nitrogen and 28 a.t% oxygen, and PET-PAM-rGO-
Fe0 sample has 41.6 a.t% carbon, 42.6 a.t% nitrogen, 42.5 a.t% oxygen and 6 a.t% iron on its 
atomic weight per cent.   
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Table 17. Atomic proportion (a.t%) of the surface chemical composition of the samples. 

Sample Name C1s (a.t %) O1s (a.t %) N1s (a.t %) Fe2p (a.t %) 
PET 76.7 21 0 0 
PET-PAM 74.5 18 7.45 0 
PET-PAM-GO 70 28 1.4 0 
PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 41.6 42.6 1.3 6.08 

 

 
Figure 44. Wide scan XPS spectra of (a) pristine PET, PET-PAM, PET-PAM-GO, and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 samples. 

 

4.3.2 Analysis of catalytic property of polyester non-woven fabrics 

Colour removal  

The catalytic performance of surface-modified polyester non-woven fabric containing iron 
nanoparticles on the graphene-coated fabrics was studied through their effectiveness in the 
removal of toxic colourants (crystal violet) from water. A cube cuvette was placed in a UV-vis 
spectrophotometre where the dye’s solution and non-woven fabric were brought into contact 
in the presence of a reducing agent, as explained before. Degradation of the pollutants was 
started at once because of the formation of higher oxidation potential hydroxyl radicals (•OH) 
due to the interaction between iron particles and NaBH4, besides adsorption of the pollutants 
by GO layers. The removal of crystal violet dyes concerning time has been recorded (real-time 
in situ) and plotted as shown in Figure 45. The characteristic absorption peak observed at λ590 

nm is related to the intensity of crystal violet [230]. The removal reactions of crystal violet dyes 
using different non-woven fabrics (PET-GO, PET-rGO, PET-PAM-GO, PET-PAM-rGO, PET-rGO-
Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0) were carried out under the same experimental conditions [Crystal 
violet = 50 mg.L-1, non-woven fabric = 1cm2 (700 mg), NaBH4 = 0.1 M, pH=5]. As shown in 
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Figure 45 (a) and (b), there is no significant removal in the intensity of the dyes during 120 
min exposure of the dyes in PET-GO and PET-PAM-GO containing solution, except for 
physisorption of the dyes due to the presence of GO. Yet, many studies reported higher 
catalytic behaviour of graphene oxide in a photocatalytic environment. The control polyester 
fabric does not pose any catalytic behaviour and has already been reported in various 
literature [205, 231, 232].   

 

 
Figure 45. UV-visible spectroscopy of catalytic removal of crystal violet dyes using (a) PET-GO, (b) PET-PAM-GO, (c) PET-rGO-
Fe0, and (d) PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 [Conditions: Crystal violet = 50 mg. L-1, non-woven fabric = 700 mg. L-1, NaBH4 = 0.1 M, 
pH=5]. 

 

Nevertheless, a significant reduction in the intensity of the absorbance at λ590 nm was observed 

once exposed to non-woven catalysts containing iron (PET-rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0), 
suggesting the discolouration of crystal violet. Both non-woven catalysts demonstrated a 
rapid removal performance (Figure 45(c), (d)). The removal rate reached 99.04% in 65 min, 
for PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 and 97.68% in 78 min. Fast removal of crystal violet could be due to the 
stability and amount of functional material (Fe0) loaded on each non-woven fabric, ensuring 
the maximum exposure of the reagent and producing striking hydroxyl radicals for 
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discolouration. Even though results indicate graphene oxide has a fairly poor direct effect on 
the removal of dyes, the hexagonal microstructures of graphene oxide facilitated the 
incorporation of Fe0 on the polyester surface towards high precision of stability, a disparity 
which later contributed to the removal of the pollutant.  

 

Kinetics of colour removal using PET-rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 

Among all samples, PET-rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 demonstrated catalytic properties 
towards the removal of crystal violet dyes, so their kinetics were considered for further study 
in this section. For that, the initial absorbance ratio of the crystal violet dye at λ590 nm (A/A0) 
during the reduction reaction was measured, which is the corresponding concentration ratio 
(C/C0), making it possible to plot Ln (C/C0) as a function of time according to the Equation 
below as shown in Figure 46 (a,b). 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶0
= 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝐴𝐴

𝐴𝐴0
− 𝑘𝑘. 𝑡𝑡                                                      

Linear evolution in time of Ln(C/C0) as supported by R2 values is the model used for validation 
of first-order reaction kinetics for crystal violet colour removal with the non-woven fabric with 
98.83 and 99.04 for PET-rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0, respectively (Table 18). The results 
deliver evidence of a decent linear relationship of Ln(C/C0) versus reaction time for both PET-
rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0, following the first-order and pseudo-first-order reaction 
kinetics concerning crystal violet dye removal.  

 

 

 
Figure 46. Evolution of (a) C/C0, (b) Ln(C/C0) and (c) the conversion (%) yield in time at room temperature for removal of 
crystal violet dyes using PET-GO (▲), PET- rGO-Fe0 (■) and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 (●) [Conditions: Crystal violet = 50 mg.L-1, 
nonwoven fabric = 700 mg.L-1, NaBH4 = 0.1 M, pH=5]. 

 

PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 exhibited faster (0.07384 min-1) removal than that of PET-rGO-Fe0 (0.05873 
min-1), which might be due to the higher quantity of Fe0 and better stability of the catalysts 
on the PAMAM-modified sample as supported by TGA analysis.  
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In addition, the conversion percentage of PET-GO, PET-rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 
reaches 4.98% in 120 min, 98.83% in 78 min, and 99.04% in 65 min, respectively (Figure 46 
(c)). High conversion and fast kinetics in catalytic degradation might be attributed to the good 
stabilisation of zerovalent iron particles and characteristic adsorption properties of GO 
nanosheets.  

 

Table 18. A comparison of the reaction kinetics for the removal of crystal violet dyes using PET-GO, PET-rGO-Fe0 and PET-
PAM-rGO-Fe0 

Sample Conc. of 
pollutants 

aTime 
(min) 

bRate constant, 
k (min-1) 

cCorrelation 
coefficient, R2 

Conversion, 
(%) 

PET-GO 50 mg.L-1 120 0.00091 31.94 04.98 

PET-rGO-Fe0 50 mg.L-1 78 0.05873 99.33 98.83 

PET-PAM-
rGO-Fe0 

50 mg.L-1 65 0.07384 99.77 99.04 

a reaction time required for complete colour removal. 
b k: rate constant for the 1st order kinetics, and is expressed in min−1. 
c R2: correlation coefficient of the linear regression. 

 

Toxicity reduction analysis  

To study the toxicity reduction, the relative evaluation of COD concentration of PET-GO, PET-
rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 treated solution, based on a control solution, were studied as 
per the method explained in Section 3.5.1. The COD of the control solution was considered 
100%. Results indicate a relative reduction in COD after the treatment, from 100% to 62.08% 
and 46.37% for PET-rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0, respectively.  

The key cause for this tendency might be the decreasing number of dye molecules and their 
intermediates, mostly with the process of oxidising crystal violet dyes mineralised into water 
and carbon dioxide. However, even though the COD reduction is more than 50%, higher 
detoxification efficiency is a precondition for the industrial prospects of this process. 
Complete reduction of COD can be proposed with further experiment design involving 
continued treatment of the wastewater after the complete colour removal, which will allow 
available reactive species to react with leuco-compounds as a subsequent step for complete 
detoxification.   
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Analysis of recyclability-reusability  

Reusability of the products is an important factor when it comes to industrial applications. 
Accordingly, the recyclability of PET-rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 was evaluated under the 
conditions explained in section 4.5.1. Results display that the non-woven fabric can be 
recycled up to five times with a slight reduction in the catalytic activity, as observed after the 
catalytic removal of crystal violet dye in constant time (Figure 47). 

PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 exhibited 91.5% of its activity in the fifth crystal violet removal attempt. 
However, the removal percentage of PET-rGO-Fe0 reduced to 81.3% after a five-cycle 
application. This may be explained by possible variation in Fe0 re-aggregation and contact 
surface decay between two catalysts, which remains to be elucidated through further 
investigations. These results provide an extensive ground for improvement in textile-based 
catalytic wastewater treatment systems over conventional solutions.  

Figure 47. Recyclability and reusability of (a) PET-rGO-Fe0, (b) 
PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 on catalytic removal of crystal violet dye 
[Conditions: Crystal violet = 50 mg.L-1, non-woven fabric = 700 
mg.L-1, NaBH4 = 0.1 M, pH=5]. 
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Effect of concentration of PET-rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 on dye removal  

The concentration of catalysts on 
the adsorption medium is one of 
the most important parameters 
affecting the adsorption process 
[233]. Hence, the impact of the 
concentration of catalysts on the 
reduction and degradation 
activities was studied. For 
comparative purposes, the 
concentration of both catalysts 
was changed in the same manner, 
and the dye removal setup was 
identical. Results displayed the 
same trend for both catalysts in 
the removal of crystal violet dyes. 
The catalytic activity increased as 
the concentration of catalysts 
increased until the equilibrium 
concentration of the catalyst 
(Figure 48). It shows that in an 
increasing amount of the 
catalyst’s concentration, the 
catalytic capacity was higher, 
which can be explained by the 
participation of a higher amount 
of Fe0 towards generating reactive 
species that stimulate the removal 
process. Nevertheless, at the 
equilibrium, although a number of 
the iron particle is present in the 
reaction, the reducing agent (NaBH4) becomes saturated, which cannot produce further 
reactive species, so a plateau effect appears. The decrease in the catalyst’s concentration 
from 700 mg.L-1 to 300 mg.L-1 do not significantly reduce the catalytic activity, indicating that 
even with a small quantity, the catalyst provides a good catalytic activity.  

 

Figure 48. Effect of catalyst concentration [0 mg.L-1(◄), 50 mg.L-1(♦), 
100 mg.L-1(▼), 300 mg.L-1(▲), 500 mg.L-1(●), 700 mg.L-1(■),  on the 
removal of crystal violet dyes (a) PET-rGO-Fe0 and (b) PET-PAM-rGO-
Fe0. [Conditions: Crystal violet = 50 mg.L-1, NaBH4 = 0.1 M, pH=5]. 
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4.4 Fully textile-based reactor and its electro-Fenton performance 

4.4.1 Colour removal 

The electrocatalytic performance of the reactor containing iron particles on the rGO-modified 
surface and stainless-steel yarns has been studied briefly by their efficiency in the removal of 
toxic colourants (here crystal violet-blue) from water. A 3-electrode setup in a dye solution 
was brought into contact, and a constant current of 0.02 A was applied to the working 
electrode (rGO-Fe0); every 10 minutes, a UV-vis spectrophotometer was used to measure the 
degradation of the dye. The degradation starts at once because of the formation of higher 
oxidation potential hydroxyl radicals (•OH) due to the current applied to the system. The real-
time in situ reductions were plotted as shown in Figure 49. The characteristic absorption peak 
observed at λ590 nm is attributed to the intensity of the crystal violet [230]. (Experimental 
condition: crystal violet = 50 mg.L-1, current = 0.02 A). A significant reduction in the intensity 
of the absorbance at λ590 nm was observed when the dye solution was exposed to the reactor, 
suggesting the decolouration of crystal violet.  

 
Figure 49. UV-visible spectroscopy of catalytic removal of crystal violet dyes in electro-Fenton process. 

After 60 minutes of applying a constant current of 0.02, the conversion (%) of the colour dyes 
was calculated according to the equation explained in the previous chapter. The results show 
that 65.7% of the dye has been removed from the water after 60 minutes.  

4.4.2 Kinetic colour removal using the fully textile-based reactor 

To measure the kinetics of the removal, initial absorbance ratio of the crystal violet dye at λ590 

nm (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0⁄ ) during the reduction reaction was determined. It accounts for the corresponding 

concentration ratio (𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶0⁄ ) as a function of the time, according to the equation below: 

Ln 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0 = Ln 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴0 – k.t 
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Figure 50. Evolution of (a) C/C0, (b) ln(C/C0) and in time at room temperature for removal of crystal violet dyes using a GO-Fe0 / stainless steel 

textile reactor. 

As can be seen from Figure 50, the conversation ratio is very high in the first 10 minutes and 
thereafter the ratio decreases. This could be due to the reduction of the concentration of 
zerovalent iron particles. The average removal ratio of the system is 0.01433 min -1, which is 
considered rapid kinetics in catalytic degradation.  
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Chapter 5 
Summary 

The objective of this thesis was to investigate the use of different applicable technologies as 
strategies for coating conventional textiles with graphene and further immobilisation of other 
elements, such as iron on graphene-modified textiles for further use in sustainable Fenton 
and electro-Fenton wastewater treatment application.  

As explained in chapter 1, modification of conventional textiles with graphene as well as 
element doping of graphene could give a wide range of properties to the textile from UV-
blocking, energy harvesting, health monitoring, electrothermal and electrical properties. 
However, as explained in chapter 1, the main focus of this thesis is on the electrical, 
electrothermal, and catalytical properties of the modified textiles.  

When it comes to textile, not all available methods apply to the textile mediums. The 
materials used in this study with the detailed methods and protocols for obtaining such 
modified textiles were described in chapters 2 and 3.  

Chapter 4 includes the obtained results in this thesis. The first approach is surface charge 
modification of the conventional textiles for further graphene oxide coating. Improving the 
coating protocol and enhancing the fastness and conductivity of the resulting textile are 
included in the first approach.  

The second approach involves designing a continuous yarn coating system for further knitting 
a specific device, such as a tactile sensor or a wastewater treatment reactor.  

The third approach relates to designing an applicable method for further iron doping of 
graphene-modified textiles; the resulting textiles were used in catalytical wastewater 
treatment.  

The fourth and last approach of this thesis had to do with knitting a fully textile-based reactor 
with two various anodic and cathodic blocks (rGO-Fe0; stainless steel yarns) for 
electrocatalytic dye removal. 

General conclusion and future perspectives 

The main finding in this study is the experimental evidence for a simple approach to graft 
graphene and inorganic catalysts on textiles. The study was done in textiles in yarn form, non-
woven and knitted polyester fabrics. It has been conclusively shown that the method of 
surface charge modification of the polyester fibres before graphene oxide coating to produce 
conductive yarns, as well as the surface chemistry of the functionalised polyester textiles, has 
a synergistic effect on the success of GO coating and immobilisation of Fe0 on polyester fibres; 
moreover, it has been shown that this will highly improve electrical and catalytical properties 
of the textile.  

The first section of the study was related to the activation and grafting of various cationic 
agents on polyester fibres and further coating with graphene oxide dispersion. Analysis based 
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on scanning electron microscopy (SEM), sessile droplet goniometry, Fourier transform 
infrared (FT-IR) and zeta potential measurement confirmed the successful surface charge 
modification of the polyester as well as even graphene oxide coating on the polyester surface. 
Results from electrical and electrothermal analysis prove that the resulting textiles are 
conductive enough to be used in heating element applications, such as military or cold 
environment garments. Electromechanical analysis of the resulting e-textiles proves that 
these yarns could be used for electromechanical applications, such as pressure or tension 
sensor.  

The second section of the study confirms the successful continuous coating and immobilising 
line for coating single or twisted yarns. The results from the washing fastness and colour 
measurement prove that these yarns would have enough fastness to be used in automatic 
knitting machines among conventional yarns to knit a specific device, such as a strain sensor 
or wastewater treatment reactor.  

The third section of the thesis focused on the immobilisation of iron on non-woven polyester 
fabrics. Analysis from UV-VIS spectroscopy with toxicity reduction proves the successful 
method of immobilisation of iron particles on graphene oxide coated fibres and yarns.  

The last section of the thesis showed that these rGO-Fe0 yarns among stainless steel yarns 
could be knitted as a smart device that could be used for electro-Fenton wastewater 
treatment.  

In this thesis work, different novel approaches have been introduced and investigated, which 
not only contribute to the literature in the related domains but also advance the area of 
surface charge modification, graphene oxide coating and further graphene grafting with other 
elements, such as iron, on a textile medium.  

Some of the main contributions and highlights are as follows: 

1. This thesis took a new approach to immobilisation of inorganic catalysis on graphene-
modified polyester textiles as a new support material for the catalyst and 
electrocatalyst applications 

2. Combining a textile with a conductive material and a catalytic system, this thesis has 
contributed to the domain of both multifunctional (main focus on electrical 
properties) textiles and heterogeneous catalysts. This is the first attempt to combine 
graphene and inorganic catalyst properties on a textile support material.  

3. In general, these detailed studies of graphene-modified e-textiles and catalytic and 
electrocatalytic wastewater treatment contribute to the general knowledge of 
multifunctional graphene-catalytic systems, to the knowledge of the Fenton and 
electro Fenton process, but also the advancement and scaling up of sustainable 
wastewater treatment systems.   

Although this study has extensively investigated the concept of converting conventional 
textile polyester supports to multifunctional (in this thesis, focus on electrical and catalytical 
properties) materials that could be used in Fenton and Electro-Fenton like processes, it fails 
to address several points, especially in electrocatalytic systems. 
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One of the most important plans is to replace both alkalisation and chemical surface charge 
modification with plasma technology, in which textiles could be nitrogen plasma treated 
before graphene oxide coating. This leads to a more sustainable and green method, as there 
is no need for chemicals, solvents and water consumption.   

In this thesis, the study of toxicity reduction analysis for the electro-Fenton reactor is lacking. 
The reusability and recyclability of the resulting reactor also remain unanswered.   

Further research in the field of electro-Fenton wastewater treatment using textile support, 
scaling it up and enhancing the concentration of the catalyst have endless ideas and 
possibilities that could be at the core of further studies.  
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The role and importance of surface modification
of polyester fabrics by chitosan and
hexadecylpyridinium chloride for the electrical
and electro-thermal performance of graphene-
modified smart textiles

Milad Asadi Miankafshe, *ab Tariq Bashir ac and Nils-Krister Perssonab

Graphene has the potential to create highly valuable electrical conductive textile systems with

maintained pliability and psychological comfort. There have already been numerous studies regarding

electrically functionalized graphene-coated textiles. However, processing development is far from being

exhausted. Here we have studied electro-thermal textiles based on the most common fibers, polyester,

and an industry-relevant graphene impregnation method by introducing surface pre-modification of

fabrics for graphene-modified textile processing. For this purpose, polyester fabrics were treated with

four different cationic agents and impregnated with graphene oxide (GO) colloidal particles. Then, direct

chemical reduction of GO to an electrically conductive graphene oxide (rGO) was performed. A pristine

fabric modified by rGO showed a high resistance of 27.3 kO &�1 without any electro-thermal activity,

whilst chitosan-treated (CS) and hexadecylpyridinium chloride-treated (HDPC) fabrics had resistance

values of 2.7 and 0.59 kO &�1 respectively, and excellent heat propagation with a good temperature

distribution. The steady-state temperature of CS-treated and HDPC-treated fabrics increased from

28 1C and 33 1C to 60 1C and 120 1C, respectively, as the voltage applied increased from 10 V to 30 V.

These rGO-modified fabrics also have excellent electro-mechanical performance, and are good

candidates for flexible strain sensor applications.

Introduction

Flexible electro-thermal heating elements have been used for a
wide range of applications—for example, electrically heated
garments,1–3 seat heaters in vehicles,4 thermal de-icing in aircraft
and ice-prevention of structural membranes such as in wings,5,6

heated floor panels in aircrafts to control the cabin temperature,7

and continuous temperature sensing systems in construction
and industrial applications.8,9

These systems are mostly based on integration of metallic
wires and textile fibers. Recently, textiles with electrical proper-
ties (known as e-textiles) for use in many smart applications and
in heating elements, have been prepared by different methods,
e.g. deposition of conjugated polymers onto textiles by chemical
vapor deposition,10 spinning of nano-metallic filaments such as

stainless steel microfilaments with conventional staple fibers,11

melt-spinning of nanoparticles and carbon products with
polymers,12 preparation of non-woven fabrics made of staple
stainless steels, carbon fibers and polymers,13 and dip-coating
of conventional textiles with graphene.14

Among these, graphene is an excellent choice for e-textiles.
A single two-dimensional exfoliated graphene oxide (GO) sheet
has a thickness of one or a few atoms of sp2-bonded carbon
atoms and could be used as a colloidal dye in the textile dyeing
industry,14 offering interesting optical, electrical, and thermal
properties.15,16

GO is produced by exfoliating graphite through a simple
Harsh oxidation by Hummers’ method,17–19 resulting in highly
oxygenated graphene with hydroxyl and epoxide functional
groups on the surface, and carboxyl and carbonyl groups at the
edge of the sheets.20 The availability of oxygen functional groups
on the structure of GO gives excellent hydrophilic behavior and
possible chemical bonding with textiles. Thus, an aqueous
dispersion of GO could be prepared with a solubility as high
as 2.0 wt% and applied as a dye to the textile. Exfoliated GO
has electrical insulation properties owing to the attached
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functional groups.21 Consequently, reduction of exfoliated GO to
graphene (rGO) is required to obtain electrical conductivity,14,22

and for production of covalently functionalized graphene-coated
textiles.23–25

The main weakness of this dyeing process in order to
achieve an industrial product is that the GO nano-sheets do
not adhere properly to most textiles at any pH values, probably
because of electrostatic repulsion between the particles and
the textile substrate since most textiles such as polyester,26 as
well as GO nano-sheets, have a negative surface potential (z) in
aqueous solution27–29 and absorption of GO into the textile
strongly rely on to the pre-modification of the fibers. It has been
reported that modification of polyester fabrics with cationic
agents enhances the uptake of anionic dyes by changing the
surface charge of the polyester fabric.30,31 Thus, GO sheets could
easily and uniformly aggregate in a fiber with a positively charged
polyelectrolyte. When alkalized polyester fabric is impregnated
with a cationic agent, the surface charge of the fiber is positive
and GO nano-sheets form hydrogen bonds and possibly undergo
ionic interaction with positively charged groups on the agent that
is present on the surface of fibers.27

In order to better understand the role of cationic agents in
adsorption and their accompanying electrical properties, it is
important to determine the degree of uptake of GO by polyester
through various cationic agents and their electrical, electro-
mechanical, and electro-thermal properties.

The effect of hexadecylpyridinium chloride (HDPC) (C21H38ClN)
on the surface charge of polyester fabrics and on the absorbency
of GO has already been studied.27

Poly(diallyldimethylammonium)chloride (PDDAC), (C8H16ClN)n,
is an important water-soluble, cationic, functional commercial
polymer that is used as a cationic agent to modify the surface
of polyester fabric in the textile dyeing industry,30,31 and also in
the production of antibacterial fiber.32,33

Branched polyethylenimine (PEI) H(NHCH2CH2)nNH2
28 has an

extremely high cationic charge-to-density ratio and each amino
nitrogen can be protonated since the total cationic charge of PEI
increases with the acidity of the solution.34 These properties make
it an excellent candidate for examination as a cationic agent.

Chitosan (CS) has been used as a dispersant in GO dispersion,35

in addition to layer-by-layer self-assembly of GO and CS onto the
textiles for UV-blocking applications.36 Bio-composite membrane
with a lamellar structure of reduced graphene oxide–chitosan
(rGO–CS),37 and also chitosan–graphene bio-composite nano-
fibers, have already been studied.38,39 However, chitosan could
also be used as a cationic agent to modify the surface charge
of the fabric.31

In this paper, polyester fabrics were pre-modified with the
cationic agents mentioned and further dip-coated with GO
dispersion to identify the most relevant candidate for use in
different applications. Adsorption of GO into CS-modified and
HDPC-modified textiles appears promising for use in industrial
applications (in both textile strain sensors and electro-thermal
elements). Use of these agents as mordants not only improves
the qualitative and quantitative adhesion of GO to textiles,
but also considerably increases the conductivity of the fabric,

resulting in realization of a textile heater that could be electri-
cally driven—reaching 120 1C and 60 1C at a voltage of 30 V for
HDPC-modified and CS-modified textiles, respectively. To the
best of our knowledge, no graphene-modified textile heater
elements have yet been reported.

In addition, we investigated the surface chemical composi-
tion, the morphology, and interaction between graphene and
polyester fabric, and also the manufacturing-based quality of
each sample, the electrical conductivity, the electro-mechanical
performance, and the electro-thermal performance.

Experimental
Materials

Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution (Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA)
was used for alkalization of the fabrics. Chitosan (CS) (Sigma-
Aldrich) solution was prepared by dissolving it in acetic acid
solvent (0.1 M).40 Poly-(diallyldimethylammonium)chloride
(PDDAC) (Sigma-Aldrich), branched polyethylenimine (PEI)
(Sigma-Aldrich) and hexadecylpyridinium chloride monohydrate
(HDPC) (Sigma-Aldrich) aqueous solutions were prepared by
dissolving them in ultrapure water.41 A commercial aqueous
dispersion of graphene oxide (4 g L�1) (Graphenea S.A., Spain).
Later, sodium hydrosulfite (Na2S2O4) (Sigma-Aldrich) was used as
reductant in the experiment. The molecular structures of cationic
agents as well as GO and rGO nano-sheets are shown in Fig. 1.

Surface charge modification of PET fabrics

A rib knitted polyester fabric (gauge 20; air-jet textured filament;
dtex 167/144/1; produced in house by an OVJA 0.8 E knitting
machine, Mayer & Cie CO., Germany) was prepared for the
experiment. The weight of the fabric was 176.5 g m�2. Fabrics
were cut into 3 � 9 cm2 specimens. In order to increase the

Fig. 1 Molecular structure of (a) chitosan (CS), (b) poly-(diallyldimethyl-
ammonium)chloride (PDDAC), (c) branched polyethylenimine (PEI), (d) hexa-
decylpyridinium chloride monohydrate (HDPC), (e) graphene oxide (GO), and
(f) reduced graphene oxide (rGO).
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wettability and dyeability of the fabrics, samples were alkalized
with an aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide (12 wt%) with a
liquor ratio of (1 : 50) at 60 1C for 90 min.42,43 Further, they were
washed properly with warm ultrapure water and rinsed with
acetone to remove any remaining impurities. Fabrics were
dried in oven at 80 1C for 10 min and the surface charge of
polyester fabrics were modified by soaking in a solution of CS
(4 g L�1 acetic acid 1 M, pH = 4), PEI (4 g L�1, pH = 5) and HDPC
(4 g L�1, pH = 6), and a solution of PDDAC (0.8 g L�1, pH = 6).
All solutions were stirred at room temperature for 24 h and
balanced for 2 h. The soaking process followed out for
60 minutes at 60 1C and samples were rinsed by warm ultrapure
water before drying at 70 1C for 10 min.

Synthesis of rGO on modified-PET fabrics

Surface-modified samples were dyed by dipping into an aqueous
dispersion of GO (0.4 wt%, pH = 3) for 30 min at 40 1C while
stirring. Liquor ratio was around (1 : 100) and GO dispersion was
previously sonicated for 30 min. Further GO-modified samples
were dried in oven at 80 1C for 90 minutes. According to
published reports,22 the highest electrical conductivity and
mechanical properties are gained by using sodium hydrosulfite
as the reductant due to its low electrode potential in alkaline
solution. Thus, GO-modified fabrics were chemically reduced
using a Na2S2O4 aqueous solution (50 mM, L : R = 1 : 100) while
stirring for 30 min at 95 1C. Then samples were rinsed by warm
ultrapure water and dried at 70 1C for 90 min.

Characterization

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) studies of samples were
carried out by a spectrophotometer (PHI 5500 ESCA, Physical
Electronics INC., USA) equipped with monochromatic aluminium
(Al) source (photon energy = 1486.6 eV). Owing to the insufficient
conductivity, an electron neutralizer was used to do the charge
compensation. The binding energy (BE) positions were aligned
with reference to an adventitious carbon peak (C1s = 28.0 eV), a
common surface contaminant, before data analysis. To minimize
the impact of sample chemistry, argon ion sputtering was avoided
during the analysis. Survey scan for the compositional evaluation
(energy range of 0 to 1300 eV; step size of 0.4 eV per step), and
the narrow scan for the chemical state analysis with selected
range for individual element and step size of 0.05 eV per step
for C1s and O1s spectra and 0.1 eV per step for N1s spectra were
performed.44–47

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra was recorded via a
FTIR spectrometer (Nicolet iS10, Thermo Fisher Scientific Co.,
USA) to investigate the chemical compositions.

Electrokinetic measurements were took place to determine
the zeta-potential (z) values of fabrics as a function of the pH
values of the electrolyte solution (0.001 M KCl). The measure-
ment was carried out using the streaming potential method, in
which a liquid is forced to flow through two parallel plates
contain samples and streaming potential is generated (Surpass,
Anton Paar AB., Sweden). 0.01 M HCl and 0.01 M NaOH
were used to adjust the pH values of the electrolyte solution.

The zeta potential values were calculated using the Helmholtz–
Smoluchowski equation.48

In order to characterize surface tension of the modified
fabrics, contact angles measurement was carried out by
an optical tensiometer (Attension theta, Biolin scientific Co.,
Sweden). The contact angle of a liquid drop on a solid surface is
defined as the angle formed by the intersection of the liquid–
solid and the liquid–vapor interfaces. Young’s contact angle of
a liquid droplet on an ideal solid surface is defined by the
mechanical equilibrium of the droplet under the action of three
interfacial tensions:49

glv cos yY = gsv � gsl (1)

where yY is the Young contact angle, glv, gsv, and gsl represent
the liquid–vapour, solid–vapor, and solid–liquid interfacial
tensions, respectively.50

The morphology of rGO-modified samples was investigated
through SEM (FEI Quanta200 ESEM, Thermo Fisher Scientific
Co., USA) with an acceleration voltage of 5 and 10 kV, and
10 mm of working distance.

The reflectance spectra of samples in the visible spectral
range (l = 400–700 nm) were recorded with a Datacolor Check
Pro spectrum (Datacolor Co., USA) and color strength of the
wavelength with maximum absorbency (400 and 410 nm for
GO-modified and rGO-modified samples) was calculated according
to Kubelka–Munk theory:51,52

K

S
� K0

S0
¼ 1� Rð Þ2

2R
� ð1� R0Þ2

2R0
(2)

where, K0 and S0 are absorption coefficient and scattering
coefficient of control samples. K and S are absorption and
scattering coefficient of modified samples. R and R0 are reflectance
of modified sample and control sample, respectively.

The color strength is proportional to the concentration
of colloidal dye uptake by the fabric and could be written as
bellow, where C is dye concentration and k is a constant:

D
K

S
¼ kDC (3)

The color properties of the samples were expressed in terms
of CIELab values and total color change (DE) of each sample
was investigated exclusively. DE in CIE system is obtained by
following equation;53,54

DEab
� ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L2

� � L1
�ð Þ2þ a2� � a1�ð Þ2þ b2� � b1�ð Þ2

q
(4)

where a* is the coordinate responses in the green to red color
range, b* is the coordinate responses in blue to yellow color range,
and L* is responding the brightness and darkness of the color.
The color range of CIElab coordinates are shown in Fig. 2(c).

Sheet resistance (Rsh) of samples in the unit of kO &�1 or
kO per square was measured with a 4-probe method from direct
current (DC) electrical resistance measurement according to
the following equation;55–58

Rsh ¼ r
t
¼ R

W

L
(5)
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where, r is resistivity, t is the sheet thickness, R is the measured
resistance, L is the distance between two probes, and W is the
probe width.

The relative changes in electrical resistance of fabrics in both
wale and course directions (Fig. 2(b)) at various strain levels (0–35%)
were recorded by using a self-made fabric dynamic resistance
machine (Fig. 2(a)), programed with ACT controller software
(SMC Co., USA).

In order to investigate the electro-thermal performance of
the samples, a range of voltages (5–30 V) were applied to the
rGO-modified fabrics through a DC power supply. An infrared
thermal camera (FLIR-E63900, FLIR System Co., Sweden) and a
3-channel thermal data-logger (SD200 Extech, FLIR System Co.,
Sweden) were used to characterize the surface temperature
distribution.

To better understanding the thermal behavior of the modified
fabrics, thermal characterization of samples was carried out with
a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC Q2000, TA Instruments
Co., UK) under nitrogen atmosphere.

Results and discussion

When an alkalized PET is treated with a solution of cationic
agent, hydroxyl and carboxyl groups of alkalized fabric could
make hydrogen or electrostatic bond with functional groups of

the agent. For instant, protonated amine present in CS or PE
might form electrostatic bonds with PET.

After the surface modification, fabrics were immerged in GO
dispersion, resulting a quick attraction between GO nano-
sheets and fabric, in which oxygen functional groups of GO
could form a hydrogen or electrostatic bond with hydroxyl and
amino groups of modified fabrics. The possible reaction site of
alkalized polyester, protonated chitosan and GO nano-sheets
are illustrated in Fig. 3.

Since the attraction between GO and a modified fabric is
much stronger than a pristine fabric, GO-modified fabrics were
successfully reduced with chemical reduction without losing a
considerable degree of GO during the process. An overall
illustration of the process is shown in Fig. 4.

In order to study the influence of each modification on
fabric properties, a pristine fabric was used as a control sample.
It was washed with ultrapure water and acetone, dried in oven
at 80 1C for 10 min and modified with GO in the same manner.
The composition of samples is summarized in Table 1.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

The atomic composition of an untreated PET, PET–CS, PET–PE,
PET–HDPC, and PET–PDDAC as well as PET–GO and PET–rGO
samples were evaluated by XPS. The wide scan spectra of the
samples are shown in Fig. 5.

As it can be seen from Table 2, a control sample contains
75% carbon and 25% oxygen. Since Both CS and PE are rich in
amino groups, by modification of fabric with CS and PE, nitrogen
was detected in the surface composition, having 67% carbon,
28% oxygen, and 5% nitrogen for PET–CS; and 74% carbon,
19% oxygen and 7% nitrogen for PET–PE.

In order to investigate the chemical groups introduced on
the polyester surface, high resolution spectra of the C1s, O1s
and N1s peaks were investigated in details. In the N1s XPS
spectrum of PET–CS (Fig. 6(a)), peaks at 397.5 eV (–CRN) and
at 399.2 eV (–NH2) with corresponding proportion of 37.5 and
62.5% and in the N1s XPS spectrum of PET–PE (Fig. 6(b)), peaks at
397.2 eV (–CRN), 399.3 eV (–NH2), and 401.2 eV (–CONH2) with
corresponding proportion of 17, 68, and 15% were observed.
However, nitrogen was not detected in the composition of
PET–PDDAC and PET–HADPC.

The C1s spectrum of a pristine PET (Fig. 6(c)) can be fitted
with four peaks at 283.8 eV, 285.0 eV, 286.5 eV and 289.0 eV
attributed to CQC, C–C, C–O, and COO� bonds, respectively.

Fig. 2 (a) The electro mechanical set-up used for the experiment, (b)
course and wale direction in the knitted fabric, and (c) the colors range of
a, b, and L coordinates in CIElab system.

Fig. 3 Illustration of the possible reaction sites of (1) alkalized polyester and protonated chitosan, and reaction sites of (2) GO and chitosan-
modified fiber.
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The concentration of all chemical groups on the PET surface
before and after modification can be calculated from the high
resolution C1s peaks. The unmodified PET contain 19% CQC,
57% C–C, 15% C–O, and 9% COO� groups. PET–CS contain 9%
CQC, 49% C–C, 34% C–O, and 8% COO� groups; PET–PDDAC
contain 18% CQC, 51% C–C, 22% C–O, and 9% COO� groups;
PET–PE contain 32% CQC, 52% C–C, 11% C–O, and 5% COO�

groups. For PET–HDPC, the concentration of CQC increases to
39% and the concentration of C–C and COO� decrease to 51
and 6% and a newly introduced C–OH groups (287.0 eV) with
concentration of 7% was detected. The presence of –OH could
increase the hydrophilicity of polyester by forming hydrogen
bonds with water.

Further, XPS analysis for PET–GO and PET–rGO provides
evidence of reduction of graphene oxide as content of oxygen
decrease to 20% for PET–rGO from 25% for PET–GO and
content of carbon increases from 74% for PET–GO to 80% for
PET–rGO. A wide scan range XPS spectrum of PET–GO and
PET–rGO is shown in Fig. 5(b).

C1s spectrum of PET–GO (Fig. 6(d)) can be fitted with two
peaks at 285.0 eV, 287.0 eV, corresponding to C–C and CQO
bonds having a concentration of 60 and 40%. While, for
PET–rGO (Fig. 6(e)) the concentration of C–C bonds increases
to 72%, the concentration of CQO bonds decrease to 21%, and
a new peak at 289.0 eV attributed to COO� with a concentration
of 7% was observed.

ATR-FTIR spectroscopy

ATR-FTIR analysis was performed on alkalized, surface-modified,
GO-modified, and rGO-modified fabrics to investigate the chemical
composition of the samples and their possible bonds.

All spectra were normalized by equalizing the height of adsorp-
tion peak at 1713 cm�1, which represent CQO stretch (ester).
Peak at 725 cm�1 represents the aromatic sp2 C–H bend (Fig. 7).
The peak at 1017 cm�1 indicate plane vibration of benzene ring,
the peaks at 1094 and 1240 cm�1 represent C–O stretch (ester),
and absorption at 2920 cm�1 is due to the asymmetric C–H
stretching. All these peaks are identical to polyester.

Once the fabric was modified with a solution (4 g L�1) of
chitosan, a very low intense peak around 3400 cm�1 was
detected on PET–CS. peaks between 1550 and 1700 such as
N–H bonds at 1560 and 1650 cm�1 might be covered by strong
CQO peak at 1713 cm�1.

By increasing the concentration of chitosan to 8 g L�1,
a peak at 3425 cm�1, representing N–H stretching was
appeared on PET–CS and it was detected on PET–CS–GO and
PET–CS–rGO.

However, the results show that when the fabric is treated
with 8 g L�1 of chitosan solution, electrical conductivity of
the fabric is not satisfying, and conversely optimal electrical
properties is obtained when fabric is modified with 4 g L�1

of chitosan solution. Fig. 7 shows the FTIR spectra of a fabric
pre-modified with a solution (8 g L�1) of chitosan.

Fig. 4 Illustration of the functionalization process. (a) Alkalization of the textile, (b) surface charge modification, (c) impregnation of the modified textiles
with graphene oxide (GO), and (d) chemical reduction of GO-modified textile to generate electrical conductivity.

Table 1 The composition of samples

Sample Composition

PET–GO Polyester, graphene oxide
PET–ALK–GO Alkalized polyester, graphene oxide
PET–CS–GO Alkalized polyester, chitosan, graphene oxide
PET–HDPC–GO Alkalized polyester, hexadecylpyridinium chloride, graphene oxide
PET–PE–GO Alkalized polyester, branched polyethylenimine, graphene oxide
PET–PDDAC–GO Alkalized polyester, poly(diallyl-dimethylammonium)chloride, graphene oxide
PET–rGO Polyester, reduced graphene oxide
PET–ALK–rGO Alkalized polyester, reduced graphene oxide
PET–CS–rGO Alkalized polyester, chitosan, reduced graphene oxide
PET–HDPC–rGO Alkalized polyester, hexadecylpyridinium chloride, reduced graphene oxide
PET–PE–rGO Alkalized polyester, branched polyethylenimine, reduced graphene oxide
PET–PDDAC–rGO Alkalized polyester, poly(diallyl-dimethylammonium)chloride, reduced graphene oxide
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PET–PE sample has additional peaks at 1576 and 3427 cm�1,
these peaks also represent N–H bonds. After absorption of GO
on modified polyesters, peak at 2920 cm�1 was disappeared
and it is comprehensible through chemical composition of GO
sheets. For rGO-coated samples due to the reduction of oxygen
functional groups, peaks at 1094, 1172, and 1240 cm�1 are
almost disappeared.

Streaming potential measurements

The isoelectric point (iep = pH|z=0) observed by electrokinetics
was measured as streaming potential to determine the zeta-
potential values. Polyester fabric has an isoelectric point of

pH = 3.9 which indicate that surface charge of polyester is
negative for pH higher than 3.9. The negative surface charge
of polyester is due to the dissociation of functional groups
(–OH and –COOH) of the polymer.

Graphene oxide caries negative surface charge in any pH,
due to the ionization of oxygen-containing functional groups
and it displays strong pH dependence, starting from �19 mV at
pH 1.0 and increases to �49 mV at pH 8.0.59,60 negative surface
charge of GO may lead to hindrance the attachment of the GO
on the surface of a pristine polyester.

After treatment of the fabrics by cationic agents, degree of
carboxylic groups decreases and positively charged functional
groups are present on the surface of the textile. This results
in increasing the value of isoelectric points. PET–PE carries

Fig. 5 Wide scan XPS spectra of (a) pristine polyester (PET), PET–PEI,
PET–CS, PET–HDPC, and PET–PDDAC. (b) PET–GO and PET–rGO.

Table 2 Atomic ratio of surface chemical composition of samples

Sample C (%) O (%) N (%)

PET 75 25 0
PET–CS 67 28 5
PET–HDPC 77 23 0
PET–PDDAC 76 24 0
PET–PE 74 19 7
PET–GO 74 25 1
PET–rGO 80 20 0

Fig. 6 N1s XPS analysis of (a) PET–CS and (b) PET–PE, and corresponding
C1s spectrum of (c) PET, (d) PET–GO and (e) PET–rGO.

Fig. 7 ATR-FTIR spectra of a pristine fabric (PET), chitosan (8 g L�1)
treated fabric (PET–CS), graphene-coated fabric (PET–CS–GO), and
reduced graphene-coated fabric (PET–CS–rGO).
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positive surface charge for any range of pH. PET–PDDAC and
PET–CS have isoelectric point of 6.2 and 6.0, respectively. For
PET–HDPC, isoelectric point has not changed by having the same
value as a pristine PET (pH|z=0 = 3.9), this could be due to the
increase of (–OH) groups of PET–HDPC samples. The zeta-potential
values of surface-modified fabrics are shown in Fig. 8(a).

Further, surface charge of GO-modified and rGO-modified
fabrics were recorded (Fig. 8(b)). Due to the presence of func-
tional groups on the surface of GO-modified fabrics, it carries
negative surface charge for any range of pH. However, reduction

of oxygen functional groups increases the zeta potential value
and PET-rGO has an pH|z=0 of 5.

Sessile-drop goniometry

Sessile-drop goniometry was performed to measure the contact
angle of samples. A deionized water droplet was placed on front
side of fabrics and a camera with a display performance of
60 frame per second (fps) was used to determine the initial
contact angle and the absorption time. Sessile-drop goniometry
measures the static contact angle. However, for a rough surface
such as textile, the liquid moves around before it settles and
wetting phenomenon is more than a static state.

The effect of fabric modification with cationic agents and
further functionalization of fabric with GO and rGO on the surface
wettability were evaluated by image processing. A pristine
polyester has a contact angle of 911 and adsorption time of
0.8 s. the wettability of fabric increases by introducing HDPC as
the absorption time decreased to 0.2 s and contact angle
decreased to 611. Fig. 9 shows the image sequences of water
droplet placing on pristine PET and PET–HDPC samples.

The absorption time was increased to 13 s for PET–CS.
However, the contact angle is lower (791) as compare to a
pristine sample. The adsorption time for PET–PDDAC and
PET–PE samples also increased to 3 and 6 s, having a contact
angle of 77 and 621, respectively.

After GO-modification of the fabric, it turned out to be more
hydrophobic, having an average contact angle of 1371. However,
after the reduction of functional groups on the surface of GO
nano-sheets, fabrics show different contact angles depending
on the pre-treatment of the fabrics. For instant, PET–rGO,
PET–PDDAC–rGO and PET–HDPC–rGO have a contact angle of
138, 132, and 1311, which demonstrate that the hydrophobicity
of the fabric decrease after treatment by PDDAC and HDPC.
However, for PET–CS–rGO and PET–PE–rGO, the contact
angle increase to 144 and 1451 (Fig. 10). The hydrophobicity of
PET–rGO fabrics is beneficial for many outdoor applications
by maintaining the electrical conductivity, antistatic, and heat
generation properties.

Surface morphology

Morphology of the coating layers was investigated by mean
of scanning electron microscope (SEM). SEM images of the

Fig. 8 Zeta potential (z) values determined for (a) PET–CS, PET–PDDAC,
PET–PE, and PET–HDPC fabrics and (b) pristine PET fabric, PET fabric
modifed by graphene oxide (PET–GO), and an PET fabric modified by
reduced graphene oxide (PET–rGO) in dependance on pH of an aqueous
10�3 mol L�1 KCL solution.

Fig. 9 Image sequences of placing a deionizedwater droplet on (a) an unmodified polyester (PET), and (b) HDPC-modified polyester fabric (PET–HDPC) over time.
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control (GO–PET) and pre-modified GO-coated fabrics are
shown in Fig. 11.

For the control sample (Fig. 11(a)), GO nano-sheets are not
absorbed to the surface of the fibers properly and there is a
barely sufficient attachment between GO nano-sheets and fibers.

It can be seen from Fig. 11(b) that for a control sample,
coating layers are wrinkled and it might results in increasing
the electrical resistivity. Fig. 11(c) shows the surface of a
chitosan-treated fabric (PET–CS–GO) and red circle site in
the image shows multilayers of GO attached to the surface of
fibers. There are some particles attached to aggregated GO
nano-sheets (blue arrows), which are possibly impurities from
the environment. It can be seen from Fig. 11(d) that multilayer
of GO nano-sheets are appropriately attached to the surface of
PET–CS–GO fibers, which is possibly due to the strong bonding
of carboxyl and carbonyl groups of the GO nano-sheets and
hydroxyl and protonated amino groups of chitosan.

Fig. 11(e) and (f) show the surface of HDPC-modified sample
(PET–HDPC–GO). Multilayers of GO nano-sheets are formed on
the fiber (red rectangle) as well as the single layers (yellow ellipse).
In both cases, coating layer is attached to the fiber properly.
Most smooth and even coating was formed on the surface of
PDDAC-modified sample (PET–PDDAC–GO) with minimum

Fig. 10 Water contact angle of (a) pristine PET, (b) graphene oxide-modified polyester (PET–GO), (c) reduced graphene oxide-modified polyester fabric
(PET–rGO), (d) reduced graphene oxide–HDPC modified polyester fabric (PET–HDPC–rGO), (e) reduced graphene oxide–PDDAC modified polyester
fabric (PET–PDDAC–rGO), (f) reduced graphene oxide–PE modified polyester fabric (PET–PE–rGO), and (g) reduced graphene oxide–CS modified
polyester fabric (PET–CS–rGO).

Fig. 11 SEM images of (a) PET–GO sample (4.5k� Mag.), (b) PET–GO sample (20k� Mag.), (c) PET–CS–GO sample (4.5k� Mag.), (d) PET–CS–GO
sample (20k� Mag.), (e) PET–HDPC–GO sample (20k� Mag.), (f) PET–HDPC–GO sample (150� Mag.), (g) PET–PDDAC–GO sample (20k� Mag.),
(h) PET–PDDAC–GO sample (800� Mag.).

Fig. 12 SEM images of (a) PET–rGO sample (20k� Mag.), (b) PET–CS–
rGO sample (20k�Mag.), (c) PET–HDPC–rGO sample (20k�Mag.), and (d)
PET–PDDAC–rGO sample (20k� Mag).
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wrinkles of GO nano-sheets (Fig. 11(g)). In this case, GO sheets
with a large surface area are formed among the mono-filaments
of the fiber as well (Fig. 11(h)).

SEM images of rGO-modified samples (Fig. 12) were
recorded to observe the influence of chemical reduction on

the morphology of the samples. It was observed that shrinkages
through the coating layers for control sample (PET–rGO), shown
in Fig. 12(a), were successfully prevented by pre-treating
the fabric with chitosan (PET–CS–rGO) (Fig. 12(b)) and HDPC
(PET–HDPC–rGO) (Fig. 12(c)). Aggregation of sodiumwas observed
(red arrows) on some sites of PET–HDPC–rGO. This might be
the impurities from reduction process due to interaction of
sodium hydrosulfite (Na2S2O4) with HDPC or GO. However,
PDDAC-modified fabric (PET–PDDAC–rGO) does not show a
uniform and smooth coating layer (Fig. 12(d)).

The color strength and an estimation of dye concentration

As it can be seen from Table 3, PET–CS up-take highest concen-
tration of colloidal dye having a relative percentage difference
(RPD) of color strength of 40.52%. However, the up-taken dye
was increased for all pre-modified samples, having a RPD of 31.78,
27.34 and 20.24% for PET–HDPC–GO, PET–PDDAC–GO and PET–
PE–GO, respectively. As it was expected, due to the higher repul-
sion between GO nano-sheets and alkalized polyester, the color
strength of alkalized fabric (PET–ALK–GO) decreased (�6.46%).

After chemical reduction of GO nano-sheets, all pre-modified
samples show higher color strength as compare to a control sample.

Table 3 Reflectance (R), color strength (K/S), and relative percentage
difference (RPD) of color strength for GO-modified and rGO-modified fabrics

Sample R K/S RPD

GO-modified samples
PET–GO 10.29 3.90 —
PET–ALK–GO 10.86 3.65 �6.46
PET–CS–GO 7.75 5.49 40.52
PET–PE–GO 8.84 4.70 20.24
PET–HDPC–GO 8.18 5.15 31.78
PET–PDDAC–GO 8.42 4.98 27.34

rGO-modified samples
PET–rGO 7.67 5.65 —
PET–ALK–rGO 7.66 5.72 1.24
PET–CS–rGO 5.91 7.55 33.61
PET–PE–rGO 5.99 7.54 33.43
PET–HDPC–rGO 6.03 7.45 31.66
PET–PDDAC–rGO 5.78 7.75 36.97

Fig. 13 A digital and microscopic images of (a) PET–PDDAC–GO and (b) PET–PDDAC–rGO. K/S values in the visible spectral range (400–700 nm) of (c)
GO-modified and (d) rGO-modified samples.

Table 4 CIELab coordinates of GO-modified and rGO-modified fabrics. Color differences (DE) of a control and pre-treated samples in both CIE and
CMC systems. L* is the coordinate response to brightness and darkness of the surface, a* coordinate response to green-red shade of color, and
b* coordinate response to yellow-blue shade of color

Sample L* a* b* DE (CIE) DE (CMC) Sample L* a* b* DE (CIE) DE (CMC)

PET–GO 46.92 1.64 10.24 — — PET–rGO 36.86 0.96 4.49 — —
PET–ALK–GO 47.53 1.66 9.75 0.78 0.51 PET–ALK–rGO 36.91 0.89 4.47 0.09 0.11
PET–CS–GO 40.58 2.16 8.97 6.49 3.34 PET–CS–rGO 31.43 0.71 2.84 5.69 3.49
PET–PE–GO 43.45 2.01 9.58 3.55 1.85 PET–PE–rGO 31.95 0.63 3.25 5.08 3.03
PET–HDPC–GO 43.57 2.83 11.61 3.81 2.42 PET–HDPC–rGO 32.40 0.82 3.72 4.54 2.58
PET–PDDAC–GO 42.73 2.10 9.75 4.24 2.16 PET–PDDAC–rGO 30.48 0.44 2.06 6.85 4.42
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For example, PET–CS–rGO, PET–PE–rGO, PET–PDDAC–rGO,
and PET–HDPC–rGO have a RPD of 33.61%, 33.43%. 36.97%,
and 31.66%, respectively. The reflectance spectra of GO-coated
and rGO-coated samples are shown in Fig. 13.

CIELab coordinates and total color differences (DE) according to
CIElab and CMC (2 :1) systems for GO-modified and rGO-modified
fabrics are collected in Table 4. It can be seen that decrease in DE
values of the pre-modified fabrics as compare to a control sample
(PET–GO) are noticeable. These fabrics have lower value for L*
coordinate which stand for darkness-brightness of the color.

Manufacturing-based quality of modified fabrics

In order to investigate the evenness of coating layers, color
difference (DE) of each sample was measured according to CIE
and CMC systems.61,62 According to the standards, a DE of 1.0
is the smallest color difference that human eye might detect.
Hence, any DE less than 1.0 is imperceptible and acceptable
for textile industry.53 As it can be seen from Fig. 14(a), a control
sample has a high average DE of 1.66 � 1.22 and the sample
does not show a sufficient color evenness. On the contrary all
surface modified samples pass the dyeing quality test, having
an average DE less than 1.

PET–CS–rGO (DE = 0.21 � 0.07) and PET–HDPC–rGO
(DE = 0.3 � 0.16) have the most even dye quality, which

could be another reason performing better electrical activity.
PET–PDDAC–rGO and PET–PE–rGO fabrics have an average
DE of 0.55 � 0.19 and 0.63 � 0.25. K/S values in the visible
spectral range of a control sample, PET–CS–rGO, PET–PE–rGO,
PET–PDDAC–rGO, PET–HDPC–rGO samples in l = 400–700 nm
wavelength are shown in Fig. 14(b) and (f).

Electrical conductivity

Functional groups present on edges and surface of the GO
sheets are the reason of electrically insulating properties.
In order to bring electro-conductive properties to the fabrics,
GO-modified samples were chemically reduced to rGO and
sheet resistance (Rsh) of reduced samples was recorded with
a 4-probe method (Fig. 17(a) and (b)).63 The current–voltage

Fig. 14 (a) Color differences (DE) of samples according to CIE and CMC systems. K/S values in the visible spectral range (400–700 nm) of (b) a control
sample, (c) PET–CS–rGO, (d) PET–PE–rGO, (e) PET–PDDAC–rGO, (f) PET–HDPC–rGO samples.

Table 5 Sheet resistance (Rsh) and maximum current (I) at a voltage of
30 V for a control and rGO-modified samples

Sample Rsh (kO &�1) I (mA)

PET–rGO 27.3 � 2.8 —
PET–ALK–rGO 122 � 9.8 —
PET–CS–rGO 2.7 � 0.09 15
PET–PE–rGO 3.9 � 0.2 5.56
PET–HDPC–rGO 0.59 � 0.02 61.50
PET–PDDAC–rGO 38.5 � 0.5 —
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profile of samples was recorded in a voltage range of 5–30 V.
The sheet resistance and maximum current at a voltage of 30 V
are summarized in Table 5. A control fabric, without any surface
modification shows a sheet resistance of 27.3 � 2.8 kO &�1. As
it was expected, an alkalized fabric shows higher electrical
resistance, having a sheet resistance of 122 � 9.8 kO &�1.
The sheet resistance of PET–HDPC–rGO, PET–CS–rGO, and
PET–PE–rGO decrease to 0.59 � 0.02, 2.7 � 0.09, and 3.9 �
0.19 kO &�1 as compare to a control sample, having a value of
27.3 � 2.8 kO &�1. While for PET–PDDAC–rGO the value
increases to 38.5 � 0.54 kO &�1, which is possibly due to the
morphology of the surface of fabrics.

In order to having a better conductivity, smoothness and
uniformity of the coating layer is more important than the
amount of colloidal dye absorbed by the fabric.

Fig. 15 Current vs. voltage profile of PET–HDPC–rGO, PET–CS–rGO,
and PET–PE–rGO samples.

Fig. 16 The relative percent change of resistance over strain (0–35%) in (a) wale direction, and (b) course of the samples. PET–PE–rGO has the highest relative
resistance change of 68% in wale direction and PET–PE–rGO having a relative resistance change of 26% in course direction. Figure (c) and (d) illustrate the
relative percent of resistance change vs. time profiles of PET–HDPC–rGO and PET–CS–rGO respectively, through cyclic strain of 2 and 5% for 60 s.
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Although PET–PDDAC–rGO has the highest degree of GO up-
taken, but surface resistance is higher than a control sample. Thus,
choosing the right agent is obligatory to achieve high conductivity.
PET–PDDAC–rGO does not have a homogeneous coating and free
electrons are not able to move easily toward fibers.

A power supply was used to apply voltages (5 to 30 V) to the
fabric and average current passing through the fabric was recorded
(Fig. 15). PET–HDPC–rGO could reach to maximum current of
61.5 � 0.5% mA at 30 V. PET–CS–rGO and PET–PE–rGO have
the maximum current of 15.00 � 1% and 5.56 � 0.5% mA at
30 V and no current was recorded for other samples.

Electro-mechanical performances

The resistance change of the graphene-modified fabrics as a func-
tion of applied tensile strain (0–30%) was recorded and percent
relative change in sheet resistance (DR/R0) of samples was calculated.
Electro-mechanical test was carried out in both wale and course
direction of the fabrics. A rib knitted fabric stretchmore freely in the
course direction as applying a tensile force in that direction leads to
opening and stretching the loops. On the contrary, stretching in wale
direction tights the pores. It was observed that in course direction
relative resistance change was lower for all samples and almost after
applying 20% strain, the electrical resistance start to increase as the
pores loose. While due to pores tightening in wale direction, strain
sensitivity was higher and electrical resistance decreases by applying
a strain up to 35%. The relative resistance change remain constant
for applied strain higher than 35%.

As it can be seen from Fig. 16(a), PET–PE–rGO has the highest
sensibility (68%) to 30% applied strain in wale direction, while
PET–CS–rGO, PET–PDDAC–rGO, PET–HDPC–rGO, and PET–rGO
has 64, 48, 34, and 37% relative resistance change for 30%
applied strain. Applied strain higher than 30% in wale direction
does not put either negative or positive effect on resistivity as the
change in resistance remains constant. However, highest sensi-
tivity in course direction was associated to PET–CS–rGO sample
by having 27% relative change in resistance (Fig. 16(b)).

In order to investigate the conducting stability of the
PET–HDPC–rGO and PET–CS–rGO, the resistance change of

the samples was measured during the consecutive stress–strain
cycles. Fabrics were constantly stretched by 2% and 5% elonga-
tion for 90 s and no drift was observed. Fig. 16(c and d)
illustrate the relative resistance change of PET–HDPC–rGO
and PET–CS–rGO respectively through 2% and 5% applied
strain in the wale direction.

Electro-thermal performances

In order to characterize the electro-thermal properties of rGO-coated
fabrics, direct current (DC) power was applied (5–30 V) to the
samples with valid heating area of 2 � 1.5 cm2 and electro-
thermal properties was investigated under ambient condition with
a thermal camera and a thermal data-logger sensor (Fig. 17(c)).

Since the electrical resistance of a control and PDDAC-
modified fabrics are high and no current is passing through
the fabric, there is no heat exchange to the fabrics. In this case,
PET–PE–rGO also did not show any significant increase
in temperature (38 1C at 30 V). After supplying electrical
power to PET–CS–rGO and PET–HDPC–rGO, the temperature
increased monotonically over time until a steady state tempera-
ture was reached (Fig. 18).

Fig. 17 (a) A build-up 4-probe measurement was used for estimating sheet resistivity of the samples. (b) Illustration of the 4-probe arrangement, the
outer two probes are current carrying and the inner two probes measure the voltage drop. (c) An illustration of the set up for electro-thermal profile
determination.

Fig. 18 The steady-state temperature (T) vs. applied voltages (V) profile of
the samples.
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It was observed that the steady state temperature increases
by increasing voltage applied with a quadratic correlation of
input voltage and temperature. The results are consistent with
Joule’s law;64,65

P ¼ U2

R
(6)

where, P is power, U is applied voltage, and R is the
resistance.

PET–HDPC–rGO has a higher steady state temperature at the
same voltage as compare to CS-modified sample. This is
attributed to the lower transduction of electrical energy into
Joule heating. Heating rate curve of HDPC-treated sample at
30 V is illustrated in Fig. 19(a).

Fig. 19 Temperature and current versus time profile of the (a) PET–HDPC–rGO by having a steady state temperature of 115 1C at a constant voltage of
30 V, (b) PET–CS–rGO with a steady state temperature of 55 1C at a constant voltage of 25 V, response time for both fabrics are less than 120 s. the
current vs. temperature profile of (c) PET–HDPC–rGO and (d) PET–CS–rGO during the electro-thermal activity with a function of I(T) = 6.74 ln(T) + 37.9
and I(T) = 2.48 ln(T) + 6.5, respectively. The measured resistance change vs. temperature profiles of (e) PET–HDPC–rGO with a function of R = 0.0004T
+ 0.5, and (f) PET–CS–rGO with a function of R = 0.0078T + 2.36.
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PET–HDPC–rGO shows steady state temperature of 120 1C
with a maximum heating rate of 0.5 1C s�1 at a driving voltage
of 30 V. Steady state temperature of 60 1C with a maximum
heating rate of 0.2 1C s�1 at driving voltage of 25 V was observed
for CS-treated sample (Fig. 19(b)), which has higher sheet
resistance as compare to PET–HDPC–rGO.

It has been reported that a thin film of graphene has a
steady state temperature of 139 1C at given voltage of 30 V.65

Considering the sheet resistance of a thin film of graphene is
around 0.159 kO &�1. Although a modified fabric has higher
surface area than a film still achieving 0.59 kO &�1 sheet
resistance and 120 1C steady state temperature is a noticeable
outcome.

In order to meet comfort of the human body in heating
garment for cold proof applications such as outdoor service
clothes, the cold storage working cloths, and submarine work
clothes, the heating temperature is generally about 40 1C. In
medical applications such as hot compress therapy, the tem-
perature of the garment usually is around 55 1C.66 Both CS and
HDPC-modified fabrics fulfil the temperature requirement for
such applications.

By decreasing the applied voltage from 30 to 25 V, the steady
state temperature of PET–HDPC–rGO and PET–CS–rGO decrease
to 93 and 54 1C, respectively. Additionally, the time required to
reach 90% of the steady state temperature which called ‘‘the
response time’’ is an important factor for heat performance
evaluation and applications.65,67 Both samples show a response
time less than 120 s. After reaching to the steady state tempera-
ture, the power supply was switched off and the temperature
started to decrease immediately with a logarithmic trend line of
T = �6.27 ln(s) + 63.7 for PET–HDPC–rGO and T = �17.14 ln(s) +
133.6 for PET–CS–rGO samples. Both samples had a temperature
loss gradient of 0.13T s�1.

Carbon has negative temperature coefficient (NTC) and by
increasing the temperature, the resistance of graphene will
decrease68 and it results in increasing the current flow. By increasing
the temperature from room temperature to 110 1C for PET–HDPC–
rGO (Fig. 19(c)), the current increase from 58 to 69 mA and
resistance of the fabric decreases to 0.46 O (Fig. 19(e)).

Further, for CS-modified sample current increases from 14.8
to 16.5 mA (Fig. 19(d)), as temperature increases to 55 1C with a
gradient of 0.06. As results, electrical resistance decreases to
1.94 O (Fig. 19(f)). Having NTC properties makes graphene-
modified fabric a good candidate for continuous temperature
sensing applications.

Fig. 20 shows the infrared thermal images of PET–CS–rGO
sample at its steady state temperature under an applied voltage
of 25 V. As it has been reported before, Graphene has an even
heat distribution.64 And the evenness of heat distribution along
a graphene coated fabric might be due to both graphene
properties and the evenness of the coating.

Glass transition temperature (Tg) of PET–HDPC–rGO was
recorded by DSC measurement (76.5 1C) (Fig. 21(a)). The
fluctuations observed in current and resistant profile of PET–
HDPC–rGO for temperatures higher than 80 1C (Fig. 19(c)),
might be due to the change in crystallinity of the polymer.

Fig. 20 Infrared image at steady state temperature of PET–CS–rGO, at an
applied voltage of 25 V. reaching to average temperature of 66 1C while
having a good thermal expansion through fabric surface.

Fig. 21 (a) DSC photographs of PET–HDPC–rGO, with a glass transition
(Tg) of 76.5 1C. (b) DSC photographs of a control polyester fabric (PET), a
pre-alkalized polyester fabric coated by reduced graphene oxide (PET–
ALK–rGO), and a HDPC–surface modified polyester fabric coated by
reduced graphene oxide. Heat capacity profile of PET–HDPC–rGO. Melt-
ing temperature (Tm) of a polyester fabric with a value of 200 1C increases
to 213 1C for a PET–HDPC–rGO fabric. Heat capacity at constant pressure
(Cp) of the same sample at 120 1C is 1.261 J (g 1C)�1.
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Additionally, to better understanding the thermal behavior
of a graphene modified fabric, melting temperature (Tm) was
measured (Fig. 21(b)).

For an unmodified fabric (PET), an alkalized fabric modified
by rGO (PET–ALK–rGO), as well as a PET–HDPC–rGO fabric. Tm
were 200 1C, 210 1C, and 213 1C for PET, PET–ALK–rGO, and
PET–HDPC–rGO fabrics, respectively. Increase in Tm for both
PET–ALK–rGO and PET–HDPC–rGO is noticeable.

Heat capacity of A PET–HDPC–rGO sample was recorded in
order to further calculation of required energy in heater elements
applications. PET–HDPC–GO has a range of heat capacity of
1.016 J (g 1C)�1 to 1.261 J (g 1C)�1 form 40 to 120 1C.

Conclusions

To the best of our knowledge, due to the high electrical
resistance of graphene-modified polyester fabrics, electro-
thermal activity of such textiles has not yet been reported.
Further, the apparent quality of these textile are typically not
relevant for large scale production. We introduced a process
that includes surface charge modification of the polyester
fabric through chitosan and HDPC in which the surface resis-
tance of the fabric decreases to 2.7 and 0.59 kO &�1, respec-
tively, as compare to a non-modified fabric having a value of
27.3 kO &�1. It gives an adequate electrical conductivity
to fabrics for electro-thermal heaters and many cold proof
applications; e.g. medical and outdoor service clothes, having
a high psychological comfort as conventional textiles.

In addition, the total color difference (DE) less than 1 unit is
required to fulfill appearance quality in textile dyeing industry
and fabrics prepared by our method have a DE lower than 0.5,
are highly promising for large-scale productions.
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Electrostatic grafting of graphene onto polyamide
6,6 yarns for use as conductive elements in smart
textile applications

Milad Asadi Miankafshe, *ab Tariq Bashirac and Nils-Krister Perssonab

Electrostatic graphene-grafted conductive yarns were prepared based on a scalable manufacturing

method using conventional polyamide 6,6 (PA 6,6) multifilament yarns, common in the textile industry.

Graphene oxide (GO) shows negative surface charge at any pH and PA 6,6 has an isoelectric point (IEP

= pH|z=0) of 3.6. When GO and a polymer have the same charge sign, the resulting electrostatic

interaction is repulsive and an electrostatic attraction does not arise until the polymer backbone has an

oppositely charged sign compared to the GO nanosheets. To achieve this, yarns were modified with

protonated chitosan (CS) followed by dip-coating with GO, resulting in electrostatic grafting of oxygen

functional groups of GO onto amino groups of CS polymer chains. This coating process provides

durable electrically conductive yarns (3 � 10�2 to 4 � 10�2 S m�1) with an excellent fastness to washing.

It leads to the realization of graphene-grafted yarns as building elements of smart textiles, obtaining

metal-free textile sensors. These yarns are capable of supplying power to an LED light using a 9 V

battery and are expected to be an excellent candidate for feeding V-bed flat-knitting, Jacquard

and raschel knitting machines. To achieve this, a wearable tactile sensor was designed and prepared

using a flat-knitting machine and the sensor was characterized through electrical, mechanical, and

electromechanical measurements.

Introduction

As textiles are a unique class of fabricated materials, involved in
almost every human social activity, smart textiles i.e. the
combination of textiles and any other enabling technology such
as electronics, often regarded as the key factor for obtaining
smartness, are forecast to have a tremendous impact on
society.1,2 However, the development of smart textiles runs
the risk of stagnation if the prevalent paradigm of mounting
the enabling technology on the surface of textiles (what has
been called the integration on approach3) prevails, as it results
in bulky, heavy, and non-compliant products with low comfort,
which are based on inefficient production and require many
non-automatic processes which need manual steps.

Instead, an alternative approach for achieving smartness is
interesting. In what has been denoted as the integration in
approach,3 the very yarns, or a subset thereof, are conductive
and when weaved in, or knitted in, simultaneously add to the

structural cohesion as well as the function. Ultimately, the
goal is to maintain textile comfort, smoothness, pliability,
washability, and production infrastructure while maintaining
low production costs.

Electroconductive fibers are currently attractingmuch attention
for a range of applications from electrostatic discharge4–6 to health
monitoring and diagnostic systems,7–14 supercapacitors15–19 and
energy harvesting threads.20–23 Many of these are based on elec-
trically conductive polymers or metallic conductive mechanisms.
An interesting alternative is fibres based on any of the carbon
allomorphs for electrical conductivity.24 Among these, graphene –
a system of two-dimensional nanosheets with a thickness of one or
a few atoms of sp2-bonded carbon atoms – is presently the object
of intensive study.25–35 This is due to the fact that (a) only small
amounts are needed to achieve any effect (electrical or otherwise),
and that (b) a thin layer with potentially minimal impact on the
thickness of already small structures is often enough.

Graphene with electrical functionality could be introduced
at many levels in the textile hierarchy (Fig. 1). Integration
of graphene on the fabrics occurs via different methods such
as dip-coating,36–39 pad-coating,40–42 knife-coating,43–45 inkjet
printing46–48 and more. Among the mentioned methods, dip-
coating is a cost-effective, easy to handle and readily scalable
process. However, a drawback of dip-coating knitted and woven
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fabrics is that to produce a smart garment of any complexity,
cutting and subsequent steps such as sewing, glueing, welding,
laminating, or other integration techniques are required.

Another approach of making graphene containing fibres is more
interesting for large production and it could be obtained by introdu-
cing graphene into the polymermatrix. Graphene-polymer composite
fibers could be prepared via electro-spinning,49–55 wet-spinning56–60

and melt-spinning processes.61–70 Among these, the melt-spinning
process is more commercially attractive since the other methods
are less environmentally benign.71 Furthermore, the dispersion of
graphene in the polymer matrix has always been very challenging in
both the melt-spinning and wet-spinning processes.71

Other techniques such as chemical vapour deposition
(CVD), growth of graphene along Cu wires or meshes72–74 and
use of the dimension-confined hydrothermal method51,75

are limited to lab-scale production and are not useful for
continuous production of textile fibers.

The ultimate approach, when it comes to reliability of a
product for the textile industry, is instead conventional textile

fibres functionalized with a very thin layer of graphene. In this
case, the conventional textiles receive electrical functionality
without compromising physical properties of the textile
and maintain high pliability, smoothness (good handle) and
compliance as well as being compatible with automatic and
cost-effective large-area manufacturing.

In our previous work,76 we showed that by applying a surface
charge modification step to the dip-coating process of polyester
fabrics with GO dispersion, the evenness of the coating
and subsequently its electrical conductivity were enhanced
significantly. This is because the GO dispersion in many textiles
carry negative surface charges in aqueous solutions77–80 and
pre-treatment of polyester yarns81,82 with cationic agents is
necessary to ensure the electrostatic attraction between the
polymer backbone and GO nanosheets.

In this study, we have instead focused on the integration
of graphene in individual textile polyamide yarns as the con-
ductive element in smart textile applications, making it an
accessible and cost-effective potential method for use in the
textile industry. The idea is that as the material is built
structurally by weaving or knitting thread by thread, (electrical)
functionality and desirable patterns and circuits are simulta-
neously created. Weave- and knit-patterns enable the creation
of electrical circuits. We developed a yarn coating process in
which graphene-grafted yarns could be prepared using chitosan
(CS) as the cationic agent and conventional polyamide (PA 6,6)
yarn as the main substrate. PA fibers are one of the most used
synthetic fibers within the textile industry, demonstrating the
potential of the method. The resulting yarns are capable of
supplying power to LED lights and are used for constructing a
tactile sensor.

Using this method allows the production of both cheap
conductive yarns and specific smart garments for different
applications by applying graphene yarns in advanced knitting
machines such as Stoll flat-knitting machines. There is still
a lack of standard sufficient yarn functionalisation with
graphene. This method could give a better understanding of
developing industrial production lines.

Experimental
Materials

A flat polyamide 6,6 high tenacity multifilament yarn (Enka
Nylon 444HRST, 470dtex72) was selected for the experiment.
Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution (Sigma-Aldrich Co.,
USA) was used for the pre-alkalization process. Chitosan (CS)
(Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA) solution was prepared by dissolving
CS powders in a solvent of 0.1 M acetic acid83 and an aqueous
solution of hexadecylpyridinium chloride monohydrate
(HDPC)77 (Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA) was prepared using distilled
water.84 In our previous work, we demonstrated that HDPC
gives the highest conductivity to graphene in polyester fabric
coating. However, HDPC is toxic while CS is a sustainable bio-
sourced compound. For that, here we only report CS-modified
yarns in detail, while using HDPC-modified yarns as an electrical

Fig. 1 A general scheme of the textile hierarchy (and the production
processes) from the fibers to the final garment as well as the processes in
which integration of graphene could be applied in or on the textile
materials. Starting from the fabric level, all processes below and including
the fabric forming process that adds functionality are denoted as integra-
tion in. Adding in the form of lamination, sewing, glueing, coating etc. to an
existing fabric is denoted as integration on.
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conductivity reference. CS and HDPC solutions were stirred at
room temperature for 24 h and settled for 2 h. A commercial
aqueous dispersion of graphene oxide (4 g L�1) (Graphenea
S.A., Spain) was used for the coating and sodium hydrosulfite
(Na2S2O4)

85 (Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA) was applied to reduce GO
(rGO) nanosheets and deliver covalently functionalized fibers.

Fabrication of the graphene-grafted yarns

To increase dyeability of the fibers,86,87 yarns were treated with
an aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide (12 wt%; yarn to
liquor ratio 1 : 50) at 60 1C for 90 min. The yarns were then
washed several times in warm ultrapure water and acetone to
remove any remaining impurities and dried in an oven at 80 1C
for 10 min. The surface charge modification of yarns was
applied by soaking them in a solution of 4 g L�1 of CS or HDPC
for 60 minutes at 60 1C and followed by rinsing several times in
warm ultrapure water and drying at 80 1C for 10 min.

Furthermore, yarns were coated by dipping into an aqueous
dispersion (0.4 wt%) of GO (pH = 3.5) with a yarn to liquor ratio
of 1 : 50 (GO dispersion was sonicated for 30 min before the dip-
coating process). The process starts at 45 1C decreasing with a
temperature gradient of 0.5 1C min�1 for 30 min. Finally, the
yarns were thermally cured in an oven at 80 1C for 10 minutes.
The surface modification of yarns results in electrostatic
grafting of GO nanosheets onto the polymer.

In order to provide the yarns with electro-conductive proper-
ties, GO-grafted yarns were chemically reduced using a 50 mM
Na2S2O4 aqueous solution

85 with a yarn to liquor ratio of 1 : 100
for 30 min at 95 1C. Then, the yarns were rinsed several times in

warm ultrapure water and dried at 70 1C for 10 min. The time–
temperature profile of the process is illustrated in Fig. 2.

A pristine yarn with no surface modification was prepared in
the same manner as a control sample. It was observed that for
such a yarn, the coating was easily separated from the yarn during
the rinsing and no electrical conductivity was achieved. It demon-
strates the necessity of cationic surface modification of polyamide
yarns to assure the electrical functionality of the product.

Characterization

Zeta potentials (z) of the samples were determined using
streaming potential measurements using a cylindrical cell
(Surpass, Anton Paar GmbH., Austria). The zeta potential values
were calculated with the Fairbrother–Mastin (FM) equation
(eqn (1)) and recorded as a function of the pH of the electrolyte
solution (0.001 M KCl), where the pH was adjusted with 0.01 M
HCL and 0.01 M NaOH solutions.88

z ¼ dES

dP

m
ee0

lb (1)

where z is the zeta potential, dES/dP is the slope of streaming
potential versus differential pressure, m is the electrolyte
viscosity, e is the dielectric constant of the electrolyte, e0 is
the vacuum permittivity, and lb is the conductivity of the bulk
electrolyte solution.

The surface morphology of GO and rGO-grafted yarns were
investigated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (FEI
Quanta200 ESEM, Thermo Fisher Scientific CO., USA) with an
acceleration voltage of 10 kV, and a working distance of 10 mm.
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (Nicolet iS10,

Fig. 2 The time–temperature profile of the coating process and the microscopic images of resulting fibers.
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Thermo Fisher Scientific CO., USA) was used to investigate the
chemical composition of the yarns. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) was performed using a spectrophotometer
(PHI 5500 ESCA, Physical Electronics INC., USA) with mono-
chromic Al-Ka radiation (photon energy = 1486.6 eV).

In order to determine the tensile properties of the samples
and investigate whether the modification process damaged
tensile properties of yarns or not, a pristine yarn as well as all
modified samples were tested using a tensile tester (H10KT,
Tinius Olsen Co., USA). The test was carried out as per DIN
53834 standard with a gauge length of 100 mm, load cell of 5 N
and clamp speed of 200 mm min�1. At least five different
replicas of samples were tested and the averaged results of
Young’s modulus, tenacity, elongation at break, and tensile
strength were recorded.

The electrical conductivity of rGO-grafted yarns was measured
using a two-probe method. To demonstrate the electromechanical
performances, the electrical resistance of the yarns were recorded,
while the yarns were extended using a mechanical testing system
and the relative changes in electrical resistance were calculated.
All electrical and electromechanical tests were carried out at room
temperature. Finally, a wearable tactile sensor was prepared by
using a V-bed flat machine. Electrical properties and the strain
and bending sensibility of the sensor were recorded.

Fastness to washing of the coating was measured to ensure
the bonding strength of the rGO nanosheets with PA fibers and
the durability of the product. Water washing tests were carried
out by washing a functionalized PA fabric (40 � 30 mm2) in
50 ml of aqueous solution of sodium carbonate (0.5 wt%) and
ECE (B) phosphate detergent (0.5 wt%) at 25 1C for 15 min
followed by several rinsing with distilled water and dried at
90 1C. The surface electrical resistance and k/s values of the
sensor were recorded after each washing cycle. A higher k/s
value indicates a higher concentration/thickness of the coating.
The intensity of reflectance on the surface of the coated yarns
varies over different thicknesses of the coating layers.

A Datacolor Check Pro spectrometer (Datacolor CO., USA) was
used to record the reflectance spectra of rGO-modified samples in
the visible spectral range (l = 400–700 nm) and the color strength
was calculated according to the Kubelka–Munk theory (eqn (2)):89,90

K

S
� K0

S0
¼ ð1� RÞ2

2R
� 1� R0ð Þ2

2R0
(2)

where K0 and S0 are the absorption coefficient and the scattering
coefficient of the control samples. K and S are the absorption
coefficient and scattering coefficient of rGO-modified samples.
R and R0 are reflectance values of the rGO-modified sample and
control sample, respectively. The color strength is proportional
to the thickness of the rGO layers.

Results and discussion
Streaming potential measurements

The electrokinetic properties of control yarns (PA) and surface
charge modified yarns (PA–CS), as well as graphene grafted

yarns (PA–CS–GO and PA–CS–rGO) were studied using the
streaming potential method (Fig. 3). PA yarn displayed an
isoelectric point (IEP = pH|z=0) of 3.6 and once the yarn was
modified with chitosan, the IEP increased to 9.5.

As it has already been studied, because of the ionization of
oxygen-containing functional groups of graphene oxide, it
carries a negative surface charge in any pH and it exhibits
strong pH dependence, starting from �19 mV at pH 1.0 and
increasing to �49 mV at pH 8.0.91 Thus, after electrostatic
grafting of GO onto the fibers, the IEP decreases to 8.2 for
PA–CS–GO. Reduction of the oxygen-containing functional groups
of GO resulted in increasing the IEP to 9.1 for PA–CS–rGO.

Surface morphology

The morphology of the yarns was investigated using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). As shown in Fig. 4(a), there are a
few sites with wrinkled GO nanosheets randomly attached to
the coating layer (white arrow) in the PA–CS–GO fiber. These
nanosheets were detached in the chemical reduction process,
resulting in a homogeneous coating Fig. 4(b). After chemical
reduction with sodium hydrosulfite and rinsing the yarn, some
impurities including sodium compounds were still observed
(white arrow).

Chemical compositions

ATR-FTIR analysis was performed on pristine polyamide
6,6 yarns, and alkalized, surface modified and GO-grafted yarns
to investigate the chemical composition of the samples.

The FTIR spectra of the polyamide 6,6 samples are
normalized to the highest peak at 1629 cm�1 corresponding
to the CQO stretching vibration in the amide groups of the
polyamide chain. The peak at 3296 cm�1 is related to N–H
stretching vibrations and the presence of the band at
1534 cm�1 represents the amide II group of the polyamide
chain. The peaks at 3067, 2930, 1198, and 1274 cm�1 are related
to C–O stretching of the amides.92,93

After alkali treatment (PA–ALK), the peaks at 1105, 1707, and
1739 cm�1 disappeared. Furthermore, the intensities of the

Fig. 3 The dependence of the zeta potentials of the PA yarns on the pH of
an aqueous 0.001 M KCl electrolyte solution.
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bands at 1275, 1198, and 1534 cm�1 increased after CS treatment
(PA–CS) and the intensity of the peak at 1415 cm�1 corres-
ponding to vibrations of the CH2 groups, decreased. The band
at 1534 cm�1 was downshifted to 1528 cm�1 (Fig. 5) and a slight
change in the intensity of the N–H stretching band at 3297 cm�1

was observed. The presence of shifted, increased or decreased
peaks confirm the change in the chemical structure of the amide
functional groups within the polyamide chains.

After modification of the yarns with GO (PA–CS–GO), inten-
sities of the mentioned peaks changed, the peak at 1528 cm�1

was upshifted to 1535 cm�1 and the intensities of the peaks at
1198, 1275, and 1532 cm�1 decreased. This could confirm the
chemical bonding between GO nanosheets and modified poly-
amide 6,6. Once the fiber is chemically reduced (PA–CS–rGO),
the peaks at 932, 1174 and 1198 cm�1 disappeared and the
intensities of the peaks relating to the N–H stretch at 3296 and

1534 cm�1, C–O stretching of amides at 3067 and 2930 cm�1,
and CQO stretching at 1629 cm�1 decreased significantly.

The atomic composition of the surface of the fibers was evaluated
using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Surface chemical
composition (in at%) of the PA fiber showed 75% carbon and
25% oxygen. After modification with chitosan (PA–CS), the atomic
ratio of carbon increased to 79.5% and the oxygen content decreased
to 20.5%. However, no nitrogen was detected on the PA–CS fiber,
which could be due to the low concentration of nitrogen (o1) in the
chitosan–grafted PA fibers.

Once the fiber is modified with graphene, the atomic ratio
(at%) of the oxygen content increased to 25%, while the carbon
content decreased to 75%. As expected, after the reduction of
the functional groups of graphene oxide, the carbon proportion
increased to 82.5% and the oxygen proportion decreased to
17.5%. The wide scan spectra and high-resolution C 1s spectra
of the samples are shown in Fig. 6.

The chemical states of the carbon (C 1s peaks) of the
samples are shown in Table 1. Once the fiber is modified with
chitosan (PA–CS), the proportion of CQC bonding increased
from 6% to 12%. As expected, once the fiber is modified with
graphene oxide (PA–CS–GO), the intensity of oxidized COO�

bonding increased from 7.5% (PA–CS) to 14% (PA–CS–GO) and
the proportion of CQC bonding decreased from 12% (PA–CS)
to 7.5% (PA–CS–GO). After chemical reduction (PA–CS–rGO),
the majority of carbon are in the C–C bond (79%) with a minor
amount of oxidized C–O bonding (15.5%).

Tensile properties of the yarns

In order to ensure that chemical functionalization of PA poly-
mer chains does not weaken the strength of the conventional
PA yarns, a tensile test was carried out on all the fibers. In the
tensile test, five clamped replicas of each sample were subjected
to a constant elongation rate to stretch and break the filament, while
tensile strength (N), elongation at break (%), modulus (N tex�1),
and tenacity (N tex�1) were recorded.

As can be seen in Table 2, the surface modification of the
polyamide 6,6 with a dilute acetic solution of CS (PA–CS) did

Fig. 4 SEM images of (a) (PA–CS–GO) and (b) (PA–CS–rGO) with 2k� magnification.

Fig. 5 FTIR spectra (400 to 4000 cm�1) of alkalized polyamide 6,6 (PA–ALK),
CS treated polyamide (PA–CS), graphene oxide grafted polyamide (PA–CS–GO)
and reduced graphene oxide grafted polyamide (PA–CS–rGO).
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not downgrade the tensile properties of the yarn. For instance,
the tensile strengths of pristine polyamide 6,6 and CS-modified

yarns are 27.82 and 27.26 N, and the tenacity values of the yarns
are 0.59 and 0.58 N tex�1, respectively. However, elongation

Fig. 6 (a) Wide scan XPS spectra of PA, PA–CS, PA–CS–GO, and PA–CS–rGO samples and (b) high-resolution spectra of C 1s for the samples.

Table 1 The chemical states of carbon (C 1s peaks) and the proportion of
the bonds

Sample
283.8 eV
(CQC)

285.0 eV
(C–C)

286.5 eV
(C–O)

289.0 V
(COO�)

289.5 eV
(CO3

2�)

PA 6.0 53.0 36.5 4.5 —
PA–CS 12.0 50.5 27.0 7.5 3.0
PA–CS–GO 7.5 51.0 27.5 14.0 —
PA–CS–rGO — 79 15.5 — 5.5

Table 2 Tensile properties of the pristine, surface modified and function-
alized polyamide 6,6 yarns

Sample
Tensile
strength (N)

Elongation
at break (%)

Tenacity
(N tex�1)

Modulus
(N tex�1)

PA 27.82 � 0.62 49.08 � 2.26 0.591 � 0.01 0.883 � 0.033
PA–CS 27.26 � 0.38 57.2 � 2.33 0.58 � 0.008 0.826 � 0.033
PA–CS–GO 25.04 � 0.42 51.9 � 1.53 0.533 � 0.009 0.787 � 0.036
PA–CS–rGO 27.67 � 0.64 58.9 � 1.32 0.589 � 0.013 0.752 � 0.046
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at break and modulus of the yarn change from 49% and
0.88 N tex�1 to 57.2% and 0.82 N tex�1, respectively, for
CS-modified yarn, showing higher elasticity.

After the GO-grafting process (PA–CS–GO), an imperceptible
decrease in tensile strength (25 N), tenacity (0.53 N tex�1), elongation

at break (51.9%) and modulus (0.78 N tex�1) were observed. How-
ever, the chemical reduction process (PA–CS–rGO) does not weaken
the tensile strength (27.67 N tex�1) and tenacity (0.58 N tex�1), yet
the elongation at break increased to 58.9% and modulus decreased
to 0.75 N tex�1. The stress–strain curves of alkalized polyamide 6,6
(PA), CS-modified (PA–CS), GO-grafted (PA–CS–GO), and rGO-grafted
(PA–CS–rGO) yarns are illustrated in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 Typical stress–strain curves of an alkalized polyamide 6,6 (PA–ALK),
chitosan modified (PA–CS), graphene oxide grafted (PA–CS–GO), and
chemically reduced (PA–CS–rGO) yarns.

Fig. 8 (a) A two-probe setup for measuring the resistance of the yarns. (b) Emission of an LED lamp by using a conventional polyamide 6,6 yarn,
modified with CS and graphene (PA–CS–rGO). (c) Relative change in resistance vs. applied strain for PA–HDPC–rGO and PA–CS–rGO yarns. (d) Relative
change in resistance of the PET–CS–rGO yarn vs. cyclic strain of 1%.

Fig. 9 Surface electrical resistance and k/s values of the fabric after
different washing cycles.
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Fig. 10 (a) and (b) Rib 1 � 1 knitted wearable tactile sensor by using PA 6,6 yarn as non-conductive and graphene-grafted PA 6,6 yarn as conductive
blocks. Images (c) and (d) show the fabric structure and pattern of rib 1 � 1 knitted fabric. Image (e) is the made-in-house strain gauge controlled by
computer software used for the electromechanical characterization. Images (f) and (g) show the sensor in relaxed and 5% strain applied states,
respectively. (h) and (i) Illustrate the relative percentage change of electrical resistance, while applying a cyclic strain of 2 to 10% in both wale and course
directions, respectively. (j) Demonstrates the relative percentage change of resistance at the bending degree of 901 for 20 consecutive cycles.
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As the results show, all these slight changes in PA yarns
are negligible, and it can be confirmed that the chemical
functionalization processes do not downgrade the essential
tensile properties of the yarns. This makes these yarns excellent
candidates available for use in industrial production processes
such as knitting and weaving.

Electrical performances

Electrical conductivity (S m�1) of the rGO-grafted samples was
measured via a two-probe method using direct current (DC)
electrical resistance measurements (Fig. 8(a)). GO is electrically
insulating due to the presence of functional groups on the
edges and surface of the GO nanosheets, and chemical
reduction of GO is required to exhibit conductive properties.
Still, rGO grafted yarns without surface modification (PA–rGO)
do not exhibit electrical conductivity, probably due to the
weak interactions between GO nanosheets and the filaments
of the yarn. Surface modification with CS on polyamide 6,6
(PA–CS–rGO) yarns provide electrical properties with an average
conductivity of 3 � 10�2 � 0.49 S m�1. Modification of the
yarn with HDPC also provides electrical properties, and the
average electrical conductivity of HDPC-grafted polyamide 6,6
(PA–HDPC–rGO) was 4 � 10�2 � 0.19 S m�1. Both cationic
agents show nearly alike electrical performances. The electrical
conductivity of the yarns was high enough to light an LED light
using a 9 V battery Fig. 8(b).

The variation in electrical resistance versus applied strain
was recorded by applying up to 1.5% strain to the yarns (note
that the relative resistance did not increase for an applied strain
higher than 1.5%). Fig. 8(c) represents the relative change
in resistance versus applied strain profiles of PA–CS–rGO and
PA–HDPC–rGO yarns and Fig. 8(d) shows the relative change in
resistance when a cyclic strain of 1% is applied to PA–CS–rGO
yarns. The electromechanical behavior of the yarns strongly
depends on cationic agent species and microstructure of
the coating. For both polyamide 6,6 samples (PA–CS–rGO and
PA–HDPC–rGO), the variation in electrical resistance increased
by increasing the strain. However, chitosan shows more stable
electrical conductivity below 1.5% applied strain.

Washing fastness

A washing test was applied on the knitted fabric for ten cycles
following drying in an oven at 90 1C for 20 min. The electrical
resistance and k/s values of the fabric were recorded after
the washing cycles (Fig. 9). As shown, the surface electrical
resistance of the sample decreases slightly after the first washing
cycle (from 75 � 5.4 to 72 � 6.5 kO cm�1). This could be due
to the removal of impurities. Then, the surface electrical
resistance rebounds to 75 � 3.8 and 77 � 4.8 kO cm�1 after
five and ten washing cycles, respectively. The overall results
show that the coating has good fastness to washing and its
electrical conductivity is not being influenced, notably, by the
washing process.

The k/s value shows a slight change from 6.1 � 0.4 to 5.82 �
0.54, 5.95 � 0.64, 5.9 � 0.53, and 6.1 � 0.23 after one, two,
five and ten washing cycles, respectively. It shows that the

thickness/concentration of the coating remains almost con-
stant and that the coating has very good fastness to washing.

Preparation of the tactile sensor and the electro-mechanical
performance

A hand-powered V-bed rib flat machine, gage size E12, was used
to integrate the PA–CS–rGO yarn into a one-to-one rib knitting
structure (Fig. 10(d)) to build a tactile sensor. The resulting
tactile sensor maintains the flexibility and comfort of a con-
ventional fabric giving it a smooth handle (Fig. 10(a and b)).
This makes it an optimal choice for applications in which the
fabric is in touch with the human body. The electro-mechanical
sensitivity of the sensor was recorded in both the wale and
course direction of the fabric (Fig. 10(c)) using a built-in-house
strain gauge unit controlled with computer software (Fig. 10(e)).

The sensor shows a stable relative resistance change (DR/R0)
of 10% for cyclic 2% strain applied, 20% for cyclic 5% strain
applied and almost 28% for cyclic 10% strain applied in the
wale direction, and relative resistance change (DR/R0) of 20%
for cyclic 2% strain applied, 30% for cyclic 5% strain applied
and 35% for cyclic 10% strain applied in the course direction.
An one-to-one rib knitted fabric is highly elastic in the course
direction, yet less elastic in the wale direction (Fig. 10(h and i)).
This makes it to give different resistance-change variations in
both directions having higher resistance to strain sensibility in
the course direction. Furthermore, a cyclic bending test at 901
was applied to the sensor (Fig. 10(j)) to assure the functionality
of the sensor for use in tactile sensor garments. The fabric
shows a stable relative resistance change in a cyclic 901 bending
test (DR/R0 E 50%).

Conclusions

In this work, we demonstrate that an optimized functionaliza-
tion process could be applied to conventional textile yarns to
build electro-conductive textile elements. The results show that
electrically conductive polyamide 6,6 yarns with a diameter as
low as 0.06 mm are capable of lighting an LED light using a
9 V battery and being the active part of a tactile sensor. These
yarns maintain the physical and mechanical properties of the
original yarn retaining its comfort, pliability and smoothness.
This makes them excellent candidates to be used together with
conventional yarns in knitting and weaving industries to design
the cost-effective large-scale production of complex wearable
devices and smart garments for a wide range of applications,
contributing to the future field of fibretronics.
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Development of a multifunctional graphene/
Fe-loaded polyester textile: robust electrical and
catalytic properties†

Mohammad Neaz Morshed, a,b,c,d Milad Asadi Miankafshe, *e,f

Nils-Krister Persson,e,f Nemeshwaree Beharyb,c and Vincent A. Nierstrasza

A graphene/Fe loaded polyester fabric (PET) with robust electrical and catalytic properties has been suc-

cessfully developed for the first time via a simple coating-incorporation method using hyperbranched

poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrimer as the binder. Both graphene oxide (GO/rGO) and zerovalent iron

(Fe0) nanoparticles were loaded on the polyester fabric surface before and after chemical grafting of

PAMAM. Full characterization of fabrics before and after modifications has been performed by sessile

droplet goniometry, ζ-potential, K/S coating evenness, SEM, XPS, FTIR, TGA and DSC analyses. The results

showed successful and uniform coating of GO/rGO and loading of Fe0 on PET and also showed the cor-

relation between the type of chemical moiety responsible for uniform GO coating, high Fe0 loading and

their electrical and catalytic activities. Sheet resistance (Rsh) analysis was carried out to measure the con-

ductivity of the samples. The lowest Rsh (corresponding to high conductivity) was found in PET-PAM-

rGO-Fe0 (0.74 ± 0.13 kΩ sq−1) followed by PET-rGO-Fe0 (1.32 ± 0.18 kΩ sq−1), PET-PAM-rGO (2.96 ±

0.08 kΩ sq−1) and PET-rGO (3.41 ± 0.34 kΩ sq−1). Furthermore, Fe0-loaded samples were found to be

effective in the catalytic removal of toxic water pollutants (crystal violet dye) with ∼99% removal of pollu-

tants in around one hour, as observed by UV-vis spectroscopy. The relatively high electrical conductivity

and catalytic activity of PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 are related to the role played by PAMAM in the uniform rGO

coating and high Fe0 loading. These findings are of great importance as they allow envisaging the devel-

opment of multifunctional textiles for combined smart and green chemistry application.

1. Introduction

In recent years, functionalized textiles have emerged as tools
for various applications in flexible electronics, energy storage
systems, health monitoring and environmental remediation
systems.1–5 Robustness, high elasticity, mechanical flexibility,

low cost and lightweight properties of functional textiles have
made them the ideal choice for many intricate applications.6

However, the functionalization of technical textiles for
environmental remediation application often becomes proble-
matic. In this regard, several studies have suggested the
loading of conductive and eco-friendly materials such as
carbon nanotubes (CNT),7 graphite, graphene oxide (GO), and
reduced graphene oxide (rGO)8–11 on the textile surface to
replace metallic wires. Such an approach maintains the pliabil-
ity and stability of textiles while introducing conductive
surfaces.10

Among them, GO and rGO are attracting special attention
due to their eco-friendliness, well-defined microenvironments,
high electrical and thermal conductivity, high flexibility as well
as good thermal and chemical stability.12–15 However, non-
uniform dispersion of GO/rGO on the textile surface, low
binding and fixation, as well as poor washing fastness
limit the potential of GO/rGO based e-textiles. It has been
reported that16 the anionic character of most textiles and
GO/rGO introduces repulsive interactions between them and

†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available. See DOI: 10.1039/
d0dt03291c

aTextile Materials Technology, Department of Textile Technology, The Swedish
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causes non-uniform distribution of the latter on textiles. Our
previous studies have reported that modification of polyester
and polyamide fabrics with cationic agents enhances the
uptake, uniformity and stability of GO due to the ionic inter-
action between the positively charged polyester surface and
the negatively charged graphene oxide.11,16

Poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrimer is an eco-friendly
hyperbranched cationic polymer with explicit surface func-
tional groups capable of forming complexes between textiles
and GO/rGO via covalent and non-covalent interactions.17

Various studies have reported the effectiveness of PAMAM in
binding functional materials on the support matrix.18–21

N. A. S. Omar et al. (2020)22 reported the presence of strong
interactions between GO/rGO and PAMAM in a NH2rGO–
PAMAM nanocomposite. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge PAMAM as a binder for GO coating on textiles has not
been considered so far.

Although a uniform coating is a precondition for better
conductivity in e-textile application, there is another chal-
lenge of graphene-based e-textiles that requires equal atten-
tion: reduced graphene oxide suffers from the loss of electri-
cal conductivity due to the defects in the crystal structure
and partial restoration of the sp2 structure of graphene
during the harsh reduction process.23 Therefore, graphene-
based e-textiles are not suitable for applications where very
high electrical conductivity is required. Hence, the idea of
doping metal nanoparticles in graphene coating has been
introduced.24 The two-dimensional honeycomb structure of
GO provides a well-defined microenvironment for metal
nanoparticle loading.25 The addition of metal nanoparticles
such as Fe0 to graphene-coated polyester textiles can improve
the conductivity of e-textiles. Iron doped graphene-based
e-textiles have been reported to have a wide range of appli-
cations in the semiconductor industry. However, catalytic
application of such materials in environmental remediation
has been frequently overlooked. Loading of Fe0 introduces
additional functionality as a fibrous catalyst, which is prom-
ising for environmental remediation application as reported
in the literature.26–29

Here in this study reports a potential approach for the
development of multifunctional technical textile with electrical
and catalytic properties. Hyperbranched PAMAM dendrimer
(serving as both cationic and crosslinking agent) has been
used to increase the robustness of the functionality through
uniform coating of graphene oxide and stable loading of Fe0

on a polyester fabric. This study is the first effort of such an
approach. Physical and analytical characterization of the resul-
tant materials by means of sessile droplet goniometry,
ζ-potential, HR-SEM, FTIR, TGA, DSC, XPS and spectrophoto-
metric analyses were carried out. The electrical properties of
the materials were evaluated through sheet resistance (Rsh)
analysis using the 4-probe method. The catalytic properties
were studied through catalytic reduction of crystal violet dye in
the presence of NaBH4. The role of desired surface modifi-
cation of polyester fabric with cationic PAMAM has also been
discussed based on above mentioned analysis.

2. Experimental
2.1. Chemicals

Hyperbranched PAMAM dendrimer, petroleum ether, ethanol
(C2H6O), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), iron(III)-chloride-hexa-
hydrate (FeCl3·6H2O), sodium tetrahydroborate (NaBH4),
sodium hydroxide (NaOH), ethanol (Et-OH) and crystal violet
dye (CAS no. 548-62-9) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
Ltd. A commercial aqueous dispersion of graphene oxide
(4.0 g L−1) was purchased from Graphenea S.A., Spain. All pur-
chased chemicals used in this study were of analytical grade
and used as received. The chemical structures of PAMAM den-
drimer, crystal violet dye, GO and rGO nanosheets are shown
in Fig. 1.

2.2. Polyester nonwoven fabric

The polyester nonwoven fabric used in this study was fabri-
cated in the Swedish School of Textiles (the University of
Borås) based on a web of cylindrical polyethylene terephthalate
fibers (average diameter, 12 μm) formed by carding and conso-
lidated by needle punching (mechanical entanglement of
fibers into the nonwoven fabric by repetitive penetration of
barbed needles). The physical characteristics of the fabricated
nonwovens are displayed in Table S1 of ESI.†

Prior to surface activation, dirt, dust, contaminants and
spinning oil in the fabricated polyester nonwoven fabrics
removed by a series of cleaning steps including the Soxhlet
extraction method as described elsewhere.24,30 The removal of
impurities was performed in three (03) steps and successively
assessed by comparing the surface tension of rinsed water
(from a PET rinsing bath) with that of freshwater (the surface
tension of freshwater is 72.6 mN m−1, and if the surface
tension of rinsed water is close to that of freshwater it refers to
a high degree of cleanliness).31

2.3. Surface activation and dendrimer grafting on polyester
nonwoven fabrics

A two-step surface activation and functionalization of polyester
nonwoven fabrics were performed as follows:

(a) The smooth hydrophobic fiber surface of the polyester
nonwoven fabric was modified into a rough hydrophilic
surface (altered surface property and increased wettability)
through an alkaline hydrolysis process as described in the lit-
erature.16 Typically, the nonwoven fabric was constantly stirred
in an alkaline bath containing 12 wt% sodium hydroxide and
distilled water (1 : 50) at 60 °C for 90 min. Here, the polyester
fiber underwent a nucleophilic substitution reaction during
which chain scission of PET occurred, resulting in the for-
mation of hydroxyl and carboxylic end groups, which improve
the hydrophilic properties of the surface. The modified nonwo-
ven fabric (termed PET) was then rinsed/neutralized with dis-
tilled water, filtered and dried at 90 °C.

(b) The freshly activated polyester nonwoven fabric was
further modified using hyperbranched PAMAM dendrimer
which consists of an ethylenediamine core and tertiary amine
branches, favorable for the incorporation of zerovalent iron
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nanoparticles (Fe0) and graphene oxide (GO/rGO) by a chemi-
cal grafting method as described in the literature.32–34

Typically, the PET nonwoven fabric was immersed in an
ethanol/water (3 : 1 v/v) bath for 4 h at 70 °C in an atmospheric
air chamber. The resultant material termed PET-PAM was then
rinsed, filtered and dried at 60 °C overnight.

2.4. GO coating and Fe0 loading on polyester nonwoven
fabrics

Scalable coating of graphene oxide (also reduced graphene
oxide) and loading of zerovalent iron nanoparticles on the

polyester fabric (with or without dendrimer grafting) were
achieved through dip coating and an in situ reduction-immo-
bilization method (as illustrated in Fig. 2). In the first step, the
PET fabric was dipped in an ultra-sonicated (for 30 min)
aqueous dispersion of GO (0.4 wt%; pH = 3; L/R 1 : 100) at
45 °C for 30 min under mild stirring. The resultant PET-GO
and PET-PAM-GO were oven-dried at 90 °C for 90 min. In the
second step, iron particles were loaded and stabilized in the
GO incorporated polyester fabric by using FeCl3·6H2O as the
precursor.27,34 For that, the GO modified samples were dipped
in a solution containing iron precursor (0.6 wt%), water (75%)

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of (a) alkalization of polyester fibers; (b) PAMAM-grafting; (c) incorporation of GO; (d) incorporation of Fe3+ (e) in situ
immobilization of rGO and Fe0.

Fig. 1 Chemical structure of (a) hyperbranched PAMAM dendrimer consisting of an ethylenediamine core and tertiary amine branches; (b) crystal
violet dye; (c) graphene oxide (GO) and (d) reduced graphene oxide (rGO).
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and ethanol (25%) (L/R 1 : 100) for 4 h under constant mag-
netic stirring at room temperature. The resultant PET-GO-Fe3+

and PET-PAM-GO-Fe3+ were immediately reduced to PET-
rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 respectively (according to reac-
tions (1) and (2)) by using NaBH4 aqueous solution (5 mM, L/R
1 : 50) at 95 °C for 45 min under stirring. The resultant fabrics
were then rinsed with warm ultrapure water, dried at 70 °C for
90 min, and then stored in an O2-free desiccator.

4Fe3þ þ 3BH4
� þ 9H2O ! 4Fe0 # þ3H2BO3

� þ 12Hþ þ 6H2 "
ð1Þ

ð2Þ

2.5. Characterization of materials

2.5.1. Sessile droplet goniometry. In order to characterize
the surface tension of the modified fabric, contact angle
measurement was carried out with an optical tensiometer
(Attension theta, Biolin scientific CO., Sweden). Typically, the
sample was placed on the sample stage of the instrument. The
stage was adjusted to the desired height as viewed using a
camera, and the a mounting syringe contained distilled water.
A 5 μL water droplet was dropped on the surface of the textile
sample and the droplet was filmed for 10 s. The data were col-
lected with an automatic data collection panel of a Theta
Optical Tensiometer and the analysis of the water droplet was
performed using the OneAttension software and the Young–
Laplace equation.35 The software was able to fit the Young–
Laplace equation to the shape of the droplet accurately consid-
ering all of the points of the drop profile over a period of time
(10 s). All experiments were performed in triplicate and the
mean contact angle was taken into consideration.

2.5.2. Electrokinetic measurements. Electrokinetic
measurements were carried out to determine the ζ-potential
values of fabrics as a function of the pH values of the electro-
lyte solution (0.001 M KCl). The measurement was carried out
using the streaming potential method as described in our pre-
vious report,16 in which a liquid is forced to flow through two
parallel plates containing the textile samples, and a streaming
potential is generated (Surpass, Anton Paar AB., Sweden). 0.01
M HCl and 0.01 M NaOH were used to adjust the pH values of
the electrolyte solution. The zeta potential values were
calculated using the Helmholtz –Smoluchowski equation36

(eqn (1)).

ζ ¼ dlstr
dΔp

� η

ε� ε0
� L
A

ð1Þ

where dlstr/dΔp is the slope of streaming current vs. differential
pressure, η is the electrolyte viscosity, ε represents the dielec-
tric coefficient of the electrolyte, ε0 represents the permittivity,
L is the length of the streaming channel and A is the cross-
section of the streaming channel.

2.5.3. Microscopic analysis. The surface morphologies of
treated and pristine PET were observed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) using a ZEISS EVO15, MEB HR ZEISS Sigma
300 electron microscope, and a digital optical microscope
(OM) from Dino-Lite. Prior to SEM imaging, all samples were
metalized with conductive materials (gold) using a Biorad
E5200 device. The average fiber diameter and particle size of
materials were investigated from HR-SEM images using image
analysis software ImageJ1.40G, as described in our previous
studies34 and the corresponding size distribution histograms
and standard deviation were obtained. In the OM, the samples
were placed firmly in the sample stand. The lens distance and
focus of the OM were adjusted by using a control wheel
mounted on the top of the instrument prior to capturing
images by using the Dino capture 2.0 software.

2.5.4. The color strength and the coating evenness
measurement. A Datacolor Check Pro spectrum (Datacolor Co.,
USA) was used to obtain reflectance spectra in the visible spec-
tral range (λ = 400–700 nm) and the color strength at a wave-
length of maximum absorbance (420 nm) was calculated
according to the Kubelka–Munk theory (eqn (2)).37,38

K
S
� K0

S0
¼ 1� Rð Þ2

2R
� 1� R0ð Þ2

2R0
ð2Þ

where K0 and S0 are the absorption and scattering coefficients
of the control sample, respectively. K and S are the absorption
and scattering coefficients of the modified samples, respect-
ively. R and R0 are the reflectance of the modified and control
samples, respectively. The color strength is proportional to col-
loidal dye uptake as illustrated in eqn (3).

Δ
K
S
¼ kΔC ð3Þ

where C is the dye concentration and k is a constant.
In order to study the distribution of the coating, the color

properties of the samples were expressed in terms of CIELab
color space values. The total color change (ΔE) of each sample
was investigated exclusively based on the CIE and CMC
systems. ΔE in the CIE system is obtained using eqn (4).39,40

ΔE*
ab ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L*2 � L*1ð Þ2þ a*2 � a*1ð Þ2þ b*2 � b*1ð Þ2

q
ð4Þ

where a* expresses the green-red color range, b* represents the
blue-yellow color range, and L* expresses the brightness–dark-
ness of the color.

2.5.5. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XPS study
was carried out using a spectrophotometer (PHI 5500 ESCA,
Physical Electronics INC., USA) equipped with a monochro-
matic aluminum (Al) source (photon energy = 1486.6 eV). The
binding energy (BE) positions were associated with reference
to an adventitious carbon peak (C 1s = 285.0 eV) before data
analysis. Due to insufficient conductivity, an electron neutral-
izer was used to compensate for the charge. Survey scan for
the compositional evaluation (energy range of 0 to 1100 eV;
step size of 0.4 eV per step), and narrow scan for the chemical
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state analysis with the selected range for individual elements
and a step size of 0.1 eV per step were performed.41–44

2.5.6. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. FTIR
chemical analysis of the pristine and modified polyester non-
woven were performed using an FTIR spectrometer (Nicolet
iS10, Thermo-Fisher Scientific Co., USA) to investigate the
possible changes in the surface functional properties of the
materials. Spectra were obtained in the wavenumber range of
400 cm−1 to 4000 cm−1. The samples were drilled before IR
analysis, and background spectra were recorded in air.

2.5.7. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). TGA demon-
strates the thermal degradation of the studied sample by
measuring the change in the mass of the sample upon
heating, giving a controlled temperature gradient.
Thermogravimetric curves are plotted in integral (relative mass
in % of initial mass; TG) and differential (a derivative of TG
curve over time; DTG curves) forms. The peak of the DTG
curve represents Tmax of the composition and the temperature
corresponding to 5 wt% degradation in the TG curve is noted
as Tonset. Approximately 10 mg of each sample was placed in a
platinum crucible and the TG and DTG curves were obtained
(TGA Q500, TA Instruments Co., UK) under nitrogen flow
(40 cm3 min−1) from 25 °C to 600 °C at a linear heating rate of
20 °C min−1.

2.5.8. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). DSC is a key
technique to correlate temperatures with the specific physical
properties of substances and to directly determine the
enthalpy associated with the process of interest.45 DSC
measurement (DSC Q2000, TA Instruments Co., UK) was per-
formed under a nitrogen atmosphere on approximately 5 mg
of each sample. The samples were heated from 25 to 200 °C in
aluminum pans at a heating rate of 10 °C min−1, held under
isothermal conditions for 2 min to destroy its anisotropy and
cooled down at a cooling rate of 10 °C min−1 to 25 °C. Then it
was heated up to 200 °C at the same heating rate. All thermal
parameters were calculated during the second heating scan.

2.6. Method to study the electrical properties of the polyester
nonwoven fabric

The electrical conductivity of the modified polyester fabric was
measured by the 4-probe method (works by bringing four equally
spaced co-linear probes in contact with the material) using tungsten
probes and a 34401A Digital Multimeter, 612 Digit (Keysight
Technologies Inc.). Typically, the samples were placed firmly under
the probes, a direct current is applied between the two outer probes
(1 and 4), and the voltage drop is measured between the two inner
probes (2 and 3). The sheet resistance (Rsh) of the samples was cal-
culated from direct current (DC) electrical resistance measurement
using eqn (5). However, it should be noted that the most accurate
measurements are taken from the centre of the sample.

Rsh ¼ π
ln 2ð Þ

ΔV
I

ð5Þ

Here, Rsh is the sheet resistance, ΔV is the change in the
voltage measured between the inner probes, and I is the

current applied between the outer probes. The sheet resistance
is expressed in the units Ω sq−1, or “ohms per square”, to
differentiate it from the bulk resistance. The thickness of the
measured material and sheet resistance were used in eqn (6) to
calculate the resistivity of the material:

ρ ¼ Rsh � t ð6Þ

where ρ is the resistivity and t is the sheet thickness in cm.

2.7. Method to study the catalytic properties of the polyester
nonwoven fabric

The catalytic performances of the treated and untreated poly-
ester nonwoven fabric were studied through the catalytic
removal of crystal violet dye (in aqueous solution) in the pres-
ence of NaBH4. An UV/Visible spectrophotometer was used to
monitor the removal performance. Toxicity reduction analysis
was carried out through COD analysis. The recyclability and re-
usability of the nonwovens were also studied.

2.7.1. Color removal. The dye removal reaction was carried
out in a quartz cuvette placed in an UV-visible spectrophoto-
meter (Thermo Scientific™ Evolution 201 UV-Vis spectro-
photometer) and containing 2 mL of dye solution (50 mg L−1),
0 to 700 mg L−1 nonwoven fabric and 0.5 ml of NaBH4 (0.1 M).
The instant-to-initial absorbance ratio of crystal violet solution
(A/A0) was determined at different time intervals. Thus, the
changes in A/A0 values allowed the assessment of progress in
color removal. The color removal or conversion percentage was
calculated according to the concentration at predetermined
time intervals by using eqn (7) 46 referring to the absorbance
calibration curve of the known standard solution.

Conversionð%Þ ¼ C0 � C
C0

� 100 ð7Þ

where, C0 = initial concentration of the colorant solution, C
= concentration of the colorants at different time intervals.

2.7.2. Toxicity reduction study. The toxicity reduction of
water after removal of dyes was studied through chemical
oxygen demand (COD) analysis according to the ASTM D1252-
06 (B) method using COD vials provided by CHEMetrics, Inc.
(USA) similar to the method reported earlier.3 The result was
presented as parts per million (mg L−1) and calculated using
the following equation (eqn (8).

COD ðmg L�1Þ ¼ ð23 010� Δ620Þ � 3 ð8Þ

where, Δ620 represents the absorption difference (at λ620 nm)
of the vials after digestion of the water sample at 150 °C for
2 h.

2.7.3. The recyclability and reusability study of the nonwo-
ven catalysts. After completion of removal of crystal violet dye,
the nonwovens were removed from the solution and washed
with distilled water before reuse for another dye removal cycle.
The samples were tested to evaluate their potential recyclabil-
ity and reusability in the catalytic system under the same
experimental conditions.
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3. Results

Table 1 summarizes the description of the modification and
terminology of the samples studied in this report. The results
section has been divided into two parts: (1) evidence of surface
modification of polyester nonwoven fabrics by coating of gra-
phene oxide and loading of zerovalent iron nanoparticles and
(2) analysis of the electrical and catalytic properties of the
resultant polyester nonwoven fabrics.

Part 1: Evidence of surface modification of polyester nonwoven
fabrics by coating of graphene oxide and loading of zerovalent
iron nanoparticles
3.1. Sessile droplet goniometry analysis

The wettability of all samples was studied through sessile-drop
goniometry, which hence reflects the surface chemical pro-
perties, roughness and diffusion resistance before and after
respective surface modifications. Fig. 3 shows the optical
image of sessile water droplets deposited on the surface of the
polyester nonwoven fabric and quantitative analysis of the
corresponding water contact angle. It can be seen that the
water contact angle of the pristine polyester that was used in
this study was as high as 138°, indicating the characteristic
hydrophobic nature of the polyester fabric, which is higher
than that of the single polyester fiber (θH2O = 80°).

However, after alkaline hydrolysis of the nonwoven fabric,
the water contact angle reduced to θH2O = 0° indicating an
increase in the hydrophilic properties of the surface due to the
formation of hydroxyl (–OH) and carboxylic (–COOH) end
groups. A nucleophilic substitution reaction with chain scis-
sion of PET occurred. However, PAMAM dendrimer that con-
sists an ethylenediamine core (and tertiary amine branches)
tends to provide a hydrophobic surface (θH2O = 126°) which is
consistent with the previous literature while providing favor-
able surface functional groups necessary for stable GO and Fe0

incorporation. The analysis further shows that while graphene
oxide (GO) provides a surface with sufficient hydrophilic
characteristics (θH2O of PET-GO is 36° and θH2O of
PET-PAM-GO is 48°) the reduced graphene oxide leads to
intensely hydrophobic surfaces (θH2O of PET-rGO is 122° and
θH2O of PET-PAM-rGO is 126°). However, an interesting surface
property was observed for Fe0 grafted samples showing strong
hydrophilic characteristics, which can be due to the presence

of iron particles in metal or oxide form. Iron particles show
well established hydrophilic properties as explained in a
number of previous studies.32,47

3.2. Electrokinetic measurements (ζ-potential analysis)

The isoelectric point (iep = pH|ζ = 0) to determine the
ζ-potential values of the pristine and modified polyester fabric
has been observed by electrokinetics and measured as the
streaming potential. The summary of ζ-potential analysis of
the samples is displayed in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the iso-
electric point of pristine polyester fibers was recorded at pH =
3.9 which means that a negative surface charge will be
observed for the polyester fibers at pH higher than 3.9. Due to
further addition of –OH and –COOH groups upon alkaline
hydrolysis of the PET fibers (PET), the surface charge and iso-
electric point became further negative starting from −6.89 mV
at pH = 3.4 down to −49.23 mV at pH = 9.9 (see Fig. 4).

Polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimer which consists of an
ethylenediamine core and tertiary amine branches results in a
positive surface charge. Upon grafting of PAMAM on PET the
surface charge increases to +52.31 mV at pH = 3.7. The isoelec-
tric point of PET-PAM was recorded at pH = 8.2. This can be
due to the fact that, after dendrimer grafting, the degree of
–COOH and –OH groups decreases while that of –NH2 surface
functional groups increases. The positive charge of PAMAM
grafted PET may facilitate the grafting of the negatively
charged graphene compared to pristine polyester. On the other
hand, although graphene oxide has been reported to demon-
strate a negative surface charge at any pH due to the ionization
of oxygen-containing functional groups, here (for
PET-PAM-GO) the mutual presence of PAMAM and graphene
oxide on the surface showed a negative surface property with
an isoelectric point at pH = 4.8. The zeta potential value was
found to be initially +10.35 mV at pH = 3.2 which reduced to
−46.88 mV at pH = 9.9. A negative surface containing PAMAM
dendrimer and graphene oxide may pose an ideal environment
for robust electrostatic incorporation of cationic iron particles
(Fe3+) to improve the electro-catalytic properties of polyester
nonwoven fabrics. Upon incorporation of Fe3+ and GO fol-
lowed by reduction to Fe0 and rGO respectively, the isoelectric
points of PET-PAM-rGO and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 shifted to pH =
7.2 and pH = 7.0 respectively signifying that an increase in the

Table 1 Modification steps of polyester nonwoven fabrics

Sample name Modification 1 Modification 2 Modification 3 Modification 4

Pristine PET — — — —
PET Alkali hydrolysis — — —
PET-GO Alkali hydrolysis — GO incorporation —
PET-rGO Alkali hydrolysis — rGO incorporation —
PET-rGO-Fe0 Alkali hydrolysis — rGO incorporation Fe0 incorporation

PET-PAM Alkali hydrolysis PAMAM grafting — —
PET-PAM-GO Alkali hydrolysis PAMAM grafting GO incorporation —
PET-PAM-rGO Alkali hydrolysis PAMAM grafting rGO incorporation —
PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 Alkali hydrolysis PAMAM grafting rGO incorporation Fe0 incorporation
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zeta potential can be due to the reduction of oxygen-contain-
ing groups during the reduction reaction.

3.3. Morphological analysis and size distribution of iron
particles

The surface morphologies of the polyester nonwoven before
and after coating layers of graphene oxide and iron nano-
particles were investigated using scanning electron microscope
(SEM) and digital optical microscope (OM) as shown in Fig. 5
and 6. The pristine PET nonwoven (Fig. 5a) exhibits a random
network of overlapped fibers and multiple connected pores
with a smooth surface. Visible changes were observed after the
coating of graphene oxide, indicating that the surface of both
the PET and PET-PAM samples were covered with a thin layer

of graphene oxide sheet (Fig. 5b). However, in the control
sample (PET) it can be seen that the GO nanosheets are non-
uniformly distributed over the surface of polyester (less hom-
ogeneity and more roughness), which can be due to the
electrostatic repulsive behavior of the GO and fiber surface.
Besides a number of creases were found in the coating layer of
PET-GO, which might result in drop of electrical conductivity.
After PAMAM grafting on polyester, the GO sheets underwent
strong interfacial interaction with organic layers, which
improves the compatibility between the GO sheets. Fig. 5d
shows the surface of a polyamidoamine-treated fabric
(PET-PAM-GO) where a multilayered GO sheet with a fairly
uniform distribution is observed. Few regions showed a
slightly thicker layer and agglomeration can be due to the
strong bonding of the carboxyl and carbonyl groups of the GO
nano-sheets and protonated amino groups of PAMAM
dendrimer.

After Fe0 incorporation into the GO coated polyester fabric,
the appearance of brilliant spots on the PET-rGO-Fe0 (Fig. 5e)
and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 (Fig. 5f) suggests the formation of iron
nanoparticles over the GO sheets. Herein, the high-density
well-defined microenvironments at the GO sheet suggest Fe0

stabilization between two sheets, resulting in entrapment
within the hexagonal structure and between the sheets. This
was accompanied by a more compact structure on PET-PAM-
rGO-Fe0 as compared to PET-rGO-Fe0, due to the strong inter-
action between NH2 cross-linked GO and Fe0. In addition, it
can be clearly seen that Fe0 incorporation into the PET-GO and
PET-PAM-GO samples produced clusters with the pronounced
aggregation of smaller particles. In polyamidoamine dendri-
mer grafted polyester, the highly dispersed GO displayed a
smoother external surface and more attenuated roughness and
a uniform particle distribution (see Fig. S1, ESI†) with a dia-
meter of 78 ± 38 nm compared to PET-rGO-Fe0 (average par-
ticle diameter, 133 ± 56 nm). The sheet-like structure of GO is

Fig. 3 Contact angle measurement analysis of (a) pristine PET, (b) PET, (c) PET-PAM, (d) PET-GO, (e) PET-PAM-GO, (f ) PET-rGO, (g) PET-PAM-rGO,
and (h) PET-rGO-Fe0, (i) PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 and ( j) digital image representing the wettability of the nonwoven before (left) and after (right) surface
activation.

Fig. 4 ζ-potential analysis of pristine PET ( ), PET ( ), PET-PAM ( ),
PET-PAM-GO ( ), PET-PAM-rGO ( ) and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 ( ) as a
function of the pH values of the electrolyte solution (0.001 M KCl).
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more visible in digital micrographs (Fig. 6) than in SEM
images. The dispersion of zerovalent iron nanoparticles over
GO sheets is more clearly visible as well (Fig. 6g and h). This
micrograph further supports the claim of uniform distribution
of functional materials.

3.4. The color strength and the coating evenness analysis

The color strength test was carried out for PET-GO,
PET-PAM-GO, PET-PAM-rGO, PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0, PET-rGO,
PET-rGO-Fe0 samples. As can be seen from Table 2, the K/S
value increased slightly from 3.94 to 4.42, when comparing the
PET-GO and PET-PAM-GO samples. It is due to the higher
absorbance of GO by the PET-PAM sample. As the reduction of

GO to rGO changes the brown color of the fabric to carbon
color, the L*, a*, and b* coordinates change from 45.44, 1.36,
and 7.77 to 40.80, 1.55, and 5.75, respectively. After the fabric
is incorporated with iron the L*, a*, and b* coordinates
change to 41.91, 2.64, and 10.59, respectively. The digital
images of the samples are shown in Fig. S2 of ESI.† The color
differences (ΔE) in both the CIE and CMC systems of the
samples were determined by finding the mean of ten random
color measurements on each specimen as illustrated in Fig. S3
of ESI.† The value less than 1 (ΔE < 1) are not visible to human
eyes. Thus, the values higher than 1 (ΔE > 1) are not acceptable
in the textile dyeing industry for commercial production. Here,
we can estimate the evenness of each incorporation step by

Fig. 5 SEM micrograph of (a) PET; (b) PET-GO; (c) PET-PAM-GO; (d) PET-rGO-Fe0; and (e) PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 and (f ) schematic representation of
PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 (scale: 10 nm).

Fig. 6 Digital optical microscope images of (a) PET, (b) GO, (c) PET-GO, (d) PET-PAM-GO, (e) PET-rGO, (f ) PET-PAM-rGO, (g) PET-rGO-Fe0 and (h)
PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 (scale: 50 μm).
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determining the ΔE value of the specimen. PET-PAM-GO has a
value of 0.86 ± 0.49 and 0.64 ± 0.37 in the CIE and CMC
systems, while PET-GO has a value of 1.38 ± 0.85 and 0.79 ±
0.48 in the CIE and CMC systems, respectively. All samples
except PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 (1.81 ± 0.62 (CIE), 1.51 ± 0.51 (CMC))
have a ΔE value of less than 1.

3.5. ATR-FTIR spectroscopy analysis

ATR-FTIR analysis of the samples was performed to investigate
the chemical composition of the samples and possible chemi-
cal bonds. All spectra were normalized by levelling the height
of the adsorption peak at 1711 cm−1, which indicates the CvO
stretch (ester) of polyester. Other identical peaks to polyester
including the aromatic sp2 C–H bend (723 cm−1), plane
vibration of the benzene ring (1015 cm−1), C–O stretch (ester)
(1095 and 1240 cm−1), and asymmetric C–H stretching
(2965 cm−1) were also observed. As can be seen from Fig. 7a,
after the adsorption of GO on polyester (PET-GO), a peak
appeared at 3433 cm−1 which can be attributed to the O–H
stretch. After the sample was modified with iron particles
(PET-rGO-Fe0), the intensity of the peak at 3433 cm−1 increased
and new peaks were detected at 1054, 970, 684, 662, and
621 cm−1 corresponding to the C–O, O–H, and C–H stretch.
After modification of the fabric with PAMAM (PET-PAM)

(Fig. 7b), a peak with low intensity was detected at 3285 cm−1,
and this peak indicates the presence of the N–H bond. After
the fabric was modified with rGO (PET-PAM-rGO), the intensity
of some peaks such as CvO and C–O stretches decreased and
the peak at 3285 cm−1 disappeared. Furthermore, after the
modification of the sample with iron (PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0) new
peaks were detected at 3361 cm−1 (O–H stretch), 961 cm−1 (C–
H bend), 677 cm−1 (C–H stretch), 547 cm−1, and 492 cm−1 (C–
Br stretch). The intensity of the peaks at 1905 cm−1 and
1240 cm−1 (C–O stretch) were altered.

3.6. Thermal analysis and decomposition of materials

In a combustion process materials undergo a thermal degra-
dation and thermal oxidative degradation processes through
burning and TGA measurements could be used as an indicator
of polymer flammability.48 The temperature corresponding to
the maximum weight loss rate in the DTG curve is noted as
Tmax; the temperature corresponding to 5 wt% degradation in
the TGA curve is noted as Tonset. Tmax, Tonset, residue (%) at
Tonset, and residue (%) at 600 °C of all samples were calculated
from the TG and DTG curves (see Fig. 8 and Fig. S5 and
Table S2 of ESI†). As can be seen in Fig. S5,† the pristine fabric
(PET) has a Tmax of 447 °C. Owing to the loading of functional
materials it increases to 463 °C as the fabric is coated with GO

Table 2 CIELAB color strength and the coating evenness measurement

Sample name %R at Wl. of max abs. (420 nm) K/S at Wl. of max abs. L* a* b* ΔE (CIE) ΔE (CMC)

PET-GO 10.22 3.94 45.44 1.36 7.77 1.38 ± 0.85 0.79 ± 0.48
PET-rGO 7.73 5.51 33.6 0.36 1.05 0.59 ± 0.4 0.36 ± 0.23
PET-rGO-Fe0 4.32 10.63 26.12 0.21 1.69 0.64 ± 0.26 0.5 ± 0.16
PET-PAM-GO 9.3 4.42 40.80 1.55 5.75 0.86 ± 0.49 0.64 ± 0.37
PET-PAM-rGO 8.34 5.05 36.42 0.47 1.42 0.84 ± 0.63 0.49 ± 0.33
PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 8.33 5.08 41.91 2.64 10.59 1.81 ± 0.62 1.51 ± 0.51

Here, (%R) = reflectance, K/S = color strength, CIELab coordinates (L* is the coordinate response to brightness and darkness of the surface, a*
coordinate response to the green-red shade of color, and b* coordinate response to the yellow-blue shade of color), ΔE(CIE) = color differences in
the CIE system and ΔE(CMC) = color differences in the CMC system.

Fig. 7 ATR-FTIR spectra of PET, PET-GO, PET-rGO-Fe0, PET-PAM, PET-PAM-rGO and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0.
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(PET-GO). After the fabric is doped with iron (PET-rGO-Fe0),
Tmax decreases to 447 °C, leaving a 47.6% char residue at
600 °C. The pristine PET and PET-GO samples show almost
the same residue of 17.44, and 17.52% at 600 °C, respectively.
PET-PAM-rGO and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 have a Tmax value of
455 °C and 446 °C, respectively. The melting temperature (Tm)
was obtained from the maximum endothermic melting peak
of the second heating cycle of DSC analysis. The crystallization
temperature (TC) was obtained from the maximum exothermic
crystallization peak of the cooling cycle. Furthermore, the heat
of cold-crystallization (ΔHc) and the heat of fusion (ΔHf ) were
calculated from cooling and heating scan, respectively.

As can be seen from Fig. 8b and d, both iron-grafted
samples have a small peak (PET-rGO-Fe0 at 276 °C, 2.82%
decomposition/reduction; and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 at 161 °C,
1.85% decomposition/reduction). There is a peak at 75 °C for
PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 (1.63% reduction) which might be due to
moisture evaporation as iron-containing functional groups
tend to absorb moisture.

The melting temperature (Tm), the crystallization tempera-
ture (TC), and the heat of cold-crystallization (ΔHc) of the
samples were obtained from DSC analyses (Table 3). Tm was
obtained from the maximum of the endothermic melting peak
of the second heating cycle while TC was obtained from the
maximum of the exothermic crystallization peak of the cooling
cycle. It is evident from DSC analyses that the melting temp-

erature decreased from 255 °C for PET to 240 °C for PET-
rGO-Fe0 and 243 °C for PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0. The DSC thermo-
graphs for the second heating and cooling cycles are shown in
Fig. S5 of ESI.† (“Melting peak width” is correlated with the
distribution of crystallinity of the polymer.) Tonset is defined as
the intersection of the tangents of the peak with the general-
ized baseline for polymeric materials. It can be seen that Tonset
decreased from 243 °C for PET to 218 and 226 °C for PET-
rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-GO-Fe0, respectively. ΔHf and ΔHc of

Fig. 8 TGA and DTG curves of (a) PET-GO, (b) PET-rGO-Fe0, (c) PET-PAM-rGO, and (d) PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0.

Table 3 DSC data from the second heating scan and cooling scan of
the samples

Sample name

Melting (from the
heating scan)

Crystallization
(from the cooling scan)

Tonset
(°C)

Tm peak
(°C)

ΔHf
(J g−1)

Tonset
(°C)

TC peak
(°C)

ΔHc
(J g−1)

Pristine PET 243 255 33.14 216 204 39.73
PET 241 254 33.67 214 201 38.44
PET-GO 232 245 28.39 207 198 34.65
PET-rGO 237 259 34.81 223 210 37.69
PET-rGO-Fe0 218 240 12.17 207 188 12.64
PET-PAM 242 255 39.33 216 201 41.92
PET-PAM-GO 234 245 27.82 209 200 32.91
PET-PAM-rGO 237 249 38.19 220 208 42.38
PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 226 243 7.321 211 194 7.69
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the sample decrease dramatically from 33.14 and 39.73 J g−1

for PET to 12.17 and 12.64 J g−1 for PET-rGO-Fe0, and it
decreases to 7.32 and 7.69 J g−1 for PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0. This
might be due to the incorporation of iron into the polymer
that influences the melting and crystallization processes of the
polymer.

3.7. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis

With reference to the above characterization of the materials,
the PAMAM dendrimer modified samples (PET-PAM,
PET-PAM-GO, and PET-PAM-GO-Fe0) were analyzed by XPS to
identify the changes in their elemental composition and the
nature of the chemical bonds due to subsequent surface modi-

fications (see Fig. 9). Pristine PET was used as the control
sample. The results summarized in Table 4 show that the
control sample contains 76.7 at% carbon and 21 at% oxygen.
After the modification of the fabric with PAMAM (PET-PAM),
nitrogen was detected in the surface composition having 74.5
at% carbon, 18 at% oxygen, and 7.45 at% nitrogen. The
PET-PAM-GO sample contains 70 at% oxygen, 1.3 at% nitro-
gen, and 28 at% oxygen and the PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 sample con-
tains 41.6 at% carbon, 42.6 at% nitrogen, 42.5 at% oxygen and
6 at% iron.

In order to study the chemical groups on the polyester
surface, the high-resolution spectra of the C 1s, O 1s, N 1s and
Fe 2p peaks were investigated in detail (see Fig. 9 and Fig. S4

Fig. 9 Wide scan XPS spectra of (a) pristine PET, PET-PAM, PET-PAM-GO, and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 samples. C 1s XPS analysis of (b) PET, (c)
PET-PAM, (d) PET-PAM-GO, and (e) PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0.
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of ESI†). In the N 1s XPS spectrum of PET-PAM (Fig. S5c of
ESI†), the peaks at 401.1 eV (C–N) and 399.6 eV (R2NH) with a
corresponding proportion of 78 and 22% were observed. The C
1s spectrum of pristine PET (Fig. 9a) is fitted to peaks at 283.9 eV,
285.2 eV, 286.4 eV and 288.6 eV which are attributed to the CvC
(35%), C–C (50%), C–O (9.6%), and COO− (5.4%) bonds, respect-
ively.49 After the modification of the fabric with PAMAM
(PET-PAM) (Fig. 9b), another peak was detected at 287.7 eV corres-
ponding to C–N, with a proportion of 6% CvC, 18.6% C–C, 36.8%
C–O, 31.4% C–N and 7.2% COO− groups. After the modification of
the fabric with GO (PET-PAM-GO) (Fig. 9c), the peak at 287.7 eV
(C–N) was replaced with a peak at 288.2 eV corresponding to the
CvO bonds, with a proportion of 26, 25.5, 32, 15, and 1.5% for
CvC, C–C, C–O, CvO, and COO−, respectively. This shows that
the introduction of GO enriches the C–C and C–O bond types. The
PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 sample (Fig. 9d) had the peaks at 281.8, 283.9,
285.2, 286.7, and 288.2 eV corresponding to carbide (27.5%), CvC
(32.5%), C–C (31%), C–O (5%), and CvO (4%). The Fe 2p spectra
of PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 (Fig. S5f of ESI†) indicate the binding energy
of iron [Fe3+] in the peaks at 724.4 eV (Fe 2p) and 711.0 Ev (Fe 2p)
with a proportion of 33.3 and 66.7%, respectively.

Part 2: Analysis of electrical and catalytic properties of
polyester nonwoven fabrics
3.8. Sheet resistance (Rsh) analysis of nonwoven fabrics (elec-
trical conductivity)

The electrical conductivity of modified polyester nonwoven
fabrics studied through sheet resistance analysis that are

shown in Fig. 10. GO is electrically insulating due to the
number of functional groups of the GO nanosheets. Thus, the
GO modified samples do not show any electrical conductivity.
In order to bring electro-conductive properties to the nonwo-
ven fabric, the GO modified samples were chemically reduced
to rGO and the sheet resistance (Rsh) of reduced samples were
measured. The sheet resistance (Rsh) of PET-rGO decreased
slightly from 3.41 ± 0.34 to 2.96 ± 0.08 kΩ sq−1 by grafting GO
with PAMAM (PET-PAM-rGO). A further reduction in the sheet
resistance was observed upon incorporation of Fe0 (Rsh of 1.32
± 0.18 and 0.74 ± 0.13 kΩ sq−1 for PET-rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-
rGO-Fe0, respectively).

A close comparative study among conductive fabrics shows
that rGO and/or Fe0 incorporated into PAMAM grafted nonwo-
vens (PET-PAM-rGO and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0) show lower sheet
resistance (that translates to high conductivity) than that incor-
porated into alkaline activated polyester fabric. This provides
evidence for the role of PAMAM dendrimer in increasing the
conductivity of the resultant nonwoven fabric with reference to
the presence of a higher and uniform distribution of conduc-
tive materials (rGO and Fe0) on the fiber surface as established
in the previous section.

3.9. Analysis of the catalytic properties of polyester nonwoven
fabrics

3.9.1. Color removal. The catalytic performance of surface-
modified polyester fabric containing iron nanoparticles on the
graphene-coated surface has been studied briefly by their effec-
tiveness towards the removal of toxic colorants (crystal violet)
from water. A cubic cuvette in which the dye solution and non-
woven fabric were brought into contact in the presence of a
reducing agent was placed in a UV-vis spectrophotometer, as
explained in section 2.7.1. The degradation of pollutants was
started at once due to the formation of higher oxidation poten-
tial hydroxyl radicals (•OH) due to the interaction between iron
particles and NaBH4 as well as adsorption of pollutants by gra-
phene oxides. The removal of crystal violet with respect to time
was recorded (real-time in situ) and plotted as shown in

Table 4 Atomic proportion (at.%) of the surface chemical composition
of the samples

Sample name C 1s (at%) O 1s (at%) N 1s (at%) Fe 2p (at%)

PET 76.7 21 0 0
PET-PAM 74.5 18 7.45 0
PET-PAM-GO 70 28 1.4 0
PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 41.6 42.6 1.3 6.08

Fig. 10 (a) 4-Probe measurement of the electrical resistance. (b) Sheet resistance (Rsh) analysis of the samples.
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Fig. 11. The characteristic absorption peak observed at λ590 nm

is attributed to the intensity of crystal violet.50 The removal
reactions of crystal violet dyes using different nonwoven
fabrics (PET-GO, PET-rGO, PET-PAM-GO, PET-PAM-rGO, PET-
rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0) were carried out under the
same experimental conditions. [Conditions: Crystal violet =
50 mg L−1, nonwoven fabric = 1 cm2 (700 mg L−1), NaBH4 = 0.1
M, pH = 5.] As shown in Fig. 11a and b, there was no signifi-
cant decrease in the intensity of the dye during 120 min of
exposure for PET-GO and PET-PAM-GO, except for the charac-
teristic absorption intensity of the dye in the presence of gra-
phene. However, many studies have reported that graphene
oxide shows a higher catalytic activity in a photocatalytic
environment. The control polyester fabric does not interfere
with the removal of the dye as also reported in various
studies.30,51,52

However, a significant reduction in the intensity of the
absorbance at λ590 nm has been observed when exposed to non-

woven catalysts containing both graphene oxide and iron (PET-
rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0), suggesting the decoloration of
crystal violet. Both nonwoven catalysts showed a significantly
rapid removal performance (see Fig. 11c and d). Specifically,
the removal rate reached 99.04% in 65 min for PET-PAM-
rGO-Fe0 and 97.68% in 78 min for PET-rGO-Fe0. Fast removal
of crystal violet might be attributed to the stability, disparity
and amount of functional material (iron) loaded on each non-
woven fabric, ensuring the maximum exposure of reagent and
producing striking hydroxyl radicals for decoloration.
Although the results indicate that graphene oxide has a fairly
poor direct contribution to the removal of dyes, the hexagonal
microstructures of graphene oxide facilitated the loading of
zerovalent iron nanoparticles on the polyester surface towards
high precision of stability, a disparity which later contributed
to the removal of pollutants.

3.9.2. Kinetics of color removal using PET-rGO-Fe0 and
PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0. Among all samples studied, only PET-

Fig. 11 UV-visible spectroscopy of catalytic removal of crystal violet dye using (a) PET-GO, (b) PET-PAM-GO, (c) PET-rGO-Fe0, and (d) PET-PAM-
rGO-Fe0. [Conditions: Crystal violet = 50 mg L−1, nonwoven fabric = 700 mg L−1, NaBH4 = 0.1 M, pH = 5.]
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rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 showed catalytic properties
towards the removal of crystal violet dye, and so their kinetics
were considered for further study in this section. For that, the
[instant/initial] absorbance ratio of the crystal violet dye at
λ590 nm (A/A0) during the reduction reaction was determined,
and it accounts for the corresponding concentration ratio (C/
C0) and allows plotting of ln(C/C0) as a function of time
according to eqn (9), as shown in Fig. 12a and b.

ln
C
C0

¼ ln
A
A0

� k � t ð9Þ

Model validation of first-order reaction kinetics for crystal
violet color removal with the nonwoven fabric is performed by
linear evolution of ln(C/C0) in time as supported by R2 values
of 98.83 and 99.04 for PET-rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0

respectively (see Table 5). The results hence provide evidence
that good linear relationships of ln(C/C0) versus reaction time
for both PET-rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 follow first order

and pseudo-first-order reaction kinetics with respect to crystal
violet dye removal.

By comparing the rate of reaction for both catalysts, it can
be seen that PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 exhibited faster
(0.07384 min−1) removal than PET-rGO-Fe0 (0.05873 min−1),
and this can be due to the higher quantity of Fe0 and better
stability of the catalyst as supported by TGA analysis. On the
other hand, the conversion percentage of PET-GO, PET-
rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 reached 4.98% in 120 min,
98.83% in 78 min, and 99.04% in 65 min, respectively (see
Fig. 12c). Such a high conversion and rapid kinetics in cata-
lytic degradation might be attributed to good stability of zero-
valent iron particles and the characteristic adsorption property
of GO.

3.9.3. Toxicity reduction analysis. Toxicity reduction is
an important parameter in any effluent treatment process.
The relative COD reduction of PET-GO, PET-rGO-Fe0 and
PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 treated solution in reference to untreated

Fig. 12 Evolution of (a) C/C0, (b) ln(C/C0) and (c) the conversion (%) yield in time at room temperature for removal of crystal violet dyes using
PET-GO (▲), PET-rGO-Fe0 ( ) and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 ( ). [Conditions: Crystal violet = 50 mg L−1, nonwoven fabric = 700 mg L−1, NaBH4 = 0.1 M,
pH = 5.].
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solution were studied according to the method explained in
section 2.7.2. The COD of the untreated solution was con-
sidered to be 100%. The results indicated a relative reduction
in COD after treatment from 100% to 62.08% and 46.37% for
PET-rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 respectively (see Fig. S6 of
ESI†). The main reason for this tendency may be due to the
decreasing number of dye molecules and their intermediates,
particularly with the process of oxidizing crystal violet dyes
substantially mineralized into water and carbon dioxide.
However, although the reduction in COD is more than 50%,
even higher detoxification efficiency is a precondition for the
industrial prospects of this process. Complete reduction of
COD can be achieved by proposing an experimental design
that involves continuous treatment of the wastewater after
complete color removal, which will allow the available reactive
species to react with leuco-compounds (and/or reaction inter-
mediates) as a subsequent step for complete detoxification.

3.9.4. Analysis of recyclability and reusability. To support
the practical applications of the resultant nonwoven fabric, the
recyclability of PET-rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 were
studied under the conditions explained in section 2.7.3. The
results show that the nonwoven fabric can be recycled up to
five times with slight reduction in its catalytic activity as
observed after the catalytic removal of crystal violet dye in con-
stant time (see Fig. 13). It is worth mentioning that PET-PAM-
rGO-Fe0 exhibited 91.5% of its initial activity in the fifth
crystal violet removal cycle. However, the removal percentage
of PET-rGO-Fe0 reduced to 81.3% after five-cycle application.

This may be explained by the possible variations in Fe0 re-
aggregation and contact surface decay between the two cata-
lysts, which remains to be elucidated through further investi-
gation. These overall finding provides substantial ground for
the improvement of a fiber-based catalytic wastewater treat-
ment system over conventional solutions.

3.9.5. The effect of concentration of PET-rGO-Fe0 and
PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 on dye removal. The concentration of cata-
lysts in the catalytic removal reaction is one of the most impor-
tant parameters affecting the removal process of pollutants.53

Therefore, the effect of the concentration of catalysts on the
reduction and degradation activities has been studied. For a
comparative reason, the concentration of both catalysts was
changed in the same manner and the dye removal setup was
identical.

The results showed the same trend for both catalysts in the
removal of crystal violet dyes. The catalytic activity increased as
the concentration of catalysts increased until the equilibrium
concentration (see Fig. 14). It is clear that at an increasing
catalyst concentration, the catalytic capacity was higher, which
can be explained by the participation of a higher amount of
Fe0 towards generating reactive species that stimulate the
removal process. However, at the equilibrium concentration,
although a number of iron particles are present in the reac-
tion, the reducing agent (NaBH4) becomes saturated and
cannot produce further reactive species, resulting in a plateau
effect. It is to be noted that for both catalysts (PET-rGO-Fe0

and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0) a decrease in the concentration from

Table 5 A comparison of the reaction kinetics for the removal of crystal violet dye using PET-GO, PET-rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0

Sample name Conc. of pollutants Timea (min) Rate constant, k b (min−1) Correlation coefficient, R2 c Conversion, (%)

PET-GO 50 mg L−1 120 0.00091 31.94 04.98
PET-rGO-Fe0 50 mg L−1 78 0.05873 99.33 98.83
PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 50 mg L−1 65 0.07384 99.77 99.04

a Reaction time required for complete color removal. b k: Rate constant for the 1st order kinetics, and is expressed in min−1. c R2: Correlation
coefficient of the linear regression.

Fig. 13 Recyclability and reusability of (a) PET-rGO-Fe0 and (b) PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 in catalytic removal of crystal violet dye. [Conditions: Crystal
violet = 50 mg L−1, nonwoven fabric = 700 mg L−1, NaBH4 = 0.1 M, pH = 5.]
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700 mg L−1 to 300 mg L−1 does not significantly reduce the
catalytic activity indicating that even a small quantity of the
catalysts can provide a good catalytic activity.

3.9.6. The postulated mechanism for the catalytic removal
of crystal violet dye using PET-rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0.
According to the above results, the mechanism for the catalytic
removal of dye has been postulated. As seen in color removal
(see section 3.9.1), the loading of metal nanoparticles on the
surface of polyester nonwovens leads to catalytic behavior in
nonwoven fabrics in the presence of NaBH4. The resultant cat-
alysts designed in this study showed complete removal of dyes
over a short period of time. This robust catalytic activity of the
nonwovens is attributed to the synergistic effect of Fe and
NaBH4 as explained by N. Bouazizi et al. (2019).32

The pathways of this typical reduction reaction of crystal
violet dye are supposed to involve the dissociation of NaBH4

into BH4
− in aqueous solution and adsorption of crystal violet

dye and/or BH4
− onto the Fe0 nanoparticles incorporated into

the nonwoven fabrics, thereby favoring the transfer of H+ ions
and electrons on their surface.54 Reactant : Fe0 interactions
generate a vacant region in the metal surface leading to an
electron-enriched layer as illustrated in Fig. 15. The latter is
supposed to impose electron transfer to the crystal violet
which should behave as an electron-acceptor, thereby trigger-
ing the reduction reaction of crystal violet dye to reaction inter-
mediates and then to nontoxic substances as evidenced by
COD reduction.

In such a reaction pathway, GO oxide is expected to have a
certain contribution, thus explaining the increased activity of
the catalyst. On the other side, a comparative study between
two prepared nonwovens (PET-rGO-Fe0 and PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0)
shows that Fe incorporated in PAMAM grafted samples showed
better and faster dye removability than that without PAMAM.
The higher catalytic activity of PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 corresponds
to the presence of a higher number of uniformly distributed
iron nanoparticles in the presence of PAMAM dendrimer.
(Since a continuous flux of electrons due to excess amount of

Fe0 should favor the quick reduction of the adsorbed crystal
violet.)

3.10. The role of PAMAM and hydrophilic characteristic in
electro-catalytic performance

Deeper insights into surface modification of polyester nonwo-
ven fabric using PAMAM dendrimer demonstrate a key role of
–NH2 groups in the coating of graphene oxide and iron nano-
particle fixation. The uniform coating of GO and stable graft-
ing of Fe0, as well as molecular adsorption on the surface of
nonwoven fabrics, boosted the electro-catalytic performance.
As explained in sections 3.8 and 3.9, improvement of electrical
and/or catalytic properties has been observed in PAMAM
mediated modified samples (PET-PAM-rGO and PET-PAM-
rGO-Fe0) compared to the others (PET-rGO and PET-rGO-Fe0).
These improvements can translate to the key role exhibited by
–NH2 from PAMAM during incorporation of functional
materials (GO and Fe0) into the nonwoven fabric.

Robust and uniform coating of graphene oxide leads to
uniform conductivity of materials as discussed in section 3.8.
On the other and, the difference in their removal performance
has supported the claim (discussed in section 3.9) that may be
ascribed to the gradual protonation of the amine group and
thus improve the catalytic removal of crystal violet. In addition,
from the contact angle measurements, the results obtained
herein show that alkaline hydrolysis of the polyester fabric
before PAMAM grafting markedly increased the hydrophilic
character (–OH and –COOH), as supported by the electroki-
netic measurements (ζ-potential analysis in section 3.2), and
also had a significant role in the good stability of the
materials, as supported by the TGA results. Herein, the wett-
ability of the fibers appeared to be developed uniformly for all
connected fibers. Comparative analysis of the average water
contact angles before and after surface modification demon-
strates that fibers were transformed from hydrophobic to
hydrophilic character based on the anticipated surface prop-
erty, which was responsible for the superior coating and incor-

Fig. 14 Effect of the catalyst concentration [0 mg L−1 ( ), 50 mg L−1 ( ), 100 mg L−1 ( ), 300 mg L−1 ( ), 500 mg L−1 ( ), and 700 mg L−1 (■)] on the
removal of crystal violet dye (a) PET-rGO-Fe0 and (b) PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0. [Conditions: Crystal violet = 50 mg L−1, NaBH4 = 0.1 M, pH = 5.]
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poration of the functional materials. These results are of great
importance because they clearly demonstrate that the modifi-
cation steps produce an exchangeable anion, which plays a key
role in the electrical conductivity of materials and removal of
dyes.

4. Conclusions

The newly developed multifunctional polyester fabric exhibited
robust electrical conductivity and catalytic properties as
observed from sheet resistance (Rsh) analysis, and catalytic
removal of crystal violet dye. The overall finding of the study is
summarized below:

a. A graphene/Fe loaded polyester fabric with multifunc-
tional properties has been successfully developed for the first
time. Physical and analytical analysis supports the successful
chemical grafting of PAMAM dendrimer followed by robust
coating of GO (GO/rGO) and loading of Fe on polyester fabrics.

b. Both coating of rGO and loading of Fe0 nanoparticles
improved the electrical conductivity of the polyester nonwoven
fabric. The sample modified with both rGO and Fe0 (PET-PAM-
rGO-Fe0) showed a higher conductivity due to the character-
istic conductive behavior of uniformly distributed reduced gra-
phene oxide and metallic Fe0 nanoparticles.

c. A multifunctional graphene/Fe loaded polyester fabric
has been found to have catalytic activity towards the removal
of crystal violet dye. Fastest degradation was recorded for

PET-PAM-rGO-Fe0 with 99.04% of pollutant removed in
65 min, a rate constant of 0.07384 min−1 following a pseudo-
first-order reaction, and first-order reaction kinetics obtained
by linear evolution in time of ln(C/C0) as supported by an R2

value over 97.77.
d. Cycle reusability of the catalysts for 5 cycles without any

significant reduction in their activity proved the robustness of
functionalization and potential scaling up opportunity.

Here, this study has focused on the fundamental progress
and aspects of multifunctional textiles while detailed study
and influences of various stimuli are yet to be explored. Due to
both the electrical and catalytic properties of the resultant
material, an electro-Fenton-like system for effective removal of
persistent and pathogenic contaminates from water can be
explored. Herein the findings of this work are of great impor-
tance and allow the development of a multifunctional textile-
based material for potential smart, environmental and green
chemistry application.
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Fig. 15 The postulated mechanism for catalytic removal of crystal violet dye using the Fe0 incorporated polyester nonwoven fabric.
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